Sbbntferauntt.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

BURRILL & SON,

C. C.

AKWT ADVEKTIHEMKMTM THIS WEEK.
Rsw notice— Bst BenJ K lured*0.
Ailmr notice—R»t .John W Wood.
Admr notice—Bit Simeon B Higgins.
liost—Umbrella.
Boston A Bangor Steamship Co—Summer service..
Call A Connlck— Millinery.
•I A Cunningham—Confectioner.
8 I> Wiggtn—Apothecary.
Charles H Lelami—Fruit and confectionery.
W H Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.

General INSURANCE agents,
Bur rill Bank
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Miss Addle Austin is visiting in Somerville, Mass.

*nd

real

lmProv*d

Miss Elizabeth Wiggtn left Monday
for a visit of two weeks in Boston.
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Miss Lizzie Crlppen was home
Boston for a few days the first of last
week.

? !

Judge Emery end family left Monday
Hancock Point, for the
^ I for Croeby lodge,
5 ! summer.)
3 I
A. H. Norris and Dr. H. W. Haynea and
ZJ ! family have gone to their Shady Nook
3 I

ELLSWORTH.

------

STREET,

^

shoe store.

FIRE, LIKE LIGHTNING,
T;rK,*“nV£
Look
of these unwelcome visitors.

t,.

our

companies

for this

protection; they give it surely and safely—

broad-axe.
Win.

| (i. H. Grant

SCHOOL

m*.

the

and
Water street for

opened

has

Clark

confectionery

Company,

store

on

fruit

a

summer.

John A. Peters, jr., and wife, and E. P.

RATES

Redman

“^,0

JOY MUUIU. [

ON PICTURES

I

Having nearly completed the class pictures, 1
will make rates to all scholars and teachers
for a few days only.

—

_

,A.,

attending

are

commenceiueut at

Uowdoin college.
Judge E. E. Chase, of Bluehill, and B.
E. Tracy, of Winter Harbor, were in EIlsworth

yesterday.

The foot hall

JvJY.

*

..

ol the Dingo
Fourth of July

committee

give

will

athletic club

a

ball at Hancock hall.

Tlio Kllswurth

Vint* than—only COUNTV

Many Ellsworth republicans

Paper.

gates

are

in

and dele-

Bangor to-day to attend the

republican State convention.
Henry B. Stockbridge and wife arrived
Tuesday nijfht to spend a vacation of a
month at Mr. Stock bridge’s home.
Dr. A. C. Hagerthy has bought 1,C3J
acres of timberiand in the town of Otis,

TEN PAINT POINTS.

from Charles

worked
last

three candidates

This will be the last

work

|I

#ltiO,OOU,QOO yearly
1. America spend*
for painting
i I'rotei tlng ami beautifying property 1* the
*t»le u*»e of paint.
Itain water ami #un-hlne are the worst
:i
enemies of paint.
4. To Ih iii fight these f.*e* paint mu*l lm ju*t
clastic enough and Ju*t hard enough.
5.
Carbonate of lend and litiMed oil are ab*o>
lute!v essential In a good paint.
lu«ed on a proper mis lure of these two,
there must he a combination of pigment* which
will alloy thorough'v. No *lng!e pigment, u*«d
alone with oil, will answer all requirement*.
7. It l* exactly thl* per ft n alloy, or binding
together of it# ingredients. which U claimed for
Heath X Milligan** ,,Heai’’ prepared paint.
*
forty nine year* of *ucce«*ful experience
and fair dealing nave put the Heath X Milligan
Mfg.l o. at the head of America** paint manufacturer*.
y. The Arm ha* never told an untruth about
it* output.
10. it claim* It* "Hest prepared paint IS the
beat.
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Knights of King Arthur held a picnic at Shady Nook Friday. The boys en-

STRATTON A WESCOTT,
*,K.

EL».»wonr!i,.
,

5«»obcK>o<xx>oo<X)OOOc>ooooC2

WIGGIN S DRUG STORE

I

1

HEADQUARTERS

S

FOK

3

FIREWORKS.

5

We shall make prices
very low, as we do not intend
to carry any over until next

3

year.

5

S

j

lie made In the location of the

change

M.

It Is necessary to dispose of many plants, even
at a sacrlflce, which otherwise would be kept.
Also sonic BEVUIKfi PLANTS which are
left on hand will be sold this week and
low prices.

Call and

see

if there is

anything yon

nckt at

want.

;j

Largest
Variety.

..
**

FROM

50c. TO $5.00.
J. A. THOMPSON.

Emery,

::
\

Beat

*

lx.

Goods.

a

delightful

and

her two chil-

ii

A.

f
I

;

FIRE
FIRE
CRACKERS
ICE

OF

SUPPLY

JULY

OF

GOODS.

CREAM,
SODA,

CICARS, TOBACCO AND FRUIT.

Special

The Ellsworth tennis club has had its
on Hancock street put in condition

courts
(or

Sale of Candies

joined

the

roadu in excellent condition.

seventy-live children

and

grown

Saturday.

23 main St.

Security, Strength, Safety and Solidity

probable that
made by which the
is

during

use

certain hours* in the

day.
The village improvement society is having some good work done about the city
—cutting grass and weeds along the road,
removing unsightly, tumble-down fences
The
and grading down embankments.
donation

has

Anotoer letter

been

of

non-resident

day last week. He came East to atbis clans reunion at Colby.

tend

Miss Wilhelmiua Frost left yesterday
for Orono, from which place she
her
will
uncle, William
accompany
noon

French,

on a

trip

to the

Rangeleys.

The Unitarian Sunday school closed last
Sunday for the summer. There were papers by members of the different classes,
reviewing the work of the past year.
Fred Doyle came.home last week from
Holy Cross college, Worcester, Mass.,
He went to
for the summer vacation.
Bath Friday to visit his brother John.
of Seaver Burton
B., of Harvard, a graduate of
Buck,
Ellsworth high achool, will be interested
Ellsworth

friends

revived from

Mi-s Mary L. Burnham, dated Rt Chinatifu,
China, May 21, in which she made no
mention of tlie “Boxers”, snowing that
the

had

disturbance

reached

not

her at

given up her contemplated trip to the coast, however, deeming

She had

it unsafe to travel.
There

is

one

Ellsworth.

board

action

prompt
of the disease.
rumors

of

cases

fever in

of scarlet

case

The

taken

of

health
the

topreveut

spread

There huve been many
of scarlet rash and scarlet

Gott,

Arthur

Bar

of

and

Crockett

George

Henry Smith,

Harbor, w’tre
jail yesterday.

brought to the county
and Crockett are

held

Gott

for

the

grand jury for larceny. Smith is
under sentence of sixty days for larceuy.
William Loring, Alfred Young and John

October

Fairhead,

of Bar

Harbor,

are

in for intox-

ication.

Engineer Brown has
companies out this week

Chief

tion and to

try the

new

minors gmceiuiiy.

XUJbrrtisrntrnta.

GEORGE A. PARCHER,

hose.

called
for

the

inspec-

The

com-

INSURE NOW.

V. O. HODGKINS,

Agent.

PATENTS.
...
Solicitor.
K. J. HUNT,
4.1 K M SQCAHE, IlAKOOE. ME

forty Ellsworth Rebekahs went
Saturday evening. They were royally entertained by
the Southwest Harbor Rebekahs.
They
reached Southwest Harbor at 5 o’clock.
About

6 an excellent supper was served.
the evening the bouthwest Harbor
lodge worked the degree. After work
there was asocial time, another repast
and then the visitors left for home.
At
In

As will
market

be

by

seen

quotations

reference

page 3, the
has jumped

on

flour in Ellsworth

to

the

price of
fl this

week, with prospects of further rise.
The American’s market quotations are
corrected every week, and readers who
follow them closely will often he enabled
to take advantage of the market in buying or selling. The rise in the price of

predicted

several weeks.

Mrs. D. E. Brown, of Brockton, Mass.,
with

Thursday
parents,

to

her

spend

Mr. and

the

F.

accompanied by her
sou, Albert Farrington Brown, from the
Hackley school at Tarry town-on-Hudson,
N. Y.
Little
Margaret
Bragdon, of
Brockton, also accompanied them, and is
Burnham.

She

ORDERS

I)r.
a

Maine.

•

CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

REPUBLICAN

rections where it can reach him from
week to week. Dr. Manning gives Thk
American reason to hooe it may trive its
readers a letter from him soon, descriptive of his trip.

Ellsworth

Delegates

CAUCUS.
the

to

Hancock

Comity Convention.

The republicans of Ellsworth met in
Monday evening to choose deleSunday school will take place on Monday, ;
it was a
gates to the county convention,
July 9, by steamer to Castine. The steamlarge caucus, but the business was transer will leave the coal w harf at 8 a.m., reacted promptly and in an orderiy manOwing to the fact
turning at 8 p. m.
The annual picnic of the Congregational

that the number of tickets to be Hold is to
be limited, a certain number will he reserved for t lie members of the
school and distributed on the Sunday
The remainder
preceding the picnic.
will be placed on sa'e at the store of F! F.

caucus

ner.

j

Sunday)

Robinson

The

was

caucus

called

to

order

was

J. F. Manning, of Ellsworth, drops
from Everett, Wash., under date of

note

June 20, to say that he likes the country
very much, everything is delightful, but
he misses “the only county paper”. He
cannot get along wlthoutfit, ho sends di-

by

H. Drummey, chairman of the
committee. John F. Knowiton was
j city
made cbairmau and VV. 11. Titus secreCharles

Thursday morning, July 5. i tary.
F. B. Aiken, John F. Whitcomb and
changes have been made in
schedule under the new time-' M. Hopkins were cboseu a committee

on

Additional

A.
to

'lulls ! receive and c »uui votes.
Th rp were
fHhle. The schedule Is as followswill arrive in Ellsworth (at depot) from | three lists of
selectdelegates in the lb
west st fi 17 a. in 4 25 and 6 10 p. m.; from |
ed with view to support of dif.'jn nt caneast at 8 33 a. m., 5 33 p. m., 10 10 sod 10 28
Mai's (•!•>•*** ! didates for sheriff one list of delegates
p. m. ( Washington county)
at post office as follows:
Going west, 8 00 I being f-*r Emer I.. King -'; .., one for
and 11 25 a. m., 5 00 and 9 40 p m ; going
jmbiuaJames T. Cushman, and r third
east, 9 50 p. m., for Bar Harbor veuves at
tj 17 following morning), 0 50 a. tr. and tion list, principally of unpledged dele4 00 p. m. for Washington county, and 5 gates receiving the support of the three
40 p. m. for Bar Harbor.
other candidates for sheriff, L. F. Hooper,
of

Margaret, t tie welve-year-old daughter
Maurice Downey, jr., fell into the river

With some other
Saturday afternoon.
children she was fishing from tiie plank
driveway below the lower Hall mill, when
she fell through a hole and into ttie water
ten feet below.
Stephen Utosh heard the

calls for help, and pulled the child from
She was very wet and very
the water.
She
much frightemd, but uninjured.
had been m tHe water twenty minutes
when taken out. but iiad held to a piece
of timber until help can e.
The crushed
has been

rock

completed,

walk

on

Oak

street

and the rock is

now

State street, it is expected
to extend the crushed rock road this year
This
to the top of Tow.i house hill.
will give a crushed rock road from the
wharves on Water street about half way
With the
to the mills at Ellsworth Falls.
crusher conveniently located as it now is,
two more years should
complete the
is
work through to the Falls. There
street
on
State
more
heavy teaming
than any other street in town. The rock
crusher is now doing more work a day
than ever before. A larger steam drill
is being used to blast out the rock to
satisfy the rapacious appetite of the
crusher.

being laid

There
at

game of so-called base ball
park last Saturday afternoon.

was a

Wyman

The teams
ne

on

supposed

OH'i^ur

to

Hinteiiu

be

ciuu

playine
nine

miiu

were
me

Ellswoiths. bui only one team seemed to
be in it, and that wasn’t Ellsworth. It was
late wIihm t he game began, owing to late
arrival of the visitors.
When the score
goi up to aon elhing like 30 to 4, at the
end of the tilth inning, the agony was
ended by casing the game.
‘Hsipin’s
hustlers” need to hustle into shape if
they mean to play ball this season. There
is plenty of good material in the team,
but more practice is needed to get it into
A few costly errors early in the
Hbape.
game Saturday seemed to demoralize the
whole team, and after that it was a runEllsworth’s nine
away for l he visitors.
is capable of better work.

F. Whitcomb and D. L Fields.
The tellers announced the wh de number of votes cast 341; necessary f- r choice,
171. The Kingman delegates received
sixty-seven votes; the Cushman delegates
102, and the combination list 172, or just
one more than the necessary number for
an election.
The delegates elected are as follows:
John A. Peters, jr., Dr. George A. Phillips,
W. Patten,
Yinal F. Hooper,
George
Henry E. Davis, Bernard S. Jell.son, Dr,
N. C. King, George W. Whiting Thomas
J. Holmes, Moses C. Smith, Charles E.
Alexander, T. F. Mahoney, J)r. Harvard
Greely, William Goggins.
The delegation was empowered to till
H.

vacancies.

Adjourned.
COM INIS K VENTS.

Wednesday, July 4, at Hancock hall
by Dirij|o athletic club.
Wednesday, July 4, at BluehBl—'Trot-

—

Kail

ting at Mountain park. Dance at town
Rl in evening.
July 9, at Hancock hall—Tommy Donnelly'a big minstrels, under management
of Frank A. Owen, of Bangor.

'Two weeks beginning July ; .Summer
school for teachers at Ellsworth.
Wednesday, Aug. 15—Butler reunion at
Kalugador spring, Eastbrook.
Monday, July 2, at INiion church, Ellsworth Falls—‘‘Concert of the Nations.”
Tickets, 25 cents.

Monday, July

SUjbertiannms.

HOT WEATHER
CLOTHING
IS

This question arises in the family every
day. Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell-O,
dessert. Prea delicious and healthful
pared in two minutes. No boiling! no

ON

baking! simply

boiling

water and set

to cool. Flavors:
Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. Get a package at
your grocer’s to-day. 10 cts.

TOP,
and many have availed them-

satisfying qualpast week. You’ll
the fit, the
weight

selves of its

—

financial.

Cungrega-

"f

twelve, 25 cents.

What Shall We Have for Dessert?

add

9—P <mic

tional Sunday school by boat t(> ('astine,
leaving coal wharf at ha. in. T'ckets on
sale at E. F. Robinson's store Thursday,
July 5. Adults, 50 cents; childri u uuder

ities the
like the

style,

-.

the color, tie' j vices of

our

SUMMER CLOTHING.

summer

Mrs. A.

visiting
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
E. F. Robinson. Mrs. Bragdon will come
liter.

SPECIALTIES.

Ellsworth,

m uuici

her

AND

MAIL

cuiiur

to Southwest Harbor last

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

PHYSICIANS’ SUPPLIES

is

Bowdotn Orient, president of the
New England Intercollegiate press association, to which office he was elected in
Boston last month, and he has just been
elected business manager of the liugle,
the Bowdoin annual.
of the

flour has been

DRUGGIST.

no

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

has

fever, but Dr. McDonald, of the board of
health, said Monday that the case reported
this week was the first genuine case.

A.

to learn that he has a position as assistant
master of the Hackley school, au endowed

expeditious preparation of the finer
is indispensable.
Care must be taken to avoid baking: powders made
from alum.
Such powders are sold cheap, because
Not only
they cost but a few cents per pound.
*ill they spoil the cake, but alum is a c rrosive acid, which taken iu food means injury to health. ^

the mail

people

EQUITABLE

beyond comparison.

have

school

OF

Is

It

club.

of t he courts

hose

The record of the past Is the
best guarantee of the future.
The

members

new

arrangements will be
high school tennis club will have the

arrived

LELAND,

Several

play.

T

CUNNINGHAM.

FULL

B. F. Joy and wife were called to Westbrook Sunday, by the death of Mrs. Joy’s
Mr. Warren
father, Lewis P. Warren.
was In the eighty-third year of his age.
He was for many years a prominent "merchant and manufacturer in Westbrook,
and a large dealer in real estate.

Brices.

K
S
,J.

20x26

The county commissioners returned last
Thursday from their trip of inspection
over the county roads.
They found the

one

the easy,

In

'cakesand pastries, Royal

master.

|

REWORKS!
O
|
p^

FI

addition,

About

purest and greatest in leavening strength.

attend commencement at Bowdoin.
He took with him Fulton J. Kedman,
and
Harvard Lord, Ueorge Parcber,
Morris Sowle. Wesley Dawes is sailing

Lowest

Noise.

E

::

J

X

Makes hot breakfast-breads wholesome—no
yeast germs, no alum. Makes cake, biscuit
and pastry of superior fineness, flavor and
deli-|
cacy. Makes food that will keep moist andi
sweet.
Is most economical, because it is the

Hancock hall la

at

room

went on the Unitarian Sunday panies make a run from the house to a
picuic yesterday, and spent a de- hydrant, lay two lines of hose of 200 feet
X lightful day at Hancock Point.
each, and get water. City hose company
Mrs. John W. Malone and daughter was out Monday night, Senator Hale hose
company Tuesday night and to-night the
Hannah Frances are visiting Mrs. D. S.
Kowc and family at their summer cottage Falls company will be out.
at the “Ovens”, Salisbury Cove.
C. E. Bellatty is home from Bowdoin
He
Willis A. Joy, of Grand Forks, N. D., college for the summer vacation.
of editorship and other
X dropped in to see old Ellsworth friends bears the dignity

Biggest

p^
lx

ii

*

|

I

THE

HAMHOCKS

passed

ant

feet, is being built
at the rear of the second story of C. L.
Morang’s store, increasing the size and
attractiveness of the store.

jP""H

The aldermen's

that time.

visiting her daughter, Mrs. M.
Whittaker, lu this city.

An

to

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE,

base-ball game

dren. is

FOURTH

ltecause of the

a

Kev. W. K. Huut, of East Orange, N. J
formerly pastor of the Cuitarian church
here, will preach at the church here next
Sunday morning.

Mrs. Howard

AMD A

REMOVAL SALE.

with

evening with them.
Mrs. Jared Emery, with her daughter,

|

We carry everything in these

themselves

and tield guinea.

day evening,

;;
goods.

joyed

The surprise party club dropped in on
Mr. aud Mrs. W. A. Alexander last Satur-

F

Absolutely

Col. H. E. Hamlin attended the alumni
reunion at Colby thle week, and presided
at the banquet of the Zeta Pal last evening. W. A. Joy, of Grand Porks, N. D., a
olasamate of Col. Hamlin, class of ’79, waa
present at the reunion.

by the lodge

The

over

Bftkiit^ Powder
Pure

One of the happiest families In the city
may be found at E. J. Walsh’s store, where
a fox terrier and five pupa, and a mother
oat and two snow-white kittens share a
shoe box peacefully together.

society recently received a
the third degree flOO from a public-spirited
Friday evening. tax-payer.

until next fall.

I

Kegister-of-Probate C. P. Dorr and Fred
W. Joy, of New York, caught two handsome salmon at Branch pond last Wednesday. One weighed nine pounds, the
other four pounds.

Woodman, of Bangor.

Lygouia lodge
on

I

Four Ellsworth Knights Joined the
Lewiston commandery on tbelr trip to
Bar Harbor yesterday—E. E. Parker, I. L.
Kalman, Ueorge H. Grant and A. K.
Cushman.

to

(£Mark Milliken, sr., cut bis foot quite
badly at the shipyard Monday, with a

fully protected against loss by either
and cheaply.

E. K. Hopklna waa In Ellaworth from
Brooklln Monday night.
He returned
to Brookliu yesterday, accompanied by
Mrs. Hopkins, who will spend the summer there.

being put in a condition becoming the
cottage.
dignity of the municipal body which ocErnest L. Moore arrived home from cupies It. A new floor is being laid, the
Bowdoln Monday night, for the summer walls will be repainted, and some new
vacation.
furniture will be put In.
H. E. Mason has opened a law office *n
Judge John B. Kedman has gone to
the Phillips building, over E. J. Walsh’s
Brunswick In his yacht "Wave Crest”,

W. CUSHHAN & SON,

A.
MAIN

Bradford McKenzie Is home from Dartcollege for the summer vacation.

2

These are
That can be purchased at a bargain.
something entirely new, and their style is easily distingnished from the patterns usually carried.
We also have a full stock of ODD DRESSERS,
COMMODES, BEDSTEADS, the latter in both
wood and iron. Purchases amounting to, say, $20,
will in1 delivered anywhere in Hancock county.

fc

James E. Parsons and family moved to
their Shady Nook cottage Monday.

|

HAVE JUST RECEIVED

I

E. W. Lord arrived home from Boston
university this morning.

2U>btrtf*cmntU.

atbool for boys at Tarrytown-on-Hudson,
N. Y. Mr. Buck la a nephew of Mrs. A.
P. Burnham.

Cool, dressy,

e

■

ly, dur-

able— and above all, cheap
and economical.
Busy as
bees all the time

because

clothing,
our juices

methods

our

and

our
are

right.

LEWIS FRIEND & CO..
CLOTHIERS.
First Nat’! Bank

Bldg.

LI.

y,

M^r.

Vofl«

For the'Week Roiclnvilnir July
1—Common! by HfV. S. H. Doyle.

Tone.-—When is
11L (A patriotic

a

sen

nation
ice.)

xUjtorrtisrmcnt#.

fllutnal Bnuht Column

CHRISTIAN KNDKAVUK.

safe?—Deut.

EDITED BT

lt« Motto:

wni.

“AUNT MADGE".

“Helpful

and

*

are

Think
About This
In addressing Mrs.
Pinkham you are communicating with

A Woman

1

TTTF

PRAYER MEETING.

X*se the United society's special programme or arrange one that will emphasize patriotism.
BJKLE

READINGS.

Ez. vl, 8-10; Noli. ii. 1-5; Ps. xxxiii,
10-22; Prov. xiv. 34; Jer. xxix. 7; Math,
xvii, 24-27; xxii, 15-21; Mark xii, 13-17;
ttorn. xiii, 7; Ileb. xi, b-lG.
Confidence

In

Ihe

€

hnreh.

Once wore the faith of honest

uten

is

governort by confidence in facts and
fair conclusions front established promises. The church, which is a defender
of the faith, must he fearless as to its
basis and its divine forces.
I.et men
doubt it on either point and it has
ceased to command them. The despite
cif one honest man for any trick or
trade in the tactics of the church management to retain its prestige is the
beginning of its fail before the distrust
and discontent of tlie world's Jury of
common sense.
Their confidence is
not won by emotional efforts and mystic utterances. The church that fails
to show itself as brave in private ns
its public speech and ns confident of
Itself before the mirror and the microscope as in its own church assemblies
will lose its hold on the people. They
are saying today. “Are yo# afraid of
your bssis. unwilling to face your own
scholars on matters of fact?" And the

people pass otf—whither?—Evangelist.

all He

asks

as we

can

sorrowing

A woman whoso experience In treating female
Ills Is greater than that
of any living person, male
or female.

She has fifty thousand
such testimonial letters
as we are

fering

hundreds of suf-

women.

Every
some

ham

knows

woman

woman Mrs. Pink-

restored to

has

health.
Mrs. Pinkham makes
no statements she cannot
prove. Her advloe Is
Lydia K Pinkham
Med. Co., Lynn, Musa.

/wao_

*******

AlaKlCl LI I'ltAL BlLLKTIN.

of us Is to build up our lives as well
with the opportunities of serving,
and rejoicing, which He has given

If we “picked our material” we think we
could make the wall of our life more beautiful,
but let us work with patience, using the cement
of love, and some passer-by may approve our
good work and take new courage to do the l>e-l
he can to build a good life out of the rough
and jagged materials.
West Ellsworth.
StSTEK B.

oonstantly pub-

lishing showing that Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound Is daily re-

lieving

Interesting

us.

|

S

Letters

from

Ilitncock

County Farmers.
Bulletin No. 3, of the State board of
agriculture for season of 1900,contains the
following interesting letters from Hancock county farmers:
Penobscot—I think the best means to
create a public sentiment in regard to the
protection of birds is for every newspaper

to

print

an

article every

week

on

the subject. If a stop is not tut to the
It. Friends:
destruction of birds, in r few years we
Sister B. in the selected poem and also shall not have
any. and what will the
|
in her letter, has introduced the subject poor farmers do for music in the bright
I think th*re is no
string morning-.?
of patience- and in recalling the
Dear M.

“past”

of

our

|

1 conclude that

we

have

sweeter

music

nan

the song* «*f

t he

birds.

As to tbe real help w htcii the lords are to
upon the virtue known as the farmer, it is very hard to estimate it,
patience to any great extent. I was rather Ii for they are at work for him fr< m early
Even the
morning until late at night.
surprised to think we had not discussed it crow
ha* his good qualities
lie some|
long ere this, for we have talked and times picks up a few kernels of corn
written a great deal about work, and w hen when he is hungry, but we o*n slop inis
very easily by stringing the pece with
we are enjoined to “Let pat'ence have her
twine as soon a* the corn is plsnied.
perfect work”, we may be quite sure that
N. F. Norton.
as long as there is
work to do in the
BBOOK8VILLE— I have always been inworld, patience w ill need to be exercised. terested in birds, and am sorry to say
When everything goes to our liking, t hat some of t he different kind* of birdhave enl irely disappear, d wit bin I lie ls*t
when our pUns succeed and our work
twenty-five years. I-n’t there si tin* wav
runs smoothly, we cau not estimate how
to stop thi* killing of birds and save our
L. C. Roberts
large a quantity of patience we possess. | bird friends?
L)EER Isle We have here an insect not
It is when things go wrong that we need
noticed before—a minute red spider which
patience. It is when we are waiting—not swRrm* about
bouses and gardens and is
knowing the result of some experiment very destructive to plants. 1 have also
or trial or special effort, that we need to
observed lately a minute hopper among
1
never
my strawberry plants, which
possess our souls in patience.
noticed before.
It seemed to be winged,
yister B., you have given us also some but
looked like a diminutive grass imp per,
helpful thoughts on building. I w ish the perhaps one-flftn of an inch long. 1
young people w ho read our column would think tbe birds should be protected, but
how can it be done? It is hard to prevent
take;time to think over your excellent
boys from killing them unless they are j
This beautiful month of educated at home to do better. 1
suggestions.
would I
June has seen hundreds in our own State | like to know more about tbe English
Does he da enough good to offsparrow.
of
life.
out
school
In
the
passing
strength set the harm that he does to native birds?
and fieshness of young manhood, large
For years 1 have had Hocks of eaves-wwalnumbers are stepping into the ranks of lows about my barn, and t hey live on
Hies,
active workers. Many of the foundation- lam told. But the sparrows came about
two years ago, and after sheltering themof
stones
t-heir characters have already
selves in the swallows' nests in the winter,
been laid. What is to be the building each
they deliberately tore the nests to pieces
oue will erect?
Whatever the plan or the dow n to tlie very foundations, and w hen
the swallows came again
the sparrow*
pattern, whether the building shall be drove
many of them away, and fought !
represented by the neat little cottage or a t he rest all the time they were building.
lordly mansion, w hether it shall be plain This year they destroyed the nests again,
but aa the swallows were very late in
and substantial or fanciful and attraccoming tbe sparrow* seemed to have gone
tive in its exterior finish, the directions to
housekeeping for themselves and did
for buildiDg w ith patience and love given
not trouble them so much. Do they
above, will insure a satisfactory result, trouble other hires? Is there any way to
R. S. Warren.
and more than one
will be get rid of them?
not

|

column

touched

“passer-by”

encouraged and helped on life’s way.
While many are personally interested in
these graduates from various schools of
learning, the citizens in general, as they

read the many reports of graduation exerSpirit*.
*
cises, have reason to be proud of the good
Take one ounce of the seeds of reso- ! old Pine Tree State.
lution, properly mixed with the oil of
good conscience; infuse into it a large itear aunr Mange:
spoonful of the balsam of patience.
We fed chickadees an well an redl»lrda, wrens,
Distill carefully a composing plant etc last winter, so it seems natural to help feed
called “others’ woes,” which you will them (?) this summer. I enclose some receipts
find in every part of the garden of life lor cooking with water instead of milk.
<HIELET—Three eggs, 2 tablespoon fu I* of cold
growing under the broad leaves of dis- water.
1 even
tablespoon ful of flour, mix
guise. Gather a handful of the blossoms MaU-r ami flour, add eggs, beat well, rook in
of hope, sweeten them properly with a beef drippings and roil as it cooks. Salt and
pepper (before cooking) to taste.
sirup made of the balm of Providence,
Hard Gingerbread—Two cups molasses, I
and if you can get any of the seeds of cup lard, !, cup ginger, great spoonful soda, I
boiling water. Roll it out and bake In a
cup
will
then
have
the
true friendship you
(jun k oven. Using half of all the Ingredient*
most valuable medicine that can be ad- and 1 cup of water makes good soft gingerItut you must be careful bread.
ministered.
Coffee Cake—One cup of brown sugar, 1 of
to get the seeds of true friendship, as
molasses, 1 of butler, 1 of chopped ralslus, 1 of
there is a weed which much resembles clear coffee liquid). 5>, cups of flour, 1 even
it. called self interest, which will spoil tahiespoonfui of soda, 1 egg.
Blueberry PUDDING—Mix flour and water
the whole composition. These ingreditogether to make a smooth, soft batter. Add
ents, well mixed and faithfully taken, '•alt (about a teaspoouful to a quart of flour).
Stir in as many berrlc* as the batter will hold,
soon complete the cure.—Selected.
in a bowl or Im»1I in a cloth. II
To Core Low

*

We lielicve the consenu* of opinion is
English sparrow*, and they art- generally known a* nuisance*. They certainly tight
our native hints, and personally we should very
much rather have the eaves-*wallows than the
English sparrow*. We know of no way to get
rid of them except by killing them.
This ha*
l**en done to some extent in several states

[Note.

—

against

—

Secretary.]
If you undertake to watch
give up all other tasks.

a

bypcc ite

A wise mother says that if you say
I » 1 **s
you should mean “No.”
you have a good reason for changing a

“No*”

command, hold to it.

(Eolninn.

Tender ami considerate thoughtfulof others is one of the most valuable of all the Christian graces. Genness

tleness, gentlemanliness, gcntlewomanliness—note how well the two go together. Manliness and gentleness, womanliness and gentleness. Gentleness
is one of the most manly and womanly
things in the world. A boor may be a
more craven coward by far than the
In
most perfect gentleman or lady.
the late war some of the “dudisb” regiments. made up of “gentlemen,” did
the very best work.—Christian Stand-

a

(to. H\ C. T.
Greeting —I had hoped to l*e with you In
convention this lieauttfu! June afternoon when
all nature teems glorified In her attempt to
outdo herself, but It has seemed to be ordered
otherwi-e, and 1 submit with what grace I can
command. Be assured 1 am with you in spirit,
though In body so far away.
1 close »ny eyes for one brief moment, and am
borne away on memory** dream.
Again I
fancy 1 see your sweet faced president pre-id
I see the dear
log with her gentle dignity.
W inter Harbor friet.ds, who entertained us *o
royally !a*t year. I recall you each and every
one, ami a* I remember, too, your beautiful
courtesy to me In making me a member of your
convention with full privileges, my heart goes ;
out with a great desire “to In* there”.
Yesterday it was my privilege to lie at the
Monday meeting at state headtjuH^p r« in Boston, and our leader drought to us the lesson oi
the rim* and the hn-Ku Oman.
1 he iitevssliy
of abiding in Christ if we would bring forth
ft uit abundant.” And so I pas* a'ong to you
ju-t this bit of the ldesaed meeting.
I have much myself to thank God for. Our
only son has lieen very near the oilier shore
through that dread disease pneumonia. For
several days we had but little hope, but on
Easter morn the crisis was past and Got! gave
him !>• ck to us. Now one would scarcely know
he had been 111. I know jour heart* will rejoice
witli me and excuse the bit of personality.
Now. dear abler*, “May God bless you abundantly above all that ye an* able pi ark or evt n
think," and “May ltie Lord watch lietween tine
and me while we are absent one from the other,
Is the prayer of my heart.
With great love, your sister in the work,
Ella K. Mason.

Curate—Oh—er —by

Bio£g*, 1

was

of

future table
Aunt Madge.

Helpful Man.

oar

We believe that this vault affords

absolute

§*.

Fire and
Our

tanking

Burglary.
aro'so

rooms

arranged

to

aa

secure

Absolute

Privacy

for tboee

Renting Boxea.

Bohi from 14 to 420 par una
according

Hancoct Comity Sarais M.
ELLSWORTH, ME.
Ruslness

Coumsuewl

Deposits

tn this bank

May

1,

1S7B.

by law exempt from

are

taxation.

*V. B. COOLI DOB, President.
JOHX F.

WHITCOMB, Vice-President.'

CUARLKS C. BCR BILL, Treasurer.

Deposit* draw lnt*rr*t from the flmt day^of
March, June, Septemlwr and December.
BOARD OF DIR»:CTOR3<
A. r. BPRKHAM.
JOMR F. WttlTCOMR,
N. B. COOLItHiR,
F. C AKKOLI. IIl*RKILL,
CHARLES C. Bp KRILL.
Bank hour*

dally, from

9 a. m. to

12

m

!• what your money* wlll'earuTf
Invested In eharv* of^the

#

ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND

1

sPaitv&iUev;

?

There is no kind of
ache, internal or
nal, that Pain-Killer
(■ nut relieve.

Cor

#

5l-00<

OUT roR IMITATIONS AND
THE UENU'NE
BEARS THE NAME

i la

WHY PAY RENT 1

SUB-5

when you can lK*rrow on your
share*. give a first murtgHge and
reduce It ever* month
Monthly
pavment* and lnw-rr-t together
will amount to but little more
than you nrr now
paving for
rent, and In about 10 year* you
will

#

PERRY DAVIS i. SON.

SEW 8EIUES

Often, Share*. H\ raeh; monthly
payment*, IJ prr,*hare.

now

BOT’.e#

SSI TUTES

<S

El!swcr‘h Loan and Bnilflinii Ass’d.
A

pain#

exter-#
will#
#

A

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

.150 rrtisniit nts.
'—-

For

QUAKER

A.

!

I

RANGES

partlrulan* Inquire of

IlKRKT W. ( IMINiS, Sec*y.
Kind Nat'l hank Bldg.

Ktjio, President.

vt.

J^YNWOOD

F.

GlLKft,

Attorney and CorssEi.LOR at Law.
Special attention given

:

to

Collection* and ail

Commercial bu#lne**.

MONEY

the

handed

papers
trifling

cost.

Mr.
way,
whether you
small subscript ion for a

be

tlxe and location.

to

Do not risk the loss of vonr valuable
when security can be obtained at such a

3t>Brrtisnr.rnts.

TO LOAN.

OR PERSONAL
all

the

PROPERTY.

Brainra. »thictlt cobi>ii>ebtial.

Offirralo KlrM National Itank

ItutMlua,

Elliwobth.

Mai**.

Profrssional farts.

(’HAKI.ES

lissome

maid a small package.
“Oh, w hat is it,
“Guess.”
Henri?”
So, of course, sue
guessed all tbe way fr»>m diamonds to
candy, but at each guess Henri shook his
Then she opened the
head negatively.
package, and with a shriek of dtiigbt
exclaimed: “A chunk of ice! Ob, you
exl ravagant man !” For this was in 1910,
after the ice trust had put Cecil Rhodes
And iha diamond associates into the
Almshouse.

H.

DKl'MMEY,

ATTORNEY
A

Mi

COUNSELOR AT LAW.
Rooms 2

am*

S, First Nat'l Bark Ben

ELLSWORTH.
CAKKULL

will take

twenty-four

a

vivo

MAINE.

BUKRILL,

ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

GOSHEN, 1 EL.
Genesee Pure Food (to., l.t Roy. .V. 1’:
Dear Sir* —Some days since n package of
your GUAlS-O preparation was left at my office- I took It home and gave It a * rial, and I
hive to *ay i was very much pleased with it aWe have alway s u-ed
a substitute for coffee.
the lie-t Java and Mocha In our family, nut I
am free to say I like the GRAIN O a* well as
th" best coffee 1 ever drank.
A. C. Jackson, M l>.
Respectfully yours,

inch stick of wood full

Notabr Public

EI-LS WORTH,

24 Oz. Package

ST.ELLSWORTH.

Twenty-live years' txtierlence In New Turk
■Special attention given to chronic.eaaea.

ME.

BURNHAM,

A.

ATTORNEY

yooooc<-ooc*c><XH:->:H>o<>>ooooco

Mans housekeepers sas, “I consider the cake of White
Gltcerine loiiet Soap which I find in each package of
Ivorine, worth esen more than both together tost me."

{BMC
g
g
8

of all kinds at short notice.

Ellsworth,

8

8

JL.

A.

*

X

....

STEWART,

M. D.

HOMCEOPATIIIST,
Malar..
Bhooksvillk,
Graduate Boston University.
MembcrYel
Maine llomcropathlc Medical
society; American
Institute of iioiiHjeopathy, and correanotwlln?
member Bo*ton Ho mere pat hie Medical society-

8
;

TKLEPHOKK

CONNECTION.

8

E.

BUNKER, JR.,
AT LAW.

ATTORNEY

f..r

y

OFFICES

Papers by Mail: jig)
pkSI

Frr*

*:•«..-t.i

'■*

Mawtml+s
■.

8A.VM

<>{

t;.,

....

OREN HOOPER'S

tw«»utiful

Bar Harbor offlees: 7 and 8 Mt. DeaertBluea.
Bluehill office open Saturdays.

Aj

SONS,

|jg,

!

J)R.

The Household Outfitters, Portland, Me. tF*
Aj
'"wk *»

Subscribe for The American.

AT

BAR HARBOR AND BLUEHILL, ME

H. GREELY,

DENTIST.

■itate kind of roome, price, width of border
Graduate of the
ftod color desired.
I elaae of *75

|

Maine.

West

8»SCHX>OOCHXMXM>>OOO0<<rt>0%tti5 JOHN

t

Was the ball that hit G. B. Steadman, of

that he has

ot

flualne** solicited.

mi

TURNING. PLANING
and JIG-SAWING

\ Wall

I Jed Hot from the Gun

vicinity

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all classes
pensions against the Untied Slates,

engine and 8
woodworking machines, and is 8
to
do
prepared
<5

g
g
g
g

H

and

put into bis shop

g
X

J

city

AMD

j

L10M

No. 9 School Street,
is pleased to iutorni ttie people of

this

Pkacr.

(Over Harden'# shoe Stored

F. B. AIKEN,

Powder

or tub

H. L. D. WOODRUFF.

Dh

MAIN

gashing

Justice

aud

Office orer Hurrili National flank,
Statu Street.
Ellsworth. Ml

size of fire-box.

I

The

boxes in

curlly against

wondering

ard.

Everybody knows the helpful man. Newark,
Mich., in the Civil War. It caused
He Is ready in spirit and prompt in achorrible Ulcers that no treatment helped
tion. He recognizes the need and ten- for 20years. Then Bucklen's Arnica Salve
ders the kindly word and extends aid cured him. Cures Cots, Bruises, Burns,
He is loved, Boils, Felons, Corns. Skin Eruptions. Best
as the case may require.
Pile cure on earth 25cts a box. Cure guarrespected and honored.—Presbyterian. anteed. Sold by S. D. Wiggin,
Druggist.

rent

Bald to bo Oas of tko Boat Vaults
la tko Country.

A Romance of 1910—“Darling,” be said,
“I have brought you a hi tie present this
and

prepared to

now

Fire and Burglar Proof Vaults.

would give me a
most excellent object. 1 mean the repairing of the cemetery wall.
Wealthy
The
Parvenu—Not me, sir.
cemetery
Them as
wall don't need any repairing.
is Inside can’t get out, an’ I hem as is out*
aide uon’i want to get in. Good morula’!

evening,”

are

SOLD BY

remembers us and sends help to “ChickA-Dee”, and we enlarge the borders of ouinterest thereby. When thinking of the
members of the M. B. circle henceforth. .J
J. will have a place in our memory aud we
shall have a hope to hear from her again.

give promise

We
new

security taken on keal estate

It is with much pleasure that we place
in our column
the letter from “J J
A
daughter of Maine in her western in* -*e

table gardens
luxuries?

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.

vacaschool bouse when the pupils
tioning. Send for them; they are just
were just arriving for the morning session.
what
you want.
As the party approached the whole company of children greeted them with cheers
Travelling for a llfg House.
and waving hats and handkerchiefs, and
Bishop Watterson, of Nebraska, wai
the same greeting was repeated on the reonce mistaken for a
traveling salesman
turn ride just before school opened.
by a commercial traveler, who met him
One little boy who signed the pledge told
in a railway train. “Do you
reprtaent
a schoolmate that he went home and told j
big house?” asked the traveler of the
his cat that he should be always good to
bishop.
her now, because he had signed the mercy
“Biggest on earth,” replied the bishop
pledge. The children seemed to enjoy
“What’s the Dime of the Arm?”
their part of the convention as much as
“Lord A Church.”
their elders did.
“Hum!‘Ixird A Church.*
Never heard
Mrs. Rice went from Stonington to
of it. Got branch houses anywhere?”
attend the Waldo county convention. She
“Branch houses all over the world.”
w rites that it was a very interesting ses“That’s queer.
Never heard of ’em,
Boots and shoes?”
sion.
“No.”
E«o.
June 22.
“Dry goods, I suppose?”
“Yes, they call my sermons that someLETTER TO WHITE RIBBONER8
times.’ —Christian Endeavor World.
The following letter was received too
late to be read at the county convention
fk*al«! head la an oedema of the
aealp—very
last week:
severe •ometlmea, but It can be cured.
I»oau>
West Newton, Mas* June 12. 1K-0.
and
Ointment, quick
permanent in It* result*.
To my dear WTiife Ribbon Sitters of Hancock At
SO
any drujt atore,
centa.~-.4drf.

they passed

the cloth
allow room for swelling
Receipts, like chicken*, do come home to roost.
The pudding and gingerbread receipt* are
.1. J.
Maine productions.
Cobden, 111., June 11.

“Ob! The Green Things Growing
Doesn’t this time of year remind you of
that poem often, especially when the vege-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

which tells the bows and where* of

steam
is used,

Consideration of Other*.

Banking.

A Wearisome Task Solved.
In choosing s piece st which to tpcuc
one’s vacation, Northern New England
hold* oot a greater variety of environ
menta than any
other section of tb<
country. Within Its territory the vaca
t Ion-seeker And* mountain reeorta, tb<
comfort* of which are ail thatcculd tx
desired, while the seashore of New England I* famous for its healthfuloess and
editor.]
its lakes are scenic gems, the like o
which is seldom found.
Son'll 1>EER ISLE.
To reach these pleasure and recreatlot
The union here met with Mrs. May Robbins Wednesday. The time was devoted regions is not difficult, for the train ser
chiefly to reports of the convention. The vice which the Boston A Maine railroac
president of this union. Mrs. Iner Small, places at the disposal of the tourist is fre
intended to be present at the convention I quent, fast and at convenient hours.
If one desire* to learn of New England
but could not leave her school, much to |
her regret and that of her friends. She | the most effectual and Interesting liters
has been teaching at West Franklin. She | ture obtainable is the trio of publication!
issued by the general passenger departis expected home soon.
One little incident is worth mentioning. ment of the Boston A Maine railroad,
Boston, Mass, entitled “Among tb<
Mrs. V. (loss circulated the mercy pledge
“All Along
Shore” anc
among the children at their reception at Mountains,”
the convention, and Mrs. Rice gave them I “l«ke* and Streams,” which are sent tc
a talk in which they were intensely inter- j any address upon receipt of two cents ic
ested. On Thursday, as the delegates and stamps for each book, together with
Mrs. Rice were on their ride to Manset, “Summer Tour Book” (which is sent free
{The editor Invites secretaries of local unions
of the \\
C. T. IT. In Hancock county, and
w hite ribboners
generally, to contribute to this
column report* of meetings or Item* that will be
of Interest to worker* In other part* of the
county. We woukl like this to be a live column,
but It need* some effort on the part of W. C. T.
U. women to make It so. It 1* a column of their
making, not ours, and will l»e what they make
It.
Items and communications should l*e short,
and are, of course, subject to approval of the

Women

Hopeful.'*

The purposes of this column
succinctly
The topical reference is found among stated in the title and motto—It 1* for the muthe statutes and judgments which tna) l>eneflt, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It is for the comthrough Moses God gave to Israel to mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
observe to do when they should come formation and suggestion, a medium for the Ini terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
into the laud which he should give communications, and its success depends largethem. The immediate reference is to Iv on the support given It In this respect. Communications must Imp slimed, but tlie name of
the presentation of the lirst fruits, but writer will not las print*U except by permission.
in a broader sense we can apply the Communication* w ill l»c subject to approval or
rejection l»v the editor of the column, but none
passage to the national life of Israel in will Pe rejected without good reason Address
its relation to God. and can learn from all communications to
The AMERICAN,
a study of this reference some of th*
Ellsworth, Me.
Mutual Benefit Column.
vital and essential elements of a safe
nation.
LET t’8 BE QUIET.
3. A nation to be safe must believe
Let us he quiet' What is tl*erc to gain
in God as the true source of national
fret
ai
d
By
worry In this fleeting lift?
National faith is Alas, tor all the self .inflicted pain
life and prosperity.
Alas
all
the
self Invite*! strife*
for
as
inas essential to national safety
dividual faith. The Jews fervently be- Let us l»e quiet
Winds and watt rs wage
In vain the fiercest conflict ever known
lieved li^God as a nation, and they also
They cannot reach a star, howe’er they rage.
believed that God gave them the land
Nor touch the base of Cod’s eternal throne.
which was their national borne.
The
Let us l>e quiet when our foe* conspire
believe in God
n .tiou that does not
To do us evil or to thwart our good
w.Il unt fear and serve God. Our faith, W hen friends charge 1)1 to all our right desire
And best of motives are misunderstood.
as a nation, in God should be specially
Let us l* quiet when the ghost* arise—
strong. We cannot doubt that lie has
Those phantom creatures of night’s fevered
given this land and all its blessings tc
brain,
They fly when morning’s sun Illumes the skies.
us any more than Israel could doubt
And we behold the world In light again.
that Canaan was the gift of God.
2. A nation, to be safe, must acknowl- Let us t>e quiet! Passing years shall prove
l’ur|K>*e divine upon our welfare l>ent.
edge God as the author and preserver True wisdom, hand In hand with deepest love,
Works out for us the will omnipotent.
of national life and blessings.
We
—/?. Af. Offord in .V. F. Observer.
must not only believe, but acknowledge. our faith to the world. In pre- Dear
Aunt Madge:
senting the first fruits the worshiper
This poem tits In so nicely with the divine
was to say. “I profess this day unto
command, “in Patience possess ye your Soule,"
the Lord thy God that I am come unto ana seems so
helpful and comforting, that I
the country which the Lord sware unto past It along to the M. a. sisters, hoping they
our fathers for to give us."
So we may be rested and strengthened by the thoughts
should profess our national faith in It contains.
1 thank you for your selections In The
God to all the nations of the world.
By word and deed the nations should A Mexican of June li, especially the "Wall
be made to know in whom we believe. Builder". What a beautiful lesson of obedience and faithfulness hts answer contains. I
A public acknowledgment of faith is a
fear we are too apt to fret and Income discourconstant safeguard against apostasy.
aged at the pile of “rough, jagged stones" InA professed faith is not so easily brostead of remem boring that It is the Master
ken as an unacknowledged faith.
Workman who has furnished the material, and

God. It must consecrate its first and
best fruits to Ilim who is the ruler of
nations and kingdoms.
It must not
only believe in God as the King of
Kings and confess its faith, but must
also practice it. God has a destiny for
every nation as for every individual.
It should be the aim of every nation to
discover its divine destiny and then to
zealously carry the will of God into
In carrying out such a princieffect.
ple every nation must stand for those
principles which arc pleasing to God—
for righteousness, justice, charity and
unselfishness. The national life must
aim for the moral and spiritual uplift
of the people of the nation and also for
the people of the world. There is no
safety in a national life that disregards
the great truths and principles which
God has established as the foundations
of prosperous and successful nations.

ID. <£. C. II.

!
|

Philadelphia

Dental College,

WOrnct in Giles' Block. Ellsworth
Closed Wednesday afternoons until further
notice.

Sbbntfarmtnti.

KITTRHY
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~

One

KLL8WORTH MARKKT8.

TO GAKIBOU.

Week’a
of Newr,
Novelty Mini Nonsense.
Ex-Mayor George W. Kimball, of Rockland, aged sixty-eight years, died sud-

denly Friday

■AIM LAW BEOARDIKQ

^ additional

WBIOHTB AMD MBAUCRBI.

of heart disease.

publicsn of
forty-seven. Death was due to blood
poisoning. He wbm h candidate for tl e
republican nomination for sheriff of
Washington county this year.
A comparison of returns made to the

Mrs. Estelle Mason is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Ernest Stanley, at Manset.

relative* in

Max Hinckley and Norman Merrill, of

except

undeveloped

an

tract of forest.

water

This land

power and

was

t he

Eggs

■

11

-'"

■-

'■

THROUGH A GLASS.
skin soap. On one square
inch of your hand there are 2,800 pores. On
stjJiMthe whole body you have 2,381,234 of these
little cavities to look after. Every one of these
openings must be kept clear, or the impurities of the
bod/ can not pass out. Now, to cleanse the pores,
not
you need a fine, pure soap. Scientists who speak
from opinion, but from scientific analyses, urge the use

^TVy'IVORY SOAP

Ivory Soap.

of

is

a

the

■■

..

**

—

smoking

For additional

I

aunty Xetrt

tee

other paye$

Swim'ii l.lalnl.

Hev. Mr. Uydon, of Boston, l» visiting
friend, on the inland.
Pearl Smith ha. nearly completed hi.
house and will move Into it In a few
weeks.

in

a

cottage.
Rev. E". B. Morse delivered

Boston,
grocery

fatteners of confining the birds in small

living

wife’s father,

Dea.

E. C.

Willing Workers have lately purchased a new carpet for the pulpit and
choir, which adds much to the beauty of

They

the church.

will

have

soon

of Madison, teacher of the
grammar school, leaves here this
made
has
many
Mr. Randall
week.
friends since coming to the island nine
fall.
this
weeks ago. He will enter college

Hay Ilamlall,

new

seems

to be

Hummer

guests

erected and

staffs have been
ness

for the Fourth of

July

are

in

De*r

Caroline Oaken has gone to Seal
Harbor for the summer.
Mm*

Mr.

and

Gross

were

home

Mrs. F. A. Gross and A. O.
Boston last week.

in

peen”.

Leroy B. Crabtree is at home from C. of
Indians have
A party of Old Town
He is acM. for hi* summer vacation.
I pitched their tent on the slope in front of
companied by a friend, E. C. Smith, of ! •‘The Ark”.

Ice-cream will be

sold after the “conven-

25._A.

There will be a dance at the town ball
Music by the Dirigo
Friday night.
orchestra, of Ellsworth.
MSouth ttam-ovk.
of the St.
Phillips,
Harvey

Capt. Edward T. Marshall left Monday
for

Harbor, spent Sunday in town.
E. Augusta Wooster is in Bar Harbor visiting
stater, Mrs. II. A. Brown.
Fred Cook, employed oV the elevated

Bar

Mrs.

..

has passed a wcutl’a vaMrs. K. C. Hagerthy’s.
Miss Mattie C. Brown, of Bar Harbor,
has been spending a week as the guest of
her cousin, Miss Bertha M. Wooster.

railway, Boston,
cation at

command

take

the

schooner

l>rt*r lair.

Mrs.

is
about
Carl is ill with tonsil-

May Bobbins
Her

the house.

Sauveur,

of

Boston
“Susan N. Pickering”.
Alvin Howard left Monday for Boston
to join the yacht commanded by Capt.
i W. D. Scott.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. P. Haynes, of Bosj ton, caine Wednesday for a few’ weeks’
stay with his mother, Mrs. Elizabeth
Haynes. He is a member of the Boston
police force.
F. J. 3,
June 25.
j
to

South

residents

%% «**t

son

able to be

of

the church

cleaner for

is

much

sweeter

and

their work.

Mitchell came from Hockland
returned Monday accompanied by his wife. They talk of renting
Mr.
for the season.
a tenement there
Ciustavus

Saturday

and

Mitchell is

enipi^ed

there

in

the

ship-

apply

who

to

the

SltlllVHIl.
were

far recovered from
to work at his trade as car-

as

so

riage and house-painter.
Miss Cora M. Gordon arrived home from

Melrose, Mass., Thursday, where she has
been teaching. She was accompanied by
her

cousin, Miss Edith Chase.

The primary and gram mar schools closed
Friday, after a very profitable term. Both
the grammar school teacher, Arthur
Young, and the primary teachers, Miss
Porter and Miss Bunker, have won the respect and love of their pupil9. The fol-

lowing primary pupil9 were not absent
during the term:
Leroy Bragg, Earle
Gordon, Rosa Havey, Ernest Haskell,
Marion Mattocks, Etta Robertson, Lillian
Robertson.

Harrv

White.

Absent

not

than one day: Flossie Butler, Valera
Butler, Wallace Clark, Beatrice (Jordon,
Vera Gordon, Minnie Gordon, Florence
Havey, Dalles Newman, Minnie Robert-

more

son.

June 25.

G.

Sullivan
A. T. Wilson has

just

returned

from

a

business trip to Boston.
Charles

S.

Bridgkam

arrived

to-day

from Brunswick medical college.
A large party from Boston has arrived
at Manor inn for the

the

season

Temple,

season.

Boston,will spend
with her mother, Mrs. Moses

Mrs. A. B.

The ladies made a raid on the church
Tuesday armed with mops and brooms,

Maine

in town Sunday.
Warren Tracy has

itis.

and

Bulletin 61 will be sent free to

Marcus Crann and wife, of Boston,

•

came

I Miss Laura Lufkin arrived Saturday for
ing her daughters and son here.
a visit to her aunt, Mrs. M. I). Joyce.
Miss Gertrude Crabtree, having taught
Capt. Elmer Haskell left Mouday for
in
school
cf
term
successful
a
very
j Philadelphia to join the yacht “Spalla>
home
l
came
Saturday.
Ciouldsbore,

1

profit.

his illness

arrived home

Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Joyce
from Boston Thursday.

John Wilkin attended the farmers’
meeting in Orono last week.
Mr*. E. N. Fob*, of Bar Harbor, is visit-

for

Agricultural Experiment Station, Orono.

|

|«t*.

Mrs. Charles Greenlaw
from Boston Thursday.

pounds in

case of the younger birds.
The results
breeding for egg production will prove
of interest to all engaged in keeping hens

1

readi-

C.

six

the

celebration.

June 24.

less than

of

are

Buck’s Harbor inn and

Manrorlf.

tion”.
June

older birds and

gradually gain- j

arriving at the
cottages are being
opened for the summer. A busy season is
anticipated. The band stand Mtui flag

Ing.

this island close Friday. The
following teachers return to their homes
this week: Miss Orpha Lowell, of Dexter;
Mrs. M. S. Knowles, of Deer Isle; Ray
Randrfll, of Madison. All have had succees
in their schools.
M. F.
June IS.
on

There will be an entertainment entitled
“The Old Maids’Convention” in the town
hall next Saturday evening, June 30.

It required eight
length of time.
pounds of grain mixture to produce a
pound of gain in live weight with the

much.

This place

with

same

seats, which are very much needed. Willaccomplish
ing workers can indeed

l'ulou

Boyd P. Foss, mat of schooner “Willie
L. Maxwell”, who las been absent a year,
came borne last T iursday
night for a
brief stay.

restricted runs. The
age at which fattening begins is very
Important. Chickens twenty weeks old
gained one and one-half pounds in three
weeks while chickens twenty-five weeks
old gained less than one pound in the
Hocks

of

Baker.
Mrs. George C. Lynam, who spent the
winter in Bostou with friends, has returned

and

in

market, and
week native cultivated bet ties will be

! received.
i Strawberries,
Bananas, doz

partial liberty. The custom commonly
practiced by English and French chicken

small

a

are

bx

me

10gl5

Oranges, doz
.20 y.26
Lemons, doz

Pineapples, each

coops was found more troublesome and
less profitable than maintaining them in

with his

within

to descend

very inter-

a

sirawoernes

neiu

end of tlie smoker remained upon
bridge. That many lives were not

opened

her

home

for

C. W. Emery

the

summer.

.SOy 50
JiOg.35

.15 Field ntiawuerrles, .12
Groceries.
The predicted advance In sugar has come, and
the market Is still upward. An advance of He
Is made In Ellsworth. Tea Is tinner and still

advancing.
CoUee—per ft

Rice, per B>
.000.08
.16 5.25 Pickles, per gal .40 <j.60
Rio,
.40 Olives, bottle
Mocha,
.254.75
.37 Vinegar—per gal
Java,
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—|»er &—
.05
Japan,
.45<$.65 Cracked wheat,
.30 $ 65 Oatmeal, per 16
.04
Oolong,
.23
Sugar— per ft—
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
.06H Graham,
Granulated,
Coffee—A & B, .06H Rye meal,
.04
.06 Granulated meal,16 02H
Yellow, C
Oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
.55 3.63
Havana,
Unsced,
.5o
Porto Rico,
.15
Kerosene,
.60
Astral oil,
.17
Syrup,

Molasses

picnic

f

of July picnic
prettier spot for *

Fourth

a

pond.

A

found.

cannot be

|

June 23.

B.

He has

Blessed is the tisherman whose lines

was

Rrinrata Your

were

j

llowels With f'aacarets.

Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
If C. C. C. fail, druggists refund money.

10c. 26c.

3Wjirti«inntte.
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in Beddington Tues-

The county commissioners

|

are

pleasant places.

cast in

_

H
u

in town

5
<

Wednesday.

->

Mrs. Matthew Laughlin returned from
Bar Harbor Thursday.

3
O

Ellsworth the first of the week.
Mrs. John Laughlin has been visiting
sister, Mrs. Nelson McLaughlin, of
Clifton.

I

I

H

5

K

O

R

5

*

s

Henry Haskell and little son Lewis,
Old Town, Hre visiting] Mrs. J. R.

Ii

S

L'J

r

her

|I

I

§

H. T. Silsby, of Aurora, was in town
Tuesday, taking the census. M
J. S Archer and J. F. Haynes were in

I

»
n
-a
3
ri
co

;

Mrs.

Shuman. '.-rrrzdILi- 5—-^ —J
QXc
a F. E. Mace has a erew^ofjtnen peeling
bark on township 27.
John Laughlin has
a crew at Eagle lake,
g
...-v.st.HlL

•vs*n ‘‘sgvvj ‘noxcosi
'SU3XSVOU 33J3O0 IVdlONIdd

j

*'00 iH9iUM~113NIMQ
aSdOVd qnv asxsvod

AS

Mrs. A. B. Haynes and son Jasper are
spending a few (days in Bangor. Mr.

I

—

How Are Tour Kidneys V
Dr. Hobbs' Sparavus Pills cure all kidney ills. Sample free. Add. Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N. Y

Subscribe for The American.

vJibtttiatmmta.

—

Lumber wml Building Materials.
Luud>er— per M—
Spruce,

MAINE’S GREATEST STORK
A COUCH
For

1 25

1*25
Hemlock,
II3I.3 Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 12 «j 13 Clapboards—per M
I23I6 Extra spruce, •24 326
Spruce,
Spruce floor,
17 318
IH320 Spruce, No. 1,
Pine,
12315 Clear pine,
35360
Matched pine,
15 320
Extra pine,
35g6o
Laths— per M—
Shingles—per M—
3 25
2.00
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
2 50 Nalls, per 16
.04 3.06
clear,
2d clear,
2 «h> Cement, per cask 1 60
"
extra o-e,
1 65 Lime, per cask
.85
No.1 25 Brick, per M
7gll
*•
.75 W hlte lead, pr 16 .05 3.08
scoots,
Provisions.
Is higher, the llnest cuts bringing 30
Native
cents.
spring lamb Is in the market.
Beef, tk:
Pork, B>.
.li
Steak,
.13§.30
chop,
.12 3.25
Pigs feet,
.<5
Roasts,
.14
Corne<t,
JTg.lo
Ham, per 16
.05
Shoulder.
.11
Tripe,
Veal
.13
Bacon,
.18
Salt
.10
Steak,
lo
Roasts,
.063.12
l*ard, loose
Mutton
Lard In palls,
.20
.11 i.j 3-12
."teak,
.'63.16
Rousts,
Lamb:
.30
Steak,
.30
Chop,
.15 *j .25
Roa-ts,
Fresh Fish.
Union river bay lobsters, of large size, were
received in Ellsworth this week, and are selling
at 15c. a pound- The be->t cuts of salmon are a
little higher than last week.
.05 Haddock.
.05
Cod,
.10 .16 Mackerel, each 10 9 .25
Halibut,
.20
Bluetish,
.12<j.l4 Clams, <|l
.15 Trout,
.25
Lobsters, 16
.23 <1.23
Salmon,
Fuel.

a

limited time

England,

a

BARGAIN.

we

will make to order and
to any station in

deliver, freight paid

—

handsome velour

w

uou—per

corn

cuai

Dry hard, 3 00 85 00
2 00 8 3 00
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
100 8125

—

per

stuffed

with pure curled horse hair,

wholly

built with the

and

best

oil-tempered

springs,

steel

for

#15.00.
Your money back without
not
on

suited.

Samples

of

question

if

>verings

and hair

c

you're

request.

(OloiiMccjwi^ (Sciis
PORTLAND, MAINE.

«00

6 00
6 00
6 00

Blacksmith’s
6 U0
Feed.
Flour,
The advance In flour Is the sensation of the
week. Ellsworth people who took advantage of
the prediction in this column of an early rise in
price, have benefited. A jump of $1 Is made
this week,with prospect of still further advance.
Reports of damaged crop of wheat is responsible for much of the rise, and speculators undoubtedly will take advantage of it. Meal also
Is higher and firm.
Corn meal, bag
1 10
Flour— per bb—
5 25 85 75 Corn, bag
120
Straights,
to
St. Loulsroller,
Oats, West'n.bu.
5 25 g5 73 Shorts—bag— l 0U y 1 05
Mixed feed,bag
1.10
Patents—
5 75 Middlings, bag
1.20
Winter wheat,
6 00
8prlng wheat,
Hides and Tallow.
.40 8-SO
Hides— per tb—
Pelts,
JV58.75
Ox,
.05* Lambskins,
Cow,
.05* Tallow—der !b—
.05
02 8.02*
Bull,
Rough,
Calf skins, green
Tried,
.04* y05

A Magnificent Portrait
OF

I

.10
.08

Origin of Handshaking.
In the days of knighthood every

8-12

.06
.10

man

FOE

He produced in Ten Colors from

larjraph, for which

a

the President

sot, at the request

II,
||

Fruit.

.123.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08 8-15 Apples, string
.10jg.l4 Apples, sliced

PRESIDENT McKINLEY

*

.2581-00
Dried

tufted

covered,

tun—

Broken,
Stove,
Kgg,
Nut,

Brain him!

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,

New

SEAT COUCH,

Beef

Prunes,

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Emery, of Boston,
have been iu town a few days, guests of
his sister, Mrs. A. S. Cummings. Mrs.
Cummings returned to Boston with

There will be
at

day.

of

Fruit.

a

market and the egg record of the breeding pens for 1899. The results of the fattening experiments show larger total and
individual gains aud cheaper Mesh production in the case of chickens with

The

Minturn schools, have made a success ol
their work. Miss Bridges will attend one
of the summer schools for teachers.

had

Bulletin 64 of the Maine agricultural
experiment station contains an' account
of experiments in fattening chickens for

Chatto.

Bridges and Ellen M.
Stanley, of this island, teachers of the
Evelyn

but

esting sermon Sunday. He will attend
the Sunday school convention at Hu Hi van.
The family of James R. Angell, of Chicoccupying the
ago, has arrived and is
Mr. Condon
home of Ralph H. Condon.
Is

there.

top of the

on

:

.*

loat ia remarkable.

Prof. C. G. Knight, with his family, arrived June 24, to pass the season at his

Andrew Smith, of Atlantic, ha. rented
his bouse to summer visitors. He will
have rooms finished over his store tor his
family for the summer.
ltev. F. V. Stanley will attend the mlniaterial association at West Sullivau next
week. Mrs. Stanley will accompany him
as far as Southwest Harbor to visit rela-

Schools

from

down

one

the

store.

health.

Miss

home

employed

where he has been

Mrs. Ida Smith baa returned from the
Maine general hospital much improved In

tives

and

South Hrooksvtll*.
Owen G. Condon is

went

cars

pile of broken freight cars,
comparatively short distance

Nancy Smith, Wm. H. Smith, wife and
son, Bangor; Misses Hattie H., Clara W.,
Emily .S. Tapley and Lois Wescott,
Orange, Mass; Mrs. George H. Tapley,
Rockland; Will C. Tapley and wife, Mark
Island.
Tomson.
June 25.

COUNTY NEWS.

fifty
engineer

to the river

health.

account of ill

School closed Friday.
F. E. Mace left to-day for Bar Harbor.

No new vegetables are added this week. New
potatoes are gelling down within reach. Beans
are higher.
.5° Cabbage,
.05
Potatoes, I * u
New potatoes, ok
J15 Beet*, hunch
.lu
.<5 Cucumber*,
Bermuda onions,
.‘5
.n5 Lettuce,
.10
Kadi-he*, bunch
.in
Beans -per buAsparagus,
7
llring beans, qt
imp \ellow Rye, 3.00
.15
3t0
Tomatoes, It>
Pea,
5
Squash, each

feet below. The engine with the
and fireman, plunged down with the fall
of the bridge and one by one the cars
dropped upon the locomotive, until seven
of them formed a mass of broken wreckThe saloon and
age in tlie St. John

cmcmwti

•« TM Mfcoctta * &*»»<• to

dropped

and

tion.

Grent Pond.

Loose.
8
Baled.10 $12

through the second span of

bridge,

00
16

The outlook for this year’s hay crop Is not as
bright »s It was a week ago, owing to the continued dry spell, and farmers have held back on
their sales. Very little lias l»een sold on the
square this week. Price has advanced $1 to $2
over those of two weeks ago.
Best loose, per ton.A.12 814
Baled. ..M a 16
fttraw.

on the Canadian Pacific
Edinundston to Aroostook
Juncton, went through the Grand Falls
bridge over the St. John river last
Thursday morning. Several were aeriThe
ously injured, and two may die.

per cent. pure.

rn«*s«o«f

Fowl.

on

Ellsworth and Hancock.

Springer lost a horse last week.
John E. DeMeyer is at home for a vacaDavid

Mrs. Abby Ward well, accompanied by
her granddaughter. Miss Persis Pickering,
was in
North Castine Wednesday! and
Thursday, the guests of Mrs. Augustus
Leach.
June 23.
M.

Bar Harbor

Huy.

from

train went

as

Poultry.
Broilers, per pair.tl

A mixed train

railroad,

rapidly advancing

demand Increases.
Fresh laid, per doz.18

a farmerV standpoint, that could be
found. It was absolutely worthless for
farming. When the movement was made
to develop the water power, then the
value of the land began to increase. Now
on that worthless land ia the foundation
for a village that ha* increased from |282,633 in ten years to a town with a valuation
of fl ,066,830

■

arc

it

i

_FLOSSIE.

here last week

moved to the horn* of his father, Henry
Dorr.

a

poorest,

from

1

were

to sell

his return

Mrs. George Kan kin, of Clifton,
visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Henry Butler has been visiting

are

Samuel Dunbar and wife, of North Castine, were the guests of Albert Dunbar
and wife Saturday and Sunday.

Best factory (new) per lb.16 $18
Best dairy (new).16
Dutch (Imported^.9U
Neufchatel.
05

on

Mr. and

Washington.

Bluebill,
on a fishing
trip. They got a good-sized salmon and a
string of trout.
Creamery per fc.26
A. Dorr, who purchased a farm near
State assessors shows that the State has
Dairy .18 $.20
Bangor a few years ago, has been obliged
grown very wealthy in the past decade. Cheese.
The most remarkable case, perhaps, is that
of Rumford Falls. There a comparatively
short time ago, nothing was in evidence

Haynes will join them there
from Jo Mary lake.
June 24.
fCmitbrauH.

Daniel French and Mrs. Sarah Mead are
on a visit at
Foxcroft, the guests of Mrs.
Mead’s son, Henry Mead,

rounds;

Thompson, a prominent reEastport, died Saturday, aged

other pagea

«<<?

Willie Oorbam arrived Saturday from

Sood

ment stretcher.

County News

Kant OrlHii«i.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a hushei of potatoes.
In good order and tit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of bean* In
order and lit for shipping, is 62 pound*.
•f wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
of carrots, Rngllsn turnips, rye and
ndlan meal, 50
pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Rllsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive lu trade
or cash for their products.
Country Produce.
Rotter*
Butter market Is still dull.

Patents have been gnu,ted to N. B. Fay,
of Dexter, for feed motion for lathes; to
L. V. Record, Auburn, for dish-washing
machine; to G. Taylor, Calais, for garJonas A

COUNTY NEWS.

Wkonkhdav. June 27. 1900.

Win now lugs

Late Pho-

specially

of the Publishers,
_

i

Size 14x21

Inches)

will be published by us shortly. It is now being printed for us on heavy
plate-paper, in a form suitable for framing, by one of the largest art lithograph houses in America, in the famous French style of color-plate work.

pictures of the Pres- |fl
cheap 8
picture
ident.
South Ponobacot.
Sub.
of
illuminated
of
the
:>
be
an
will
highest
style
print-®
2d.
but
very
June
example
chromo,
last week,
for several months, arrived
Miss Vesta Bowden has gone to Haven,
another by the right hand, thereby inOur readers can
and after spending a few days at home, as table
an ornament to any library or drawing-room.
as
each
will
be
It
intentions,
at
Mrs.
N.
V.
dicating
peaceable
ing.
Tibbetts’.
girl
West Hancock.
"***'*° the other his tiffht*
will go to Bar Harbor for the season.
V’.’■.L'"■
oiatuaa
it costs us (namely, ten cents per|W U
hhake with the have the McKinley portrait at wliat
Ellery Bowden, of Winterport, was iu
Mr. Farnsworth, of Jonesboro, has been
W.
June 25.
in* arm. This is why *.9
the
below, and sending it to this otHceH:
out
town recently, stopping with his mother, the guest of his son, David
coupon
tilling
merely
copy)
by
Farnsworth, right hand. Ladies' i/oh
Wwt llruoksvllle.
Mrs. Clara L. Bowden.
the past few weeks.
at once. There will be such a demand for the portrait when it is published
The family of Aaron Jones is very
door
Kev. E. K. Drew and wife are visiting
that we advise sending orders in advance. As many copies as may be desired®H;(
Melvin J. Milliken and wife, of SpringWhen industry goes out
grateful to the dozen or more neighbors in Orringtou, Herraon and other towns iu field, are
at H. C. Millikeu’s.
can bo had on one coupon, providing ten cents is sent for each copy. J
comes in at the window.'
guests
poverty
who, with their nine double horse teams, that
vicinity. Duriug their two weeks’
Mrs. Mary R. Butler has been spending
Mr. Crlmsonbeak —1 see there is so*lie’ Write name and address plainly, and remit in coin or postage stamps.
turned out last Wednesday and finished absence there will be no church services
|
Hoyt N. McCauley, who has been employed at the United States hotel, Boston,

yard.

Juue 22.

ready to slash
his neighbor upon the slightest pretext.
When friends met they
grasped one

carried

a

sword

and

was

Every American family

will want one of these handsome

will be in no sense a

It must be remembered that this

*

-a

jB

his planting.
the grip.

Mr. Jones is very ill with
•

Arrivals in town last week: Family of
Freeman Jones, Dr. J. Fred Smith, Mrs.
Working Night and Day.
busiest and mightiest little thing
that ever was made is Dr. King’s New Life
Pills. Every pill is a sugar-coated globule
of health, that changes weakness into
strength, listlessness into energy, bralnfag into mental power. They’re wonderful in building up the health. Only 25c. per
box. Sold by S. D. Wigoin.
The

except of Sunday school and Christian
Endeavor meetings.
Climax.
June 25.

Caps KoMer.
Mrs. Percy

Clifford and child, of Islesboro, will spend the summer with her

parents

week with her son, George P. Butler, at
Trenton.

thing just

Mrs. Israel Durgan and Miss Blanche
Smith have been visiting relatives iu
East brook.
June 24.
Sumac.

ness

a

here.

Arthur Kimball, with his mother and
others of the family, is expected at
Undercliff June 30. Judge Kimball will
come later with a larger party from Washington, D. C., than ever before.
B.
June 13.

Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your l ife Away.
To quit tobacco easily and forever, be mag
netic. full of life, nerve and vigor, take No-To*
Bac, the wonder-worker, that makes weak meo
strong. All druggists, 50c or 11. Cure guaranteed.
Booklet and sample free. Address

Sterling Remedy Ca* Chicago

or

New York.

discovered to keep ladies
Mrs. Crlmsonbeak—For goodsake!
What is it, John? “A hair
been

—

hair up.
trust.”

•*’*'» ,niH

To TIIE
Keauty

is Blood

Deep.

No matter what alls you, headache to a cancer, you will never get well until your bowels
are put right. CASCA RETS help nature, euro
you without a gripe or pain, produce easy natural movements, cost you just 10 cents to start
getting your health back. CASCA RETS Candy
Cathartic, the genuine, put up in metal boxea,
every tablet has C. C. C. ‘-tamped on it. Be
ware of imitations.

For the

coj"\

s

n

v-njy
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ELLSWORTH AMERICA X, Ellsworth, Maine:

enclosed remittance of.cents send

of President McKinley’s Portrait in colors,

os

me.

described in to-do f

4'

X\

Washington: “While I do not mix
politics in business, still I could not
help asking questions, and 1 gathered

▲ UK-AL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

AT

ELLSWORTH. MAINE,
BY

THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.

Snbscrip.

>>it

Six

paid strictly

a year; #1.00 for
.">*» cent? for three months; If
iti advance, #1.,V), 75 and 38 cents
All arrearages itre reckoned at

communications should be a* 1dressed
Bnstnc
to, and all money orders made payable to. The
Hanco<
uimt
Publishing Co., Ells
worth. M ilne.

WEDNESDAY,

A

[

few

unpatriotic
disregard the

but

influential

democrats are willing to
claims of American labor and advocate at Kansas City the free American
of foreign built ships, instead
of the building of American ships.
It is believed, however, that the
proposition this year is doomed to the

registry
PRESIDENT,

FOR

McKlNLKY,

Wll.LIAM

OF OHIO.

defeat it suffered four years ago
at Chicago, where the committee on
same

FOK

VICE-PKESIDENT,

and resolutions tabled it.

platform

Roosevelt,

The.>i)ohe

OF NEW YOKE.

The

H. C. Hastings

have it*

paper this year.

summer

gor

attended

had

least three southern states.”

JUNE 27, 1S00.

not

Protection and expansion find no warmer advocate than in
the sunny land that we have long been

I

taught was hopelessly given over to
democracy. In my humble opinion
McKinley and Roosevelt will carry at

reaper ;» ■>.
the rate of
per year.
Advertising Kates—Are reasonable, and will
be ma<. known on application.

will

Buckaport baa an “old home week”
committee, with Parker Spofford aa pres-

talks

waking up.

Price—$2.00

Harbor

Southwest

KliUSWOKTII kali,*.

with men of all
shades of opinion and politics that
there is a big surprise in store for
somebody this fall. The South is
from

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

EVERY

COUNTV OOSSIP.

trip through the South, said while in

®fje vlrllstuorth American.

Mrs. Jot ham Staples and acn Herbert
in Bar Harbor for a few days.

are

_

Percy K. Bunker, of Cranberry Isle#, ha*
nineteen consecutive terms of
abeent

car.

Arthur

many Hancock
approach that recordT

county

United States poatoffice department
trying to find out the cheapest route to
carry the mail to the new poatoffice at
Santiago (East Dedham). The shortest
The

Erst

Herbert Moore and
into tbe bouse

hard

a

road

Holden via

As

week aomewhat

Ix)well, Mass.,

of Ointments for Cntarrh that
Contain Mercury
mercury will sun*!y destroy the «en*e 0f
smell and
derange the whole *»<,
tern when entering It through the mucous *iir
face*. Such articles should never la* u -o.] vx.
cepton pre-crlptloiia from reputable phy-dri;,,,*
as the d image they will do Is ten fold to the
good you can possibly derive from them. Hall'*
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cbenty A
Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury, and I*
liken It.teanally, acting directly upon Mm bio.,
and mucous serfaces of Mu* system. In buying
Hall's Catarrh Cure lie sure you get the genuine.
It Is taken Internally, and made In Toledo,
Ohio, by F. J. Cheney A Co. testimonials free!
Sold by Druggist*, price 75c. per bottle.
Hall's Family Pills an* the (test.

contracted

the

out

where she will

Both

York.

improved.

Mrs. Frank Morgan, of Boston, and
Mrs. Frank Holden, of Bar Harbor, have
been visiting their parents here, L. C.
Hastings and wife. Mrs. Morgan accompanied Mrs. Holden to Bar Harbor Tuesday for a few days’ visit.

nominated by acclamation without
voice

single dissenting

Harbor,

candidates were

whisper

or

dissent.
The demonstration

which

a

Nearly 351,000,000 pounds of foreign
imported into the Vnited
States during the fiscal year ending
June 3, 1897, just before the Dingley

of

wool were

accom-

panied the renomination of William
McKinley for president for another
term was a splendid endorsement of
In the face

his administration.

tariff became law.

Last year there
were less than 77,000,000 pounds of
foreign wool imported, a difference of

of

sii,uw,wu

since Lincoln has met, he
has shirked no duty however forbidding, holding back doubters and pes-

president

simists by the magnificent faith of his
!
His reuomination
own convictions.
He has the confiis well merited.
dence of the people and the undivided
support of his party.

unuer

puunus

pruiecuou.

Farmers will remember that sheep
in Ohio were worth just 82 a head
more on the first day of this year than

they were worth
January, 1895.

on

the first

day

of

The democratic fight on the trusts
makes a delightful companion piece

The nomination of Theodore Roosej to the democratic sympathy for the
vice-president was a remark- Boers. Both are for grandstand
purable manifestation of the power of the
poses only.
as
in
the
convenpeople
represented
tion.
With several avowed candiThe republicans of the first condates in the field, and in the face of
gressional district at Portland yesterMr. Roosevelt’s repeated declaration
day renominated Amos L. Allen for
that he was not a candidate, the tide
velt for

of

popular choice swept aside every
vestige of opposition, and Mr. Roosevelt was carried in reluctant triumph
the crest of the wave.
It was a
tremendous tribute of popular apon

proval.
McKinley

and Roosevelt! The ticket represents the best in American
statesmanship and citizenship; it be-

speaks
States

the best interests of the United
and its people.
The ticket

must win, in the natural order of
American events, but republicans and

independent

voters

support with
would tit

rally

earnestness

an

a more

should

desperate

to

its

which

cause.

The Crisis In China.

The

gravity

of

the

situation

in

China increases

as the days pass withauthentic news from the allied
forces sent to the relief of foreigners
out

Peking. The foreign force in China
wholly inadequate for the task before it. Li Hung Chang, the "grand old

in
is

China, promises peace if
given time to subdue the rioting
man”

of

“Boxers”, but there
promise can

that this

is
be

no

Delegates to County Convention.
In addition to those already announced
in

The

American

Goggius.
Brookliu—A. P. Kane, E. P. Cole.
Tremont—G. L. Lurvey, Eben B. Clark.
Clarence A. Moore, and Eugene D. Tapley.
Bluebiil—E. E. Chaae, R. 8. Osgood, E.
C. Barrett, A. C. Hinckley.
Green l^ake Fish Hatchery.
More

improvements

four feet

There can

only

be one outdownfall of the
Chinese empire—but the nations do
not belittle the task before them.
to

month.
The dam at

A

to

One of the

Lake depot.

with no indi-

shore of

which will be

road

to

road

about

present round-

II

the

the Green

will be
1.

ill

l.

pond, passing

the cottages at the bead of
It will be a beautiful drive, and
will add to the attractions of a visit to

hatchery.

together harmoniously,
cation of rupture.

supply.

back of

the

If the powers, or any of them,
proceed to a partitioning of the
empire among them, the United States
tion.
shall

not likely either to join in that
work or to oppose it, but is likely,

is

Mariaville Man Injured.
Kimball, of Mariaville, was
terribly injured in the mill of H. N. & V.
S. Merrill at East Winn, last Thursday.
He was working at a circular saw, when
he fell, striking on the saw, w hich was
His left hand was
revolving irapidly.

rather, to insist upon the maintenance
in the partitioned empire of the com-

nearly

severed at the

wrist,

while

upon

left thigh the saw indicted a frightful
jagged cut. In addition to these injuries,
the left thigh was fractured by the fall.
Kimball’s injuries were dressed as well
the

rights it has as was possible, after which he was
integral empire. Its brought to the Eastern Maine general
at present is to protect hospital at Bangor. The physicians at

nd industrial

enjoyed

ia the

business there

American lives and American inter-

the

hospital

may be
hand.

ests.
Democrats

are

trying

to make the

farmers discontented because they are
paying a little more money this year
for their wire nails and wire for fencOf course they never point out
the farmer that his extra profit
this year on two or three bushels of

ing.
to

Uiuft

pa\’ for tihf" increase"In trie"
keg of nails, and that his
price
profits on all his farm products this
will

a

times
year alone will pay for many
the cost of his barbed wire, besides
leaving him a handsome surplus to
in the bank or pay off his mort___

A. D. McPherson, of the Chicago
Financial Beinetc, who has just returned from an extended business

think

he will

necessary to

It
the left

recover.

amputate

Fourth at “The Ferry”,
The

Knights

of

Columbus,

of

Bangor,

will have a deld day at Mt. Desert Ferry
on the Fourth.
There will be a hose race,
a game of baseball between Bangor and
Orono councils, K. of C., and minor
There will he dancing at Th*
sports.
J
M'ufTs.-1
**■

«

,v,»

The hose

race is for prizes of
and |25.
It is expected the Bangor running team,
of Bangor, the Eagles, of Orono, the Old
Town running team, of Old Town, and
the Senator Hale running team, of Ellsworth, will participate.

Fourth at North lJluehlll.
Fourth of July will be celebrated at
Capt. Clay’s place, North Bluehill. There
will be fautastlcs and races in the toteuoon, and

evening.
night.

two democratic votes saved his life.
was hunting iu the woods of New
shire when

dancing
There

in the afternoon and
will be dreworks al

work
very

tion

will

rig

so

be

never

common

than

more

so

thirty years
forgotten except

almost

survivors?

Why was
popular no !

auother.
and

ago, and
for a tew

»

it

is

in

a

visiting

annum.

now

in

going

epidemic

the

and

!

for the

South- and

vessels

upon

more

recently.
Mrs.J. W. Holt has gone to Minneapolis, Miun., to spend the summer with

that

so

than 500

more

our

Millinery Department

Mt

j

oat

always find the l*t«

style.
price*.

at

tk. low*

rtnilv

A. E. MOORE,

Sunday.

Smith Bui limbo,

Maib

street.

KLMWORTH, MAINE.

postoffice,

within twenty minutes
fifty acres, mile from
the times
For further
Josarii W. Ms**. Fire
Hanger, or Chaki.ks K.

Eaton, of tbia place died in
Bangor last week, while on a visit. Mr.
Katou was ninety years of age, and formerly one of tbe most prominent business
men in town.
He leaves several children.
The funeral took place Wednesday.

George Shute,
Co., Boston,

in the

good
In perfect
STOVE
used but little
be
—A

to erect

supply

a

at

ftrst-clas*.
model. I.ist
nlUYOLE—A
#*).

brand

of

1800

la

windmill and

office stove. Will burn wood
condition; has been
Will
sold cheap. Inquire
Thk Amkrican office.
or cm'

employ
Jauger
sinking a well on tbe
hill back of the house of Courtney Small.
F. A. Torrey, Scott Geyer and E. E. Hpofford are having the work done. They intend

walk. Wood lot about
borne.
Price to suit
information inquire of
Department, State M
IIu.oin*. Nlcolin, M*

at

Inquire

great bargain.
office.
a

at

new
wheel.
Will be sold at
Thk Amkkicab

Ittantd.

tank, and

fit OIS18

lo work lo Iko illtokiaR-room
for the Commonwealth Shoe A leather
Co., Hkowht-gsn, Maine. Good pay and steady
work.
Specially good place* for Cylinder
Tampers. Apply to Common* baityi Smok A
Lkatmeb Co.. Skowhegan. Maine.

their houses with water from this

ECQKNE.

Orland.

Zo 2.cu

Mr. Baker,

j

j sity,

a student at Boston unlveris at the Orland house fora few days.

Walter R. Hutching* and wife, and
Masters Elmer and Stanley, are spending

»

on Franklin street recently occuas an office by Ellsworth
Water Co.
at A. W. Cushman A Son's.

STOKE
pied
Inquire

Sbepley.
’|
Rooms first floor and basement
the week with friends in Bangor.
^TORE—
vr
in Masonic Mock on ,*tAtr street, until
The picnic at Wyman’s shore Friday, in
Miss Florence L. Dorr, of Fiskevllie, * recently occupied by the Haucock County
honor of Clarence ilodgkius, of South
Publishing Co. Inquire of Juu.v H. Kkdman.
R. 1., and Belie Rich, of Revere, Mass., j agent,
in same building.
Brewer, was a very pleasant affair.
both teachers in public schools, are ex- |
Clarence Hodgkins, of South Brewer,
here
pected
Sunday.
Lost.
while fishing from the mill wharf at j
Al. Gray, of Orland, who is caring for
Bayside last week, made a misstep and
»• tween S
V UMBRELLA
mroi .*• .»ud 1
horse* in Bangor, was hurt quite
BurX
bridge. FI
fell into the water.
pU-a«" reiur it
Clarence knew how j trotting
rill national hank. Ellsworth.
one of tIn'.horses last week.
;
badly
by
No
to swim, aud saved himself.
Percy (Jar- serious
results are feared,
laud, who was with him, went to tfce j
5pni.il Xoticta.
Miss Elisa Kim ball arrived Friday after
rescue of his hat.
j

times then called for larger vessels iu
trades, and the nautical tendency was

length,

In

Charles

her sous, Charles and

he

to increase iu

*

Ladle*’ Warranted Root*.

Steamer “Vinal Haven” touches at Isle
au Haul every week day for the summer,

last

Boots

Try mir
SI.rtOandS2.no

you will

June 25.

and wife

register. But at that point in size
the rig had fully reached its
proper limit.
1

dug

well

arid IVlilli-

Goods,

arid Shoes, etc.

well.

Ilarry Johnson aud wife, of Hancock
Point, were the guests of W. L. Hemick

tons

all

Dry. Fancy

hone to

was

square-rigger and the fore-and-atter. As
a rule It was flrst used In the West Indian
trade, and later Increased in size and
sphere of usefulness until it was found
cruising all over the Atlantic—North and

A. E. MOORE’S STORE
WHEN IN WANT (IE

other.

MOUTH OK THK UIVKR.

Increasing, even up to the "enorcapacity” of two or three hundred
tons, the hermaphrodite brig came into
existence as a compromise between the

CAI.L at

nesday evening.
Sax Salt.
Ralph Buckminster and lUIph Crockett
left Sunday for Bar Harbor, w here they
FOUNTAIN at a bargain. Apply to
(Iso. M Filuimcky, flluebill. Me.
are to be employed In a hotel.
SODA
A KM -Known a* the A brain Tourtclotu
Capt. Stephen Tburlow has sold his IN
place situated In North Ellsworth, consteamboat to parties In Llncoluvlile. He taining about fifty acres tillage and pasturleft Sunday for Haugor to look up an- age. Orchard fifty trees. Good neighborhood.
church, school,
railroad station, all

old

mous

iUrtJtrliBcmtnte.

Tbe band boy* gave one of their interesting concerts In the opera house Wed-

“Concert of Nations" to be given in the
vestry on Monday evening, July 2, under
tbe auspices of the ladies of tbe Congregational church society. There will
be a chorus of forty voices, assisted by
tbe foil >wing soloists: Mias May Witham,
Miss Carrie Smith, Miss K. E. Laffln. Miss
Bertha Joy, A. L. Witham, Clarence
Moore, Lynch’s orchestra. N. W. Littlefield is director and Mrs. Charles Joy,
pisuist. The chorus wilt be lu colors and
costumes of the different nations. Icecream and cake will be on sale at close of
concert. Tickets will be on sale at Wbitcomb, Hayues A Co.’s store, aud at door
on night of concert.

When the size of schooners

after

nery

Steamer “Mt. Desert” rnnimenred

gradually

on

completely

I trips between Bar Harbor and Kockiand

iconic

excellent

are now

Hewn re

as

E. E. Spofford has purchased another
be used in his livery business.

was

team from

court

membership

now

Preparations

Beer Isle's old marines tells The American something of her, and of that kind
of rig. The "Teloa ", built in
1833, was
the last brig launched on the Atlantic
side of the United Stales, and
probably
there

borne team and

condition.
The members are greatly interested in its
work.
After the lodge work on Tuesday
evening, cake and coffee were served.
There were several visiting brothers from
Waltham.

wrecked down in the

that

iua

gained

until

brig “Telos” lately
Caribbean, one of

the

on

has

Hamp-

of

tbe

At tbe former initiaJune 5 tbe work was very credit-

ran Kiin

a

Hpeaking

by
satisfactory.
done

ably performed by

He

heavy thunder shower came
ou, and he crawled into a hollow log for
protection. There he fell asleep. When
be awoke be could not
move; the log bad
swelled with the rain, and bad him fast.
He thought his time had
come; he was
far from home, and ho would starve
there In the log.
The sins of hls life
passed In review before bis mind. When
he thought of those two democratic
votes,
he felt so mean and small that he
slipped
right out of the log.

■

masts

were required, and even a
stronger tendency was toward fore and aft saiia.
Hence as the brig was
passing out, the

June 24.

three-masted schooner and the barkeutine were Introduced —with the balance of

few weeks’ visit in

a

VICTOR.

|

GRADUATION EXERCISE*.

Southwest Harbor,

---

W. S. Wbedon, Ca ,.t*r of the First
very pretty graduation took place at National Bank of
Winterset, Iowa, in a
Fullerton school Friday evening, June recent letter
gives some experience w ith a
when the barkentine, like the
15.
There
was only one graduate, Miss
I
Is
brig,
carpenter in his employ, that w ill be of
passing away. But the old marine says: Smith. The stage was prettily decorated value to other
mechanics. He says: “1
"The tlnest sea-going craft that ever 1 with the class colors, blue aud white. bad a
carpenter working for me who was
floated was the brig of 300 to 100 tons, or Evergreen also was used for decorating.
obliged to stop work for several days on
tbe barkentine of about 500 tons, with a
Tbe class motto, “Step by Step,” in green,
account of being troubled w ith diarrhiea.
good depth of hold, a slack bilge aud a formed an arch. Music was furnished by I mentioned to him that I had
been simlj
clean run.”
the Oasis band. After the teacher. Miss
l«rljr troubled and that Chamberlain's
j
was
Moore,
seated, the graduate, accom- Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy had
panied by the seventh grade, marched to cured me. He bought a bottle of it from
OBITUARY.
the stage. The following programme was the
druggist here and informed me that
FRANKLIN W. MORGAN.
well presented:
one dose cured him, and he is
again at
June
35
Surry,
(special) Postmaster Music
his work.” For sale by Geo. A. Parc
her,
Franklin W. Morgan, of Surry, died at March
and
W.
I. Partridge, BlueEllsworth,
his home at Morgan's Bay Friday mornMusic
hill, druggists.
ing, of blood poisoning.
Melissa A Smith
Mr. Morgan wasjborn in Surry April 18,
*Umtrtisnnriita.
Recitation, The Slaters.Lucy M Holt
1841. He served several months
numbers and popularity at all
time*
strongly lu favor of the former, until now,

A

Mr.

j

the

—

A!v*H»*OltV NOTH t
Kilsworth will he in
room »»' th«- mayor ami aidermen. on Saturday, the *»ih lust
and on th«
last Satardas <>f each month tbtft ifttr, dm
mg the business hours of such days, uut
furthrr notice.
L. H Wvmab,
\
A. 8. Gkbmlv.
Caeltob McGowb,
Asseaaors of Ellsworth.
Ellaworni, June &), ijuu.

assessor* of
rpHK
X aion at the

K

NOTICE.
EIAHR nropcietors of the
Mount
!>eaert
X
Bridge Corporation are hereby notified
that their annual meeting will be held at the
dwelling-house of heir* of William Thompson, in Trenton, on the second Monday cf
July neat, at 2 o\ lock p. m., for the following
pose *, rlr.
irst. To choose officer* for the cusuing year
Second. To tn*kt arrangements for repairing the bridge, and raise money to pay Mr
repairs uu said bridge.
Third. To transact such other business *
may legally conn- before sail! meeting.
V. M H amok, « Jerk
West Eden. June!*}. iyoo.

fur

■

the Civil

tillery,

James A.

What may follow the subjection of
China is matter for serious specula-

put
gage.

new

I.

ttie eastern

just

water

important improve-

new

two miles shorter than the

whole serious situation is the fact that
so far the allied powers are working

of

The

be raised

built.

from the hatchery

built

lake.

of

will

better

a

most

ments will be the

the

corn

give

this—the

encouraging feature

mercial

the station

boat house will he

new

the

The

will be made at the

government ti«h hatchery at Greeu Lake
this summer.
Work will begin in about

which the allied forces are now engaged, but with the regular Chinese

other.

dele-

Bucksport—E. L. Beazley, A. C. Swazey,
E. P. Emerson, Fred R. Page, Luke 8.
Soper, John N. Swazey.
Ellsworth—John \. Peters, jr., I>r.
George A. Phillips, Vina I F. Hooper,
George W. Patten, "Henry E. Davis,
Bernard 8. Jellisoti. Dr. N. C. King,
George W. Whiting, Thomas J. Holmes,
Moses C. Smith, Charles E. Alexander, T.
F. Mahoney, Dr. Harvard Greely, William

a

come

following

dick.

week is the confirmation of the belief
that it Is not the “Boxers” with

army. In fact, a state of war exists
between China on the one side and
the great powers of the world on the

the

gates to the republican couuty convention at Hancock hall, Ellsworth, July 3,
have been chosen:
Eden—William Fennelly, John 8. Sumins by, Fred C. Lynam, Ed ward S. Clark,
Harrison E. Wakefield, Dr. C. C. Morrison, Charles F. Paine and Edward B. Ro-

assurance

kept.

The most serious news of the past

l

Congress.

was

the

have pur*
chased Imperial bicycles.
Steamer “Day Dream” is ou the Isle su
Haul routo for the summer.

Court Tlconic, 3,629, I. O. F., held its
regular meeting on Tuesday evening and
conferred the initiatory degrees on nine
candidates, which makes a total of twelve
taken in this month.
This was the first

the first man In Hancock county
to unfurl a banner for
McKinley, is again
In the van. Friday last Mr. Hamor
bung
out a banner for McKinley. Mr. Hamor
cast his first vote for president for Lincoln and he has voted the straight
republican ticket ever since
except twice, when
he voted for democratic nmninM. .,..
Mr. Hamor says those
county officers.
189B

spend

Intense suffering she went to her reet.
She leaves a husband, four children,
Millard, Lester, Estelle, and Annie, and
three brothers,
Henry Treworthy, of
California, Alden W. of South Wellfleet,
Mass., and Byron E. Treworthy, of West
Ellsworth. She was fifty-three years and
eight months of age.
June 25.
B.

republicans of Oregon, on a alighted on one of the stakes of the turstraignt-out,sound-money and expan- key’s pen. The mother turkey made a
>lckliil-y mikI Roosevelt.
sion platform, have just won an over- fatal mistak >, and tried to drive the been
With a unanimity unparalleled in a
whelming victory over the allied away. The Italians were not to be drivnational convention, the republicans
forces of democrats, populists and sil- en. The battle was warm while it lasted.
Kev. H. W. Conley and wife, of Brisat Philadelphia last Thursday nomin the state election. When it was over the mother tnrk, and tol, Me., are visiting here for a few fltnntngton.
ver-republicans
inated its candidates for president and
Mr. Conley occupied the pulpit
Joseph Goss is having a iarge
“Straws show which way the wind every oue of the fifteen little ones were weeks.
on Tuesday
vice-president—William McKinley, of blows.” As Oregon went, so will go dead.
evening, and delivered an just back of his bouse.
Ohio, and Theodore Roosevelt, of the West next November.
Interesting sermon to a well-filled house.
Frank Webb and Lester Gross
W. B. Hamor, of Bar
who in
New

to

Unitarian services wifi be held in the
Larnoine church Sunday, July 1, m
7 o'clock p. mM if pleasant.

death of Mrs. Iaura Esther Carter,
John Carter and daughter of the
late Moses and Ann Treworthy, the community has sustained a great loss. A true
and devoted wife, a loving and tender
mother, a kind and respected neighbor, of
her it can be truly said, she hath done
what she could.
After nursing her eon
through a severe attack of measles, she

Victoria Cottle, who has been at
Eastern Maine general hospital at
Bangor for treatment, returned home last

a

wiped

Harriman,

East

In the

Mrs.

result, onecolony of “Turks"
of existence. Carlton McUown raised a line flock of turkeys this
spriug. Mr. Mctiown also keeps several
hives of Italian bees.
One day last week
bee* from one of the hives
swarmed, and
was

C.

lone will return

Mrs. Clara A. Gaspar and little daughter
Martha, of Surry, called on her parents,
Mr. and'Mrs. Asa S. Barron, Friday evening. Mrs. Gaspar was on her way to

wife of

Jordan,

There was war to the doath between
“Italians” and “Turks” in Ellsworth last

Herbert

Mister
their
borne in
Eaat Weymouth. Man*., this
week after a brief visit with 1. Perry
iiarrimati and wife.
June 2A.
G.

summer.

re-

M. D. Haslam and sister, Mrs. Susan
were in Amherst Saturday to attend the funeral of their niece, Misa Ardella Haslam.

but much easier to travel.

week.

and

will

Ham-

Lsmntn*.

Witham has finished her
studies at Bangor business college for tbe
present, but intends to return in the fall.

The other route—from Ka»t
Dedham tannery—is longer,

the winter.

Mrs.

Perry and Mlsa

WEST ELLS WOK III.

wife have moved

recently purchased

she

.Southwest Harbor for the

mer.

Smith.

receiving
of
tine boy
a

Mias Mamie

in

return to

are

by M. M. Moore.

modeled

Buckaport office,

but the carrier will have

and wife
tbe birth

on

Misa Kuby Havey, of West Sullivan,
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Frank
Haslam, for a few days.

is

route is front the

Salisbury

congratulations
baby.

single

a

How

session.

boys

being

without

Hunday.

over

Hampden and Bangor. Thursday

Vera Pratt, Alida and Marietta Smith.
Mina Hay also had a recitation, but was
excused from delivering it.
Pupils not absent one-half day were
Lucy Molt, Vina Hay, Clarence Alley,
Vera Pratt, Willis Sadler, Alida Smith,
Alice, Alma and May Wilson and Melissa

from Ban-

at borne

C. M. Wit ham and wife spent Hunday
wiUi relatives in Bar Harbor.

tdent.

school

was

war

in the 1st

duriug
Maine Heavy Ar-

transferred to the navy,
where he was disabled for life, losing a
leg by the bursting of a 100-pound ritied
gun on June 17, 1864.
Mr. Morgan has held the position of
postmaster at Surry village about fifteen
years in all, and held that position at the
then

time of his

was

death.

Lejok lodge, I. O.

He

was

a

member of

F., also of Wm. H. H.
Rice post, G. A. R both of Ellsworth.
He bad been a member of the Methodist
church, of Surry, for twenty-two years,
and was a faithful supporter of
the
church both by his liberality and his life
of uprightness aud Christian integrity.
Funeral services were held at Morgan’s
Bay church, Rev. M. S. Preble officiating.
Members of Lejok lodge performed tbeic.
burial ceremony. Interment was at Morgan’s Bay cemetery. The deceased * as
never married but b*a»
o ag"-'
O.

Recitation, Indc|»endcuce Bell.Harry Murch
Recitation, St Augustine.Vina Ray
Music

Recitation, The Indian Brave.Willis Sadler
Recitation, The Three Bells.Alice Wilson
Valedictory.Clarence Alley
Music
Presentation of
Music

diploma.Miss Moore

After the above programme was carried
out, there were exercises by the third and
fourth grades. There were recitations by
Leah Remick, Alma Wilson, Marietta
Smith, Alida Smith, Freeman Closson,
Vera Pratt and Hazel Holt, and a dialogue
by Mina Ray, Leah Remick, Alma Wilson,
a gold mine depends not
of rock crushed under the su
upon theamouut of gol'whtc*

The

profit of

brother and

largely

were

a
•”

‘,lt

uui

in

his

AND BATH BOOMS.

“NO

PAT, NO

WA8BIK,"

All kinds of laundry worn done at short
Hoe. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. BSTKY
Weat End Brldre.

ELLSWORTH

no

A

CO.,
Ellsworth. Me.

BAKERY.

Ha vine purcha-ed the bakery business o!
Ueorjfe L. Flint, I am now prepared to furnish
public with
BREAp. CAKE. PIF.S. PASTRY
of all kinds fresh
every day. i*lcnhv»M»; vT
curslon parties supplied at short n«j!rr"'tLSSti
Beans and Brown
Brea>atur.iav and
Saturday
Sunday mornings.
the

n

«•

bonzeY,

Street, opp. Manning b.oek. Ellsworth.

^

u

wp-

not
into the

on

home,

The

Only

rela^

JT

HWjcrtiarmmta.

subscriber* h*r< oy

r|^HK
A they have

o<

t-u

give

notice that
rxecutor-

duA appointed

the last wi l and t&tament of Beujamii.
Kittredge, lat.* of Kd«, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, auiff gi veil bonds as the
law directs.
All pcr-Am having demand*
against the estate of ifuF decease*! are desired to present the sam# for settlement, and
ail indebted thereto aft
requested to make
payment immediately.
IiUllfoKtt H. KtTTHKimfc.
Omoj#nh M. KiitKk.t><<eT
June 5, a. d. 1900.
of

THE aubacri^.,

.V
.iat
g; vv na'.lcshe !pr*» oeen
duly appointed aduiinisthe estate of John W Stover.
■-»e of Bucksport. in the couutv of Hancock,
ieceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All peraous having demands against the
estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imELIZABETH A.'STOVBK.
mediately.
June 5. a. d. 19G0.
A

»ratr»*

THE subscriber hereby gi\es notice that
A be has beeu duly appointed administrator of the estate of Kimeon B
Higgiu>
late of Orland, in tte county of Hancock,
deceased, and giveu bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands agaiusl the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebte d
thereto are requested to make payment imArno W. King.
mediately

wav-w™^
sr.'TXh.'r
the
Undoes
depend
Xm»»*u!

+

*®ter

8TEAM"uLUNmi Y

V-

on »

siuount

Is taken
stomach, but
*»***“*•*»- upon the amount of nourishment extracted
from It by the organs of nutrition and digeswho
When these organs are diseased they fall
Bides tbrtw' -©pendent upon him, be- tion.
to extract the nourishment in sufficient quanniarried sisters aud many
other
titles* to supply the ueeds of the several organs
Olives.
of the body, and these organs eannot work
The result la heart
without nourishment.
'•trouble", liver "trouble", and many another
Pleased With Their Reception.
Ailment. Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discov^
A correspondent from Bluehili writes to
ery, acting on every organ of the digestive
ami nutritive system, restores it to health and
The American:
vigor. It cures diseases remote from the atom
Ach through the Atomach In which they orig.
“The graduating class of the Bluehili George
Inated. "Golden Medical Discovery’’ contains
Stevens academy atteuded the graduation exerneither alcohol nor narcotics.
cises of the Ellsworth high school, and the concert in the evening. The courtesy and kind
attention which the teachers and pupils of the
Ellsworth school extended to the Bluehili class
were fully appreciated. Among the pleasant
If you have an old, rough, rusty spoon, knife
memories of a very pleasurable occasion, the
ir fork, we can make them look as bright as
visiting class will ever retain the cordial and new, so that they will wear for years.
tindly reception accorded them by the gradWE IK) PLATING OF ALL KINDS—
iates and Instructors of E. H. 8. of lftOO. It
Silver, Gold, Nickel, Brass, and guarantee It to
:annot fail to strengtheu the bond of Interest
a»t. Call or address
MOORE BROTHERS,
tnd friendly relations between your city and
Me.
West Tbextov,
,>ur little town.”
a

lUgaRbuiticra.

Music

COUNTY

June 5,

Paper.
THE AHERICAN.

TlLVElWAUE^EPLATm

Subscribe
For It.

a.

d. 1900.

THE subscriber hereby gives notice that
A she has beeu duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
Margaret Turner,
late of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bouda as the law directs.
All persons hawing demands agaiust the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imElizabeth Thuk.
mediately.
June 5,

a.

d. 1900.

^IHIE subscriber hereby gives notice that
A she has beeu duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Elijah li. DU, late
of Verona, in the county
Hancock,
of
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imOlive C. Bkay.
mediately.
June 5, a. d. 1900.

NO’l'KS.

CHURCH

8CMMF.R

CKITABtAK.

\

for Entertainment of Teachers 1n Ellsworth.
Preparations are being made in Ellaworth for the entertainment of the
teachers who will attend the summer

OIT-Or-TOWK 8KBVICKB.

school

There will be Unitarian services at the
East I.amolne church Sunday, at 7 p. m.,
If pleasant.

the two

weeks

school here last year was the moat
cessful in the State.
Many of

always up-to-date,

and

any other shape are
wanted, they will be found

or

here.
Ask for the

SEAL BRAND DOUBLE WEAR

!

COLLARS and CUFFS.

city

come

here for their

COLLARS and CUFFS.

Republican

suc-

WILLIAM

M’KINLKY.

|

be

race

and horse

race.

There will

dancing afternoon and evening.

3bbtrti»tmtnta.

Closing-Out

Sale.

McKinley?
tweuty-flfth
of the United States, is now
the

president
filling the

ations of his father’**

twenty-eighth quadrennial
of that office.
By its enthusiastic

term

dent ia the seventh of their nine children. His father wa» an iron manufacturer. He was a man of ability and character, iu religiou a devout Methodist,
and in politics an ardent whig and republican. He lived to see his sou governor
of Ohio.
Mrs. McKinley saw her son

president,

and died

December

on

eighty-eight.
William McKinley was born

12, 1897,

at the age of

Ohio,

on

Jan. 29,

education
uative

in

the

family

where his

public

When

place.

old the

1813, and

education

schools

he

removed

at Niles,
began his

was

of

his

nine years

Poland, Ohio,
continued in the

to

was

Uuion seminary. He eutered Allegheny
college, Meadville, Penn., In 1860, but his
health broke down
bo

was

compelled

college.

war

IN

it may be said that both as a private aud as an officer, both in the com-

career

line, he

the fighting

courageous, clear-headed aud

was

calm.

For services rendered in the winter
camp of Fayetteville he received his first

was

assembly,
body during the sessions of
He introduced important

that

1884.

zeal

with

which

assailed

he

political

In 1880 Mr. Roosevelt was the republican
candidate for mayor against Abram B.
democracy, and Henry
Mr. Hewitt was
elected. In 1889 Mr. Roosevelt was appointed by President Harrison a member
of the United Btates civil service commission. His ability and rugged honesty
in the administration of the affairs of that
office greatly helped to strengthen his
united
united

signed

labor.

popular regard.
until

Mat/

1

He continued in
IkOA

w)i«,i lm

m.

accept the office of police commissioner of New York city, from Mayor
Strong. Through his fearlessness and
administrative ability as president of the
board, the demoralized police force was
greatly Improved.
Early in 1897 he was called by the president to give op his New York office to
become assistant secretary of the navy.
Then agaiu his energy and quick mastery
of detail had much to do with the speedy
equipment of the navy for its brilliant
feats in the war 'with Spain. But soon
after the outbreak of the war his patriotism and love of active life led him to
to

Boston.

1

TRIMMED HATS

♦

AT

j

j\

cowboys of the West and Southwest,
also numbered
many college-bred
men of the East.

the

but

moted to besecoud lieutenant.

THE

long after this the reglmeutal
colonel, K. B. Hayes, eutered in his diary:
“Our new second lieutenant, McKinley,
Not

In

the

ROUGH RIDER.

beginning Mr. Roosevelt

SAILED

Hancock County Forts.
West Sullivan—Ar June 24. schs Eastern

Queen, Ray, Ellsworth; C B Wood. Stanley,

was

command, with the rank of
lieutenant-colonel, Dr. Leonard Wood

P Corbin for Rockland
Sid June 20, sch Willie L Maxwell, Gott, paving from J P Gordon, for Philadelphia
Shi June 21, sell Mary C Stuart, Bowden, with
curbstone from W B Blatsdell A Co, for Phila
J

to-day—an exceedingly bright, being colonel. But at the close of the
intelligent and gentlemanly young officer. war the latter was a brigadier-general,
He promises to be one of the best.” At a and Roosevelt was colonel in command. ;
little later date he added: *He has kept Since no horses were
transported to Cuba,
the promise in every sense of the word.” this
regiment, together with the rest of j
By February 7, 1883, he became a first the cavalry, was obliged to serve on foot, j
lieutenant, aud on July 25 of the follow- The regiment distinguished itself in the
ing year, wheu he was only twenty-one, Santiago campaign, and Colonel Roosehe was made captain for gallantry and
velt became famous for his bravery in
faithfulness in the battle of Kernstowu
leading the charge up San Juan hill on
A
little
at
BerWinchester).
later,
(uear
July 1. He was an efficient officer, and
ry ville, his horse was shot under him, aud
won the love and admiration of his men.
on March 14, 1865, he received his comHis care for them was shown by the circuFrom now until the middle of July our millinery, es- mission as major by brevet “for gallant lation of the famous “round Robin”
and meritorious services at the battles of
which he wrote, protesting against keeppecially our trimmed hats, will he sold at bottom prices.
Opequan, Cedar Creek aud Fisher’s Hill”. ing the army longer in Cuba.
He took part in every one of the many
Upon Colonel Roosevelt’s return to New
Flowers, 9c. to 19c.
engagements in which his regiment par- York there was a popular demand for his
9c.
to
19c.
Ribbons,
ticipated, and when he was mustered out nomination for governor. Previous to
on July 26, 1865, he was in perfect health.
the state convention he was nominated
We intend to close our
and everything else accordingly.
ENTRANCE INTO PUBLIC LIFE.
by the citizens’ union, but he declined,
Keturuiug home McKinley studied law replying that he was a republican. The
store from the middle of July until Sept. 1.
with Judge Charles E. (Hidden, of Canton, democrats tried to frustrate his nominaand at the Albany law school.
He was tion
by attempting to prove that he had
us
with
Accounts
All Small

HALF PRICE.

i

I

returned

TuZ=“'

CALL & CONNICK,

admitted to the bar in

nust be Settled

by July

10.

nklr.

He

home.

n-

klnt.

soon

1867, and settled in

k.ou

attracted

u<nnn

attention

Kia

as a

ability, and, although Stark
democratic, he was elected
county
prosecuting attorney in 1S69, but he was
lawyer

of

was

CLARION i
Cooking Ranges
Are

reliable—war-

thoroughly
ranted to

give right results.

They have more valuable
improvements than any
made of
the best material obtain-

line;

other

able;
icai

and

in

in which
not have

are

are

uic

most ecOnomluei, uccausc

use ui

tlicy
them,

pericct manner |
put together. If your dealer does
take no substitute, but write tothe!
oi

me

are

manufacturers.
Incorporated iSv,.

WOOD A BISHOP CO.,

BICYCLE CLOTHING
OF ALL

THE

two years
same otlicc
later.
From this time forward Major McKinley gave much attention to politics. In
1876 he was elected to Congress. That
year the democratic legislature of Ohio
gerrymandered the state, but nevertheless McKinley was returned to Cougress
in 1878, as he was also in 1880, 1882, 1884,
1886 aiid 1888. He was unseated in 1884,
and was dually defeated in 1890, when his
•district was gerrymandered again. When
the republicans assumed coutrol in 1889,
he was appointed chairman of the ways
and means committee, and presently gave
the nation the great measure that bore
his name.
Ever since he cast his first vote for Lincoln in 1894, McKinley has been a republican. In 1884 be was a delegate-at-large
from Ohio to the national convention,
and helped to nominate James G. Blaine.
In 1891 he was elected governor of Ohio.
In 1892 he was again a delegate-at-large to
the national convention at Minneapolis,
and was made
chairman.
permanent
Although his name was not brought before the convention, yet he received 182
votes. He himself was a strong supporter
of President Harrison.

defeated for the

KINDS.

-PEERLESS” SUIT
I am sole agent. No belt
needed with this suit. Call anil examine,
anil you will buy no other. The prices range
from $4-50 upwards.

is "the” thing.

_

SPRING and SUMMER SUITS.
I have just received
that will bear closest

large invoices of suits
inspection. Prices to

suit the times.

ELECTION TO THE PRESIDENCY.
In 1893 Major McKinley was re-elected
governor of Ohio. At the expiration of
his term he returned to Canton.
He had
the confidence of the people in his prinand
there was little
ciples and purposes
surprise when he was nominated on the

first

at the republican national
convention at St. Louis in 1896.
The
history of that campaign and the issues
on which Mr.*McKiuiey was elected are
too fresh in memory to need review, and
it would be impossible in this brief article to give a review of his successful
four years’ administration.
Mr. McKinley was married on January
25,1871, to Miss Ida Saxton, of Canton.
Two daughters were born to them, one in
1871 and oue in 1873, but both died in
Mrs. McKinley is a
early childhood.

OWEN BYRN.

legal residence in the state.

plan failed,

and he

was

nominated in

22, sch Lucy Belle, Martin, to Sullifor repairs—sprung a leak at hniMklln
Sid June 23, sch Mary Farrow, with lumber
from Macomlier Bros for New York
Domestic Forts.
Boston —Ar June 22, sch S E Davis, Mt
Desert
Sid June 24, achs Chas A Hunt, Stonlngton;
Geo W Collins, Sullivan; J C v\ ood, Gloucester; Mary F Cushman, Mllbridge
Sid -111116 22, schs Mabel K Goss, Stonlngton;
Yieka, Jonesport; Susaif N Pickering, Fenian
dlna; Hattie A Marsh, Long Cove and Philadel-

the

convention by
ernor Black.
The campaign throughout
the state was spirited.
Colonel Roosevelt
a

took

vote of 753 to 218 for Gov-

delivered
stump and
many
His plurality was 18,079.
His
administration since Jan. 1,1897, has been
the

of

conspicuous ability
AS

A WRITER.

In the midst of his

intensely active life

Mr. Roosevelt has found time to do

ington

Hyannis— Passed June 23, sch Matile J
lies, from Portland for New York
Jacksonville—Ar June 21, sch RT Rundlett. Fountain, from New York
New York—Sid June 22, sch Jonathan Cone,
Bar Harbor

Ar June 21, fchs Webster Barnard and Flora
Condon, Sellers, Bangor
Sid June 20, bark nannle Swan, Barbados;
sch John Douglass, Bangor
Ar June 21, sell Florence Belaud, Brunswick
Sid June 24, schs Susan Stetson, Bucksport;
Webster Barnard, for Bangor
Ar June 2\ sells Odell, Stonlngton; Georgletta, Sullivan; Mattie J A lies, Stonlngton
Providence—Sid June 21, sch Gcorgletta,

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.
SUMMER SERVICE.

Darien, Ga—Ar June 20, sch J B Holden,
Haskell, New York
Portland—Ar June 24, sch John Shay,

Six

Dell, Duffy, New York
Haskell, 'Eaton, New

of exceptional charm and nobility of character. The president is a member of the Methodist Episcopal cbutch.

Sprained Aukle Oulckly Cured.
time I suffered from a Bevere
sprain of the ankle,” says Geo. E. Cary,
editor of the Guide, Washington, Va.
“After using several well-recommended
medicines without success, I tried Chamberlain’s Pain Balm, and am pleased to
to say that relief came as soon as 1 began
its use, and a complete cure speedily followed.” Sold by Geo. A. Parchkb, Ellsworth, and W. I. Partridge, Bluehill,

druggists.

Trips

a

Week to Boston.

ina—:a—

Commencing Saturday, .June 23, 1900, steamer
“Ml. Desert" will be due to leave Bar Harbor
for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest
Harbor, Stonlngton and Rockland to connect
with steamer for Boston, dally, except Sunday,
at 1.00 p m.

P

It—Ar
June 3, sch Jennie A
Stubbs, Dorr, Now York
Pout Mclgkave, N S— Parsed June 19, sch
Fred Gow» r, Sargent, Rockland for Paspebtac
Gibraltar-Passed June 17, bark Rebecca
Crowell, from Trapani for Bath

RETURNING.

r

From Boston, daily, except Sunday, at 5 pm.
From Rockland, touching at intervening landings, dally, except Monday, at ft a in.
E. S- J.

j

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin Austin, Gen’l
W

illiam

Supt., Boston.

H. Hill, Gen’l

Mgr., Boston.

Rockland, Mill & Ellsworth Steamb’t Co.

—

MAimiKD.
McUOWN—ST A RKEY— At North Ellsworth,
June 23, at the residence of Mrs Column
Bates, by Rev Charles H Harrison, Miss Hat
tie R Mi-Gown, of North Ellsworth, to Frederic A Starkey, of Ellsworth Falls.
RUMI LL— BRI DG ES—At Tremont, June 24, by
Eben B Clark, esq, Miss Arabella Rumill to
Fred Bridges, both of Tren out.
ROM ER-HOLLET-At Tremont, June 21, by
Eben B Clark, esq, Miss Gertrude Router to
Benjamin Hollet, both of Tremont.
WI LLEY—STAPLES—At Bluehlll, June20,l>y
Rev Ebenezer Bean, Miss Lizzie E Willey to
Frank J Staples, both of Hrnoklin.
I>IKI).
ATWOOD—At Buck sport, June l'.», Mrs Susan
C Atwood, aged CD years, •» months, lt» days.
MORGAN—At Surry, June 22, Franklin W
Morgan, aged .Vj years, 2 months, I days.
SELLERS— At Penobscot, June 17, Infant son
ol' Mr and Mrs Preston C Sellers.

Effect from May 15 until
June 23, 1900.
Commencing on above date steamer "Catherine” will leave Rockland (B & li wharf), upon
arrival of steamer from Boston, every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday for Dark Harbor, Eggemoggln, Sargcntvllle, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
Brooklln, South Bluehlll and Bluehlll.
RETURNING.
Every Monday, 'Wednesday and Friday
will leave Ellsworth at 7 :iO a m (stage to Surry), Surry at s.uo a in, making landings named
above and will connect at Rockland on all passages east and west with Boston & Bangor S.
S. Co.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
word at Moon’s stable, Ellsworth.
•No connection with Boston steamers.
Schedule

In

atjbcrtiscmcnts.

36fantis:mcnt2.
'•

icc

Cream Freezers.

WILL

SELL

|

-“THE ELLSWORTH BICYCLE"
for

ii
;;

FOR A FEW DAYS.

♦

$

|
+

< ►
_

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE CO.
•

FRANKLIN ST.

|£
*

EDWIN M. MOORE,

The

“PEERLESS ICELAND”

dealer in all kinds of

4

Freeh, salt. Smoked and Dry

J

FISH.

I

TAKES THE LEAD.
It has

only ONE MOTION—the
around the

FEW PARTS

A

one

to

New York

can

revolves

stationary dasher.

—

LITTLE

Runs easier and lasts

“At

M

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen’l Manager*
F. E. BOOTH BY, GcnM Pass, and Ticket Ag't.
worth

A

con-

ner’s.

u

3 1ft! *4 45 z3 25
3 19 4 49
8 80
8 26 | 4 66
8 87
84.1 t5 181 t« 57
42;. f5 27 t9 04
50. f5 37 fP 12
69.
5 50 f9 21
13.
6 04
9 35
18 4 25 6 10
9 41
2
4 34.
87. t6 26 t9 66
47:. t8 34 tlO 04
Mi f4 53 f6 87 flO 07
ftf 5 00 6 45 10 15

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ells-

literary work. The year after
he was graduated from college he published his “Naval War of 1812”. In 1886
there came from his pen a “Life of Thomas H. Benton”, published in the “American Statesmen
Series”. The following
year he published a “Life of Gouverneur
Morris” which was followed iu 1888 by his
popular “Rauch Life and Hunting Trail”.
In 1S89 were published the first two
volumes of what he considers his greatest

he added a third volume to his “Winning
of the West”,
lu 1898 he collected a
volume of essays, entitled “American
Political Ideas”. Since the Spanish war
he has written a book on “The Rough
Riders” and a series of articles on Oliver
Cromwell has been appearing in Scrib*

11 no 12 40

*p.

0C
05
12

*5

on

siderable

work, “The Winning of the West.” in
1S90 he added to the series of “Historic
Towns” a “History of New Y ork City”.
“Essays on Practical Politics,” published
in 1892, was followed the next year by
“The Wilderness Hunter”, while in 1894

M.

|

These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.

and character-

istic fearlessness.

K|

z Sundays only.
Dally.
tStop on signal or notice to Conductor,
c Stops to leave but not to take passengers.

Ar June 25, sell Hatile H Barbour, Norfolk
BaNook—Ar June 21, schs John Douglass,
Ellzahethpori; -I M Kennedy, from Kondout
Shi June 21. schs Jul a Baker, l'erklus, Lynn;
Lizzie Lane. blu-Hon. N A’
Sid June 25. sch rurcst Queen,
Gray, Ston-

speeches.
one

6

OUj

•

phia

That

ballot

woman

tH

lost his

6

to Aug 26, leave Mt
Ellsworth 2 34 p m; ar-

jp

van

BRACY—At Cranberry Isles, June 17, to Mr
and Mrs James F Hracy, a daughter.
DAVIS —At Ed-worth, June 17, to Mr and Mrs
Melvin M Dn\ is, n daug liter.
IIORTON—At Bluehlll, June 19, to Mr and Mrs
V' llltam S Horton, a daughter.
|Mna May.|
LORD—At Brooksvibe, June 19, to Mr and Mr*
Melvin Lord, a sou.
MOORE—At El (•‘Wurth, June 23. to Mr and Mrs
K M Moore, a son.
SELLERS—At Penobscot, June 17, to Mr and
Mrs Preston C Sellers, a sou.
SA LISBl’RY At Ellsworth Falls, June 22, to
Mr and Mrs Arthur W Salisbury, a son.
TINKER—At Lamoine, June 21, to Mr and Mrs
Norton II Tinker, a daughter.
WooDBRi DGE— At Bucksport, June 15, to
Mr and Mrs Fred W Wood bridge, a son.

6

Sullivan. | 8 15 1 15i.
Sorrento-' 7 15 2 0 " 5 40 7 Oft 10 45
BAR HARBOR I *7 Out 12 50^ 5 40 *7 25 11 15
8u ndays only—July 8 to Aug 26, leave Bangor
11 40 a in, Ellsworth 12 47 p in; arrive Mt Desert
Ferry 1 16 p in. Bar Harbor 2 00 p in.
Dally, Sundays Included, a train for the
Washington County It R leaves Bangor at 6 ('5
a in, arriving at Ellsworth at 7 24 a
in, and at
Washington Junction at 7 30 a m.

delphta
Sbl June

uouK.

6
6

8

..

19, sch Victory, Dyer, staves and

in

second

t6

M. A.
5 8ft
1

0* 10
5 09 10
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer Junction. 10
Holden..tlO
Lake House.I.flO
Green Lake..*10
Nlcolln
flO
11
Ellsworth Falls
6 17 11
ELLSWORTH
11
Wash'gton Jc
Franklin Road... 11
Hancock..
11
Waukeag, 8. Fy f6 43 11
Mt.Desert Ferry 0 50 12

Wednesday, June 27
Forester, Farrell, Bar Harbor

Ponce,

f5

23j td

9

ft 55
c7 04
7 12
7 18
50<. f7 82
00...... 17 41
10. t7 49
18;. 178 56
88!.
14
45 11 25
8 21
50|*11 SO 8 25
M ,A. M. P. M.
251 4 20 12 25
4 00
7 27

33: 10 10
5 37

00;
14
38 !
58!
Oft'
10

6 85
6 48

f6 46

IP. M. A. M. A. M.IA. M. A.
I 9 4ft.
8 0.) 9 00
A. M
IP. M.

RANGOR.j

leave the comparative quiet of his govRockland—Ar June 21, sch Geo H Mills,
promotion, becoming a commissary ser- ernment office for service in the held. Boston
Sid June 25, sell Mary C Stuart, Philadelphia
geant on April 15, 1862. After the sum- As a lieutenant colonel of volunteers he
BoothB4Y—Ar June 25, soli Julia Baker,
mer’s campaign in Vlrgiuia, McKinley’s recruited the 1st volunteer cavalry, popuLynn
Bath—Sid June 25, sch Abide Bowker, New
reglmeut took part on 8eptembcr 14 and larly known as the “Hough Riders”.
The men were gathered largely from York
17 In the battles of South Mountain ai^d
Foreigti Porta.

Antietam, and it was for his extraordinary services as commissary sergeant
during the latter battle that he was pro-

26.

6

Portland.. 12 M.

F S Lord

Sullivan for New York
Ar June 25, sch Hazel
Ar June 22, sell D D
York

fft

ft 35
« ltf

rive Bangor 3 50 p ni.
Dally. Sunday Included, a train from Washington County K R leaves Ellsworth 10 28 pm,
arrive Bangor 11 45 p ni.
BANGOR TO BAB HARBOR.

ARRIVED

Rockland
Sid June

reform

1 20
4 30

Sundays only—July
Desert Ferry, 2 00 p m,

Catherine, Coggins, Plymouth
Tuesday, June 2ft
Sch Abigail Haynes, Closson, New York, coal.

wood, from

1883 and

P.

M

tft

ftft

..

..

Portland.
Boston.:

_

48

*

9 16

85
06 9 4ft
07 t9 52
10;.
l«.

4
5
6
6

20
26
29

..

1*.

Sch

Sch

8 55'

...

..

Sch Samuel Lewis, I'ratt, Boston, lumber,
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Friday, June 22
Sch Lavolta, Whittaker, Newark, staves and
heads. C J Treworgy

in

abuses.

Hewitt,
George,

80; 10 85

Ferry 8 On 11
Waukeag, S. Fy fH Ofi! 11
Hancock. f8 09 tU
Franklin Road..' 8 17
11
Wash’gtonJc
8 83 11
ELLSWORTH
Ellsworth Falls fH 37 tl*
Nlcolln.I »8 50 >12
Green Lake..... t8 58 fl2
Lake House.
toon
Holden.I t9 13 tl2
Brewer June....; 9 33 12
Bangor, Ex. St.. 9 40 1
BANGOR, M.C. 9 45 1

SAILED

elected

and continued

measures, and his entire legislative career
was made conspicuous by the courage and

on

THE CIVIL WAR.

on

,

study

the

091*0 tt **4 ?o|% *5

lift Desert

Thursday, .June 21
Kppes, Jordan, Boston
Queen, Kay, Boston

industrious.

began

In the fall of 1881 he

to the state

ntfW’fl

June 11,1861, McKinley enlisted as a
private in company E, 23d Ohio volunteer
Infantry. McKinley served ou the staff
of Generals K. B. Hayes, George Crook
and Wiutield 8. Hancock. Of his military

and

Ou his return borne he

hold

Ou

and

Sch Lulu W
Sch Eastern

travel.

that

broke out.

be active

7
7

Sullivan.!.

Fort.
ARRIVED

He was graduated from Harvard in 1880,
and then spent some time iu European

and

recovery he became a clerk iu the Poland
postoffice, where he remained until the
,

active part iu all the wars of our country,
from the revolution to the Bpanisb war.
Of mingled Dutch, Bcotch, Irish and
French Huguenot ancestry, Theodore
Roosevelt was born In a home of some
wealth, but not to a life of Idleness. He
was brought up with the constant In-

of law.

BAR HARBOR
Sorrento.

Ellsworth

have lived in

business, social and political affairs, many of its members having taken

On bis

overstudy,

from

to leave

family

nent in

to

A

LIST.

_MARINE

BANGOR.

BAR HARBOR TO

...

New York, and have always been promi-

junction

Commencing June 2J>, 1900*

Thousands are "cold" in ihai they do
not understand ihe glow of health. This
implies disordered kidneys, liver, bowels,
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
blood or brain.
gives ad who take it ihe warmth of perfect health. Get Hood's because

ROOSKVELT.

Ills Public and Private Life—Writer,
Soldier, Statesman.
Theodore Roosevelt was born in New
York city, October 27, 1858. Right gener-

tllMtlOII.

William

missary department

%

President

THRO DORR

Which W’on lllm the Kenoni-

Services

who hold four of these certificates. The
tuition is free. The expenses of the
teachers are limited to travelling fees and
board.
At a meeting Saturday a committee was
appointed to solicit entertainment for
teachers. This committee is as follows:
Misses Mary A. Gaynor, Annie R. Stockbridge. A. Louise Allen, I.eonora G. Higgins, Fannie A. Hurley and Mr. George B.
Stuart. Ellsworth people who will take
teachers to board during the two weeks
of the school, are requested to notify any
member of this committee.
At the meeting Saturday the following
reception committee was appointed:
Miss Annie F. Mullan, Mayor A. W.
Greeley. W. II. Dresser, E. W. Lord, Miss
Annie L. McFarland, H. B. Whitcomb,
Harry E. Walker, Miss M. A. Greely.

bicycle

for

44He That is Warm
Thinks All So.”

and Vice-President.

Fourth at Center.
There will be a Fourth of July celebraIn the morning there
tion at Center.
athletic
will be a bicycle parade and
sports, In the afternoon a running race,

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Nominees

university; pedagogy and psychology, by
action this week it Is evident that the reNorman Triplett, Ph. D., Clark univeris well satisfied to bave
sity; grammar school methods in arith- publican party
four years more of McKinley. Though
metic and geography, by Prln. F. A. Parbis commanding figure is so constantly In
sons, Malden, Mass.; primary methods in
the eyes of the people and his name so
number and reading, by Miss Elizabeth
frequently on their lips, yet a renewed
Hall, State normal school, Randolph, Vt.;
with the career of McKinand physical culture, acquaintance
hygiene
physiology,
by Misa Eleanor G. Barrett, Emerson col- ley, the mao and the public servant, la not
lege of oratory, Boston; vertical penman- out of place.
ship, by Julia M. Talbot, Boston; art,
The McKinley* are of Bcotch-Irlsb deillustrated by carbon photos, etchings and
scent, and came to America about 150 years
photogravures, by State-SuperintendentWilliam McKinley, the father of
ago.
of-Schools W. W. Stetao.i.
Certificates will be issued to teachers the president, married, in 18*29, Nancy
who attend the school for at least threewho was of finglisu
fourths of the time for which it is in ses- Campbell Allison,
sion. Diplomas will be granted to those and Scotch-German descent. The presi-

if high collars, low collars,

Great

The

be-

the
teachers who were here last year will
come again, and others who have received
reports of the school from them, will be
added to the number.
Tho instructors so far engaged have already been mentioned in Thk Amrrican,
but it will do mo harm to repeat. Instruction will he given in English and literature by J. A. Roberts, Ph. D., of Colby
college, who was here last year; nature
study, by T. R. Croswell, Ph. D., Clark

OUR

The l>est dressers in the

during

ginning July 16. It is believed there will
be a large attendance.
The summer

ZtWmtisfnunta.

are

here

Railroad* and Steamboat*.

SHjbrrtiattnmts.

NATIONAL TICKET.

Preparation being Ma<le

Rev. A. B. Coar, pastor.
Sunday- July 1—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by Key. W. R. Hunt, of
East Orange, N. J.

;

SCHOOL.

FRICTION.

longer than

a

many-mo-

tlyued free/or.
Delicions

Smooth,

THF.EE

Ioa

Cream

in

Lobsters and Finn«n Haddies.

6

O Campbell A True Bldg., East End Bridge, D
♦
I
ELLSWORTH, ME.

MINUTES.

Bought of a c< nfectlonerlt Is expensive, and
not always convenient.
Made at home It costs
only the material and Is no trouble.
Dashes cleaned by simply dipping In hot water-costs no more than a poor freezer, and the
saving of time and Ice makes the Peerless Iceland the most economical ice freezer uiarle.
SOLD BY

C. R.

Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Bluefi8h,5
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams .Seal lope, £

FOSTER, nJSm.

CLOSED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.
Dr. II. W. Haines begs to notify his patrons
and others that until further notice Ids dental
rooms will be cloaed’on Wednesday afternoona.

Ellsworth, Oct. 25,1899.

The American has subscribers at 106
the 116 post-offices in Hancock county;
mil the -iher papers in the county com-

of

bined do not r^ach so many. THR AMERICAN i* not ihe only paper printed in
Hancock county. and has never claimed to
be. but it is th only paper that can property be called a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulation of id bi American, barring tht liar
Harbor Hacord's summer list, is larger
than that >/ all the other papers printed
in Hanan k county.

COUNTY
b<f mddii4<>na!

-WS.

>>tintj, AY>:her pagez

Brook!) i».

Edith Cousins left to day for Boxford,
Edith Lufkin is working at t he Lookout,
C. Stewart is at Buckie Island

U.

building

a

Frank

weir.

Herrick

is

having

addition

an

his house.

on

H.

Mrs. R.

is

Babson

grange store t his

clerking in the

summer.

Mrs. John Reed returned home Saturday from Portland, where she has been

receiving

medical treatment.

Edith and Bessie Allen, wbo have been
attending school at Kent's hill, are visiting their grandfather, G. R. Allen.
Mrs, Newcome, a lately-returned missionary from India, gave an interesting
talk Sunday in the Baptist church.
An ice-cream and cake social

was

Naskeag Saturday evening. The proceeds will go towards the new chapel.
Ammidons,

of

Baltimore,

Saturday. They
Log Cabin at West End again

arrived

will

Md.,
occupy the

this

season.

Lizzie Burns
land

Fred
ket of

J. Higgins is clerking in the
John Hancock, at Manset.
Parker and

land, where she has been
will work in the laundry
this

at

work.

She

West End

at

season.

are

for

few weeks.

Une Femme.

Henry Jordan

was

at

home

few

a

days

last week.

Owen McDonnell is at work

a

W. A.

goes to Nort heast Harbor to act
at the Kimball house.

The schooner “C. B. Wood’’, Capt.
Charles Stanley, of Manset, master, was in
the harbor fora few

days last week.

“Catherine'

Capt. William Gilley

slip

house

Willey

to work this

has gone to

Eggemoggin

summer.

Lina Bartlett, who has been working at
Bar Harbor, is home ill.
Frank Staples and Lizzie Willey
married at Bluehill, June 20.

were

Major Powell and family, of Washington, D. C., have arrived, and are occupying their new cottage at West End.
Capt.

Freethy

Austin

eleven to Goose

day

of

last

took

party of

a

Cove, West Tremont, Fri-

week.

reported

Ail

a

tine

time.
At

the

evening,

republican

caucus

Saturday

P. Cole
were chosen delegates to attend the republican county convention at Ellsworth,

July

A.

P.

Kane

and

E.

3.

Une Femme.

June 15.

at

Capt.

Burke Sellers and

home for

a

few

wife have been

days.

Mrs. Charles Perkins is visiting
%
Mrs. Kuth Smith.

her

daughter,

Children’s Day concert w ill be given
at the Methodist church Sunday evening,
A

July

him here

“Daylight”.

French,

Mr.

and

stop for a few days in Bucks(.ort visiting Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Holden.
to

who

the opening

that

the editor

day.

held in

1.

The pupils in the Dunbar district w ill
give an entertainment Wednesday evening,
June'-". The proceed* will go to buy a
new globe for the schoo.'house.
Perkins, w bo recently graduated
from the Ellsworth high school, is at
home. Mrs. N. Mitchell and Mrs. Henry
Perkins attended the graduating exercises.
June 25
Suba.
Herman

Brave Men hall

people

coming in this
week. Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Inman, of Atare at
the Lawton cottage.
lanta, Ga
Samuel Cooper Hnd Mrs. Morton are at
the Cooper cottage.
Joseph R. Cooper
summer

family

will

the

come

last of

this

Mrs. Robert Kaighn and daughter
Miss Nellie are at their cottage. Rev G.
K. Street and Mrs. Street are expected

Tuesday. Miss
family later.

Helen Street

joiu

will

the
more

some

a

boy*

death

of Postmaster

by

has

had

piece

a

built

on

bis store.

j

seriously ill, is
to

after

programme

was as

fol-

Exercise
Recitation

—

Boy ami Girls,
Hollis Carter and E-ther Smith

called

was

attend

been

improved.

little

a

has

cases

to

Fond

of illness

family.
summer
people

Col-

Several

Island

have

already

house,
many
expected before the Fourth.

ring iu his
this week.

weir

at

and

Island

Black

one

day

He will huiid another weir

at

once.

Mrs. Sarah Wharton and daughter
Augusta, who have been visiting at Augustus Staples’, left for Guilford, where
she is emj loyed.
Leslie

Joyce

has rented his

visitors who will

Joyce
Joyce's

will

move

place

to

it

soon.
occupy
his family into lltr*

house.

lobster

timber men

CL

I>noi»M

«»i.

hs ve

had

The illness

The

and

republican

cuses were

held

Stanlej’s

store

democratic

cau-

the town nail and

in

the

summer

Dtl
spending
Hutchins.
Miss

Mis**
at

Kiohardsoti,
few

Brook I iu

of

days

Gladys Hutchins

West

home

u

a

vacs*

Everett Marks, I. E. Stanley.

S.

»a*t

Gladys

ringed

week,

her school
and returned

the concert
claas

Miss Susie Garland returned this week
from Boston, w here she has spent several
weeks with friends.

j

cf

and

ball of

graduating
high school.

teachers

by Hood’s Pills.

23c.

There will he

The schools

E

C.

and

Do a

e

Is

a

Conary

trip

Bsr

son

in

their

ui

ursuiie,

ih

using

Wickless Flame
Oil Stove
il
^

Burns the cheapest fuel
that's sold with abselute
safety, without
causing dirt or grease,
smote or smell.

Sold wherever stoves
sold—made in various sizes. If your dealer
does not have them,
write to
are

||

for

Maude

visiting

standard oil company.

hi# family, at the
mother, Mr*. Mary

short -Uy with
s

Si'B.

The

Tracy
were

at

and

Miss
daughter,
Alfred Hamilton’s Sunhas
mi

tion.

Bhe iiuu been

unending

high

school the

from

Brookline, Muss.,

arrived

last week

for the

summer.
As usual they
Mrs. Alfred Tracy, at the Bunds.
June 25,

are

with

Nu need to fear sudden attacks of
cholera Inmembers of Halcyon grange, extend our fantum. dysentery, diarrhe
a, or summer cum
heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved hutband, plaint, If yon have l>r. fowler’s
Kjlract of
upon whom the affliction falls heaviest, to the ! Wild Strawlmrry In the medicine
chest.-Add.
lather and mother, brother and sister, for we
fully realize what an aching void there la
within their hearts. But He doeth all things
well; what is our loss Is her gain.

3fcbrrfisnnrnta.

i

/jnO^sX
/H

valuable

Miss Genevieve West and H. F. Collins
return

trip

to

2., Wednesday.
Miss Gladys Bragdou

Washington,

D.

(treat* with you whether
nt-rve-killiutf tobacco habit. Mi ]o |i k<
n-raotfii the
for to bar
rn'ii
■ ut Dery.
us.j.sTe,, «... r.,:a
line, purifies the bli.oj re-I k
itores lost manhood
^wZ\ 'III

brother The>dore K) to Camden this week, to visit
Jr. aud Mrs. J. K. Hooper.
and

»•

,.

__’

I

ft V

mZ^^*

Harvey M. Blaisdeii accompanied Percy
Portland last week, the sadthe latter’s failing eyesight
lecessitating a visit to the infirmary for
Jonneii

to

lenness

of

t

■

Sick? H*o ad*
ache and Liver
SUGAR COATED.
Sold

CTQ
V*

by all druggist*
by mailv.«dkg| Co.. Chlcif*

or e**nt

D._j Nervi la
Ity

I

*.

|>.

\\ M.ii» S

Maine.

*«

WC1MS

Ban4rr?k of Children aert adult* h»»«»orsi ^
bat a/e treated fur uther disease*. Ttn**y:n»- H
tom* are
S3
Indigeelton, with a variable
fool tongue offensive breath hard a:. 1
petite,
foil belly with occasional gnpicg* and pain* 93
• boot the navel
beat and itching aeneati -n in g
the rectum and ab«,at the ana* ey** heavy an 1 Q
doll. Itching of the tioae. abort, dry cough.R
grinding of the teeth, starting daring *!••«■;■
alow fever, and often in children, convulsions. H
—

|g

i TRUE $

;

ELIXIR

ta tha

beat worm remedy made.
It bssbeen la M.r .lute lam, ...—-rx i«
purely eegetaL:*, harml-** and eff** tua.
W Where no wi riu* ar- prevent it act* a* * T >;
3 *nd curre. t* the c -a.! •.. »n of the muc.u* ai* "j
M braae of the stomach and Iwvcla A poaitive
m cure for Con.t.jiati n ind Hilionam-w*, and a v»
£5 oahla reuiedr in ail the < »mm n
mplamt«
it
Pr
Aak your droggot f
Sg aJUidren
l»r. J. r. T lit K A t o
Me■
> lave •>
wtu. ,f fre*|>*®;
ti Specialize*: •-«

e*
H

■anymnrswyav srraraffgBBffne
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S
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For Women.

I>r. Tillman's Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of auaioo* uiim
There is ]>o*ittte]y no other reinedv ki. "
tomedieal science, that wilt so quickly ant
the \r..rk

imerierence with
cases

IIim

work.

nMMh..i•

The

most

dirt

Successfully treated through com—
pondsn<-e,andthcinost< •<midet*‘s.vi;«fa>

in every instance.
1 relic* e bur.reda of ladies w houi I never see. Write f >r
further
Alt letters truthfulv
particulars.
answered. Free confidential advi-e in ail
matter* of a privateor delicate nature.
r
in mind this remedy is
absolutely safe nii-i.
every {Kissible condition and will positive:y
leave no after ill effects uikju the health. By
majl secureJy M ak d, $j.uo. Ur. K. M. TOI
MA> CO., 1,0 Treruout
St., Boston, Mass.

Suaranteed

I

m

|

t

to

prevent a cold or break up a
fever. Mild, gentle, certain,
they are worthy
your confidence.
Purely vegetable they
can be taken by children or
delicate women
at
“J1 medicine dealers or by mail
of C. I. Hood A Co., Lowell, Musa.

Hev. W. H. Powleslaud and wife rt;urued from their week’s outing
Saturday.
a

<\u»:

Rouserthe tor
|pid liver, and cure
biliousness, sick B headache, jaundice,
nausea, IndJges^ tion, etc. They are In-

Franklin.

for

to

til

pILLS\

Mrs. D. p. Dunbar,
Ward W. Wescott,
A. T. GlLLIS,
Committee on resolutions.

eave

g<«i*

Tart,

bv a’.drugTobacco llab.u

Biliousness,

safety do

a-

j

I UaDAU

t.«

gonranUSHHi

Kngliab

the

past year.
Kev. Thomas Van Ness, with his
family,

j

and

I»o
Sue

...

LITTLE LIVER PILL

■a

Mi** Margaret Moore returned home
from Boeton lust Btturduy for her vuca-

resolutions.

vMin.1.

(wy«ti.

QAP

T#>

Ta*t<* Good
Grde tr- Sic

CONSTIPATION.

LIVERITA

frieiuls in

I

B. Deasv and family came Saturday night to spend part o! the summer
with Mrs. Deasy’a
mother, Mrs. M. A.

stern

Resolved, That in love aud respect, our
charter be dra|>ed in mourning for thirty days,
tliat a copy of these resolutions be placed
upon
i>ur records, a copy sent to the bereaved
family,
tlso copies nent to T me Ellsworth American
und Bangor Weekly ^'ommereial for publication.

M

returned

Mrs. L.

)

^

PIN WORM

Lucy E. Coombs

a visit to relatives
Winter Harbor.

Death has
reaper
entered our ranks and removed from our midst
our tieloved sister, Mrs. Hattie M.
Dray, thus
severing the lirst link in our fraternal chain ;
Resolved, That in the death of our slater, our
grange has lost a faithful friend, one wha was
worthy of our highest esteem, and our heart*
are saddened at the thought that she can meet
with us no more, that her voice la forever stilled.

We,

Rt.rfGg R.weSy

Harbor.

Candage,* of West Tremont, is
her grantyather, S. M. Candage.
Handy.

Juue 25.

CURE

...

spring.

from

in town last week.

whs

t

Marion,
day.

Mr. Cummings, cattle dealer, of Port-

land,

a

Austin

guest

j

»*OiaTt»IO

Pleasant. Palatable
I*<‘ui*.
Good. Never Sicken Weaken

Kruent Cole returned home last week
from a visit to Boston and
vicinity.

Mrs. A. H. Friend.

CATHARTIC

TMAOV MASH

Gertrude Clark arrivedfhome MonGreat Pond w here she has been

t*r<t«|»et

yacht last

me

jvarents

The Butler reunion will be held at tie
Kalagudor spring. Last brook, Wednesday,
Aug. 15. All the descend inti of Most -and
Sarah (Goodwin
Butler are requested to
be present. All others who wish to
come
are invited.
If stormy, the firs: fair
day.
June 25.
Ch’kTr. |

Bub.

..iiuci

of

to

William Mi Far lane and Lincoln
Butler,
of this place, had their clothes stolen frt
in
a camp in Bar Harbor.
The clothes were
expressed to Gardiner.

a

j

THE UP-TO-DATE

of his wife
Orcutt.

week.

June 19.

\T*7t

grocery store.

day

grip.

and

a

Key. Mr. McCartney arrived here Tues-

Portland last week

i
|

!

\OftC(W

at home

are

The excursion train of last j
Wednesday
had a half-mile race w ith>
piir of horses
on the track.
The horses came in ahead.

Slowly recovering from

Harbor

Pennsylvania, on

since last

North

j

taking <'.»srarets. th»* only cathartic worthy of
notice bjr aeoalt le people
URo \V Bowi.cs Baird M m

day from

ttie guests of Mrs. B. H.

to

!

other relative#.

Miss

Brooks and C cil Gray have completed
heir work at Sargent vibe.
Allen and Elmira Conary, of
Boothbay,
Alden

wi'e

Charles J Murch has rented and refitted
old school house at Taunton and opened

steamer

Candage.
Harry made

and

the

k.

tnird attack uf

a

Bragdon

Alfred
from

Bob.

Friend went to
fur 1 ne »* asun.

auip

Pink Pills
for
Pate People

CANDY

Daniel McKay, of Hancock, is here with
pair of horses at work with the road
machine.

Itluehbl Fall*.

to

Dr. Williams'

w

home

to

|

\VII.LIS I>. HANFORD.
Mayor of Italivla, N. Y.

m

a

and Marshall Olds.

lo woi

hall

Dlrlgo

Moses Abbott is having his barn newly
silled and making other
nc«'essary rejwiif*

following graduated: Misses Elsie Philip,
Elizabeth Philip, Abbie Gross, Allle
Osgood, Flora Bulger, Edith Chase, Minnie Chase, Ida Morse,
May belle Habson,
Carrie Sargent, Myrtle Piper. Marion Carter. Wilma Grlndle, Elizabeth Maddox,
and Messrs. A. Raymond
Carter, Truman

Brookiin

the

ill close next Friday.
Hal Clark ha** finished his job at Bar
Harbor and arrived home
Sunday.

What is called the “A” class graduated
this term and enters next fall in the academy with t tie preparatory course.
The

Neenle Friend has gone

the town

by

Franklin.

W>«l

..Miss Kdith Chase
Haley's Faith.
Dialogue, Misses Minnie Chase, Flora Bad
ger. Carrie Sargent, Marion Carter and
■Jennie Grlndle, and Marshall K. Olds.

on

danee at

Muatc
ore heat ra, of Ellsworth.

Maddox
\ Child’s Mirror....Miss Lcnr Maddox
Recitation. .Miss Ma> belle Babson
Motion Song .Flight girls
We Little Boys. Five Boys

Mi*#

a

Thursday night.

Kvereti Cha-e

employed

<j

TAPE
WORMS

Song. Mia* Madge Hinckley
<>ur Flag .Three Boy*
One Legged Goose.Miss
Joy Hinckley
When Teddy Went to the Woods, Cecil,
Miss Margaret Hinckley
Hays of the Week.Seven girls
Duel.MUses Abide Gross and KDto Philip

is

j

MNWUD.

them.

j

Saturday was Impicnic drive to the famous

a

I*.

|

llymn.Miss AJIie Osgood
Fingers .Nine Uiys

Conary

■ OJ*. W.

l>r. William*' Pink Ih.'ltfor Ail#
people (iri* the only rcmeily that /
Aar* ever found which jterTnanrntly cured me. They enrich'd my
and I feel a eery different
man a* compared with a year ago.
77icy are all that it claimed for

i

are aold hr all drusslata. <>r direct
1
uj, «mu a prelecting root.
from tx»« I'r. William* Medicine
j
Co.(Hchenactady. N Y j***ti‘Hld
two-»tory dwelling feeing the pond
on receipt «*f prica, 60c. per
I
l» neerly completed, • broad pl«zx« adding
•lx bo zee, ft. 60.
much to Ita comfort and attractlvemaa.
It i. hojwd that the bcaltng
mmm
nrnpertle* of
the aprtng may become widely known,
and attract many to te»t Ita virtuen.
On
the homeward drive a atop at ((sorgo
pond was auggeated, where a aecond
rpread of “cakea and plea and everylhlng
nice” made an appreciated 5 o’clock lunch
for the returning (tarty, with
"A tape worm eighteen feet long a:
appetite*
ls.mt camn on th* arene aftrr im taking tw
equal to the occaaton.
CAHCAKF.TS
This I an; sure bn*, cnuv In,
June 25.
bad health for the past three tears
I an. tti.i
It,

Six Years Old .Jamie Abram
Fanner Brown's Turnips.MIm Ida Morse
Hatates .Six girls
In May.Miss Marlon Hodge

A. T

Miss

liked.

The

3in*!»'K. .Chorus
Looking Ahead.Five boys

Hinckley,

well

spring near Molasses pond, Eastbrook.
Colmati Crabtree and wife, of
Hai.cock, rode up to join the party who
found quite a transformation going on
about the spring and its surroundings.
A tine stone tank has been built, of 800

SCHOOL RXRRCIHKA.

Slater's Best Feller

been

mineral

The c'oaing exercises of school districts
8 and 9 took place in the grammar school
Friday. Tue schools for t tie past term
have been under the direction of Miss
Julia Saunders and S. Everett Marks
The room was tastefully
respectively
decorated with fl mem, boughs of larch
and cedar, and many flags. \ large audience was present.
The programme was a
mixture of both schools.
It follows:

MEMORIAL

do away with all the hot discomfort of former
baking
days, save yourself work and bother and do your
a
baking in less time, at less expense, by

served.

The fine weather of

vestry next Thursday night.

Saved by a
Hands and

have

proved hy

The members of the ladies’ social library
will have a supper in the Congregational

Whereas,

WhenYouBake I

was

district No. 2, are Helen Macornbe^, Flor|
ice Gordon, Julia Macomber, Til I ie Dow,
Geneva Bragdon, Marcia Thomas. Jessie
Macomber, Kena Donnell. Lorene Ryder.
Harvard Thomas, Lloyd llavey, Bernard
Donnell, Elwood Donnell.

_

H.

You never read of so many great cure* elsewhere, a* those effected by Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
did you?
It l» America's Greatest Medicine,
ami possesses merit uuknuwu to any other
preparation, it is a wonderful invigorator.
Sic k headache is cured

many

Hawkins, who has been here for several
terms, is deservedly popular among children and parents who hope for her return. Pupils not absent one-half day 1
during the spring term of the primary, in j
J

Mrs.

j —Adrt.

a cause

tations and songs to gladden parents and
friends, who came in to listen. Both

the

Ellsworth

the

North HluehUI.

I

Ice-cream

erally.

County

The graduating class of Bluehiit-Ueorge
Stevens academy attended the graduation
exercises and concert in a body.
When
they arrived reserved seats had all been
taken, but through the kindness of Supt.
W. H. Dresser seats were obtained. After
the exercises the class was itiviled
by
Prin. Pratt to Hodgkins’ ice-cream parlor*
and were introduced to Miss
Taylor and
members of the Ellsworth graduating
class.
The class desires to ldank Prin.
Pratt and Supt. Dreaser through THE
Amkrican for their kindness
during
their stay In Ellsworth.

are

Monday.

June 25.

Ephraim Dyer's

('apt.

E. E. Chase,
Mr. Adams, of the village grammar
convention—republicans :
R. S. 0«good, E. C- Barrett, A. C. Hinck- school, and Miss Louise Hawkins, of the
ley; democrats, O. Littlefield, S. Eveiett primary, closed the spring term Friday.
!
The primary teacher had the little ones in
Marks, I. E Stanley.
Thirty or forty Blueiiill people attended readiness with a pleasing number of reci-

Mr-.

Lunuine, is

with

of

wife and their daughter K Uic I*
for much regret
their
among
friends.

I. E.

Saturday
respect ively
Following are delegates of both
The Foresters'entertainment Saturday
State
j parties:
convention—republicans,
R. P. Urindle, A. J. Long, A. C. Osgood, evening was a very «njoyahle gathering
M. 1*. Hinckley; democrats, O. Littlefield, of lis many members and the public gen-

Frank Lowell teat home from t lie I *;. i

v»r»ity of Maine for

the

greatest difficulty in getting herring for

Washington,

‘•Juliette.I’

Lowell ha* just graduated from
the Ellsworth high school.

ion.

Rest

by Rev. E.

Mayor of I
I JJatatfia I
F
1
I

Miss Bernice Webb, who came from
I). C., last week, was up
from Sullivan Saturday for brief calls.

Congregational
Bean, Wednesday

the

night.

Hotner

Robbins'

arrived at

at

June 25.

June 25.

I-land
in

performed

parsonage

Collection

North

who

marriage of Miss L’rxle E. Willey
Frank J. Staples, both of Brooklin,

Washing.Gladys

:

Singing.Choir
Prayer.Pastor
Recitation.Lawrence Carter
Singing.Children
Exercise.Four children
Recitation.Reutxrn Osgood
Solo.Nettle Staple*
Recitation.Aldeu Davis
Responsive reading ami singing
Recitation.Edwin Goodwin
Recitation..Ml** Wood
Singing.School
Recitation.Lueila Staple*

a

weeks.

Wharton,

Dr. Small

Friday,

closed

town

nine

William

more are

The

concert.

Singing.Choir

Schools in

Monday

a

lows

Singing
Recitation.Nettie Staple*
.Reuben Osgood
Reading.Miss Grindle

Allnmir.

i

The
to

jUjtJrrtisrmrria.

serious

that

Mrs. Edward T. Campbell and daughter
Julia were in town Thursday* calling
among old borne friends.

Miss .Jennie Grlndle
ot the

the

H.

June 25.

The

Possibly by making

of

CHILDRENS day.

are

week.

bert

bank in New-

Children's Day was observed by the
Methodist Sunday school Sunday evening

church.

Mr.

a

zen.

—

Capt.

In

selectmen

report
Franklin W. Morgan appears elsewhere in
this issue. Surry has lost a valuable citi-

lodge in the evening, returning home
well, 1 don't know when, but I don’t believe all the women in Ellsworth got up
in time last Sunday morning to get to

summer

tbe

little

Colson R )bbins took 175 bushels of tier-

Victims to stomach, liver and kidney
troubles a- well as women, and all feel the
results in loss of appetite, poisons in the
blood, backache, nervousness, headache
and tired, listless, ruu-dow n feeling.
But
there’s no need to ft-el like that. Listen to
J. W. Gardner, Idaville, Iud.
He says:
“Electric Bitters are u?: the thing for a
man w hen he is all run down and don't
care w hether he lives or dies.
It did more
to give me strength and good appetite
than anything I could take. 1 can now eat
anything, and have a new lease on life"
Only 50 cents at S. D. Wiooik’s Drug
Store. Every bottle guaranteed.

of

effort be may be able to help out In
other line. There are several more

A

the

son

bookkeeper

Sum,

a company of
ladies from the
Ellsworth lodge visited the Rowena Re*
bekah lodge here last Saturday evening,
coming down in teams in the afternoon,
partaking of a 6 o'clock tea and visiting

term of

one

his

man Hirer.

right age to commaking their merka in the world,
but they spend their time in loafing on
the pout office steps.
June 25.
1).

Tapley.
(Juite

Andrew Smith

Merle Fields, Bert Fields and Charles
Fields, o! Chelsea, Mass., are visiting
William Hutchins and wife.

a

worked

mence

following delegates werechosen
to attend State convention at Hanger
June 27:
S. A.
Holden, Henry Clark,
John T. R. Freeman and George R. Fuller.
To attend the county convention at EllsG. L. Lurvey, Eben B.
worth, July 3:
Clark, Clarence A. Moore, and Eugene D.

The

He is also

port and

has

e'en era I

about thin town of the

hall, Sat-

Tremont

but

until he is also

town.

There seemed to be nothing
in it but a little cheap glory, and you
can’t buy groceries with that.
a caucus

bookkeeper,

wav uo

enterprise.

At

mark

world.

is still

years
to undertake the

feared

C.

Soon after going through
college, almost t he first start he
made in life was to get a situation as
bookkeeper in the Granite State wcoien
mills, Guild, N. H., a place close to Newport. That was several years ago, and he

previous

far behind those of

Washington, D.

few

a

treatment.
It is
hoped
trouble may be averted.

©#Aer page*

business

The Inland Breeze will not be published
this summer, ti\uch to the regret of its
The advertisements
many local friends.
so

He died

determined to make bis

seems

in the

Mrs.

expected Saturday,

this occasion.

on

Mrs. O. P. Dorr is in Newport, N. II.,
on a visit
to her son, George A. Dorr.
This George is one of the Orland boys

first of the week to attend the ordination
and installation of Rev.

his

months ago in

Rev. G. H. Hefflon went to Orland the

and

Penobiiror.
at

pastorate closed, the last
being two years ago. Had he been alive,
an effort would have he«n made to have

sloop the “Gyenn” lias been

rebuilt and renamed the

horse-

years ago. Mr.
made several visits to this

Houston has

put his boat

has

the Ocean

at

the well-known

fifty-one

ordained

town since

urday. the

Miss Frances Spear, of Warren, is visiting friends in town.
Maude

was

She

has gone to Sullivan to load stone.

His

S.

The Congregational society is making
arrangements with the expectancy of
having quite a gathering here Wednesday,
June 27, to attend and take part in the
ordination of their new pastor, H. D.
French. This will be the second ordination held in this church, the first being
when the first pastor,Rev. Hiram Houston,

clerk

as

Capt. Charles Spurting, of Cranberry
Island, has purchased an addition to his
fleet of summer boats—a natty thirty-foot
yacht built in Friendship.

Manset.

*

Deering,

srr

evening.

man, has moved to Bangor where he can
be nearer a race track for training horses.

Jesse Parker, Wesleyan university, 1903,
Next week he
is at the Parker cottage.

float in order

is

Uuy C. Emerson, civil engineer, of Boston, made a short visit to this town, leaving for Boston Monday.

where she has

County ,V«r»

Hi'iffttlll-

was

Or land.

W. Rich has returned from
been teaching.
She will occupy the Ross cottage for the

steamer

on

j

Sue will open dressfather’s, William

June 24.

stopping

Mrs. W.

fell

June 18.

the

Portland for several years.
His health
poor and he is here to recuperate.

Handy and child, of Portat Mrs. Henry Tracy’s

Mrs. Fred

land,

utditirmnl

from Rock- I

learning

her

at

rooms

been

Everett Smith and

friends here.

are

is at home from Port-

has

wife, of Portland,
stopping fora few weeks at David
Mr. Smith formerly belonged
Mrs. Thomas Milan and daughter, of Sprague’s.
Baker’s Island light station, are visiting here, but has been on the police force in

mer.

Nancy Smith

(-OUXTY NEWS.
t*

are

season.

Pierson, son and daughter, and
Brown, of Washington, L). C\, are
stopping at the Flye house for the sumMrs.

Mrs.

making
Burns.

family, of Danversport, Mass., is at her cottage for the
Mrs. Ada

has returned

where she

dressmaker’s trade.

mar-

E. Benson Stanley has had her
hotel at Manset,
the
Stanley house,
painted outside and in. The place never
before looked so well.
Thirty guests

Mrs.

>

It has quite seriously interfered
with their catch the last week.
bait.

|w»j/e*

SoiiIIiwmI Hnrtior.

held

at

The

other

nee

summer.

Fiye’s Point.
Capt.

Orunty Xeira

*eJiUonat

Milhridge,

Mass.

built

COUNTY NEWS.

IYU‘.h
Vi »P L;,‘il;rsUtrnt:T
n

4“a'

f,>ru»- Take it with
one
** *

«5f t?!?riyorUSV;efSd

W^SSASSSt

\

Pauper .Notice.
unterslgn.-d hereby gives
has contracted with the City of Kltsworth.fui
THK
nouce

tne

mat n«

support of the poor,during the ensuing year,
and has made
ample provision for their support,
tie therefore forbids all
persons from furnish11*#
supplies to any pauper on his account, a* w ihdh
Ms written
order, he will nay for no go*!* sc
urnlshei.
<i>iNEt
Hu«r S

Ismtl of I'aed-To-He.
purple, hsxy trees
of summer’s ntrn«>*t boundaries;
Beyond the sands. beyond the sea".
Beyond the range of eyes like these.
And only In the reach of the

It her.”
The next day, and again the
next, the same thing happened.
Pat
thought it was becoming monotonous.

The
the

Beyond

j

A

and

gate of memory,
There He* a land long lust to me.
The land of Used to he.

Knraptured

glee

Thai rounded through long afternoons,
To serenading plenl tines;
When starlight fell so mistily
That, peering up from l**ndod knee,
I dreamed ’twa" bridal drapery
Hung over Used-to Ire.
,»h. land of lore and dreamy thoughts,
And shining fields and shady spots,
of rw)!est, greenest, grassy plots,
hmbossed with wild forget-me nots,
And all the blooms that cunningly
I.lft their faces up to mo
out of the past; I kiss In thee
The Ups of Used to-be.

j

j b.vc ye all, and with wet eyes
Turned gllmmerlnglj on the skies,
Mr bles-lngs like your perfumes rise.
Till o’er my soul a silence lies
lor than any song to me,
■*%«.
ter than any melody
•
it- sweet echo, y ea, all three
dy dreams of r-nl-to in*.
—Jn me* ll’kifcomh

I

|

i

.LUSWOKTII

I

IIKAR

Rilry.

STORIFX

|l

Scraped

Sheriff (iisfnttau

rx

\v

Acquaintance with

an

llruln.

( from the lUntcor Coinmerciul.j
men,

much

wiiluing.

«rd f»ear cubs

They

located

I.
of

two fat

captured

and

body of

flie

ill's,

t tie

w

cutis
old

t tie

shipped

ss

few

a

weeks

teir and

to

one

Klisworth and

purchased by a Bar Harbor man. Thus
originated the story that two beam tiad
been killed on the S;ab«ll road in Ellsworth, near the Emerson farm.
While these i
been

»rt

E

not

were

tars

have

bears

the

»iear

seen

.#r

o

<

Elisworli*,

kil.ed in

frequently
farm

nerson

in

Mr
Emerson saw one on
recent years.
The
Hie Malone farm thr** >««rs ago.

,1

last bear killed wiihio the Ellsworth city
limits was killed *t trie ••Back Meadow,"
less

tie post office,
Calvin Grave*, the

three tilth's

thMii

f*-w

a

of

Inmi

t

yearn an

murderer

the

warden*

gams

nerving life sentence
snd James McFarland,
the

him when

The hear

murder

shot

was

Back meadow

w

ho

with

was

ledge*

Other

stream.

1*

committed.

was

the

on

who

Thomnston,

at

now

the

near

hears

have

high ridge just beyond
the stream, amt undoubtedly there are
In the
bear* In t iiKt v -mil a to day.
spring tiny work out nearer the settlements, ami almost «\ery year bear signs,
If not bears, arc seen this aide of ttie
been shot

the

on

meadow.

beers, ♦•x-Hheriff James T.
Eushniari, of Ellsworth, the other day

Speaking

some

»:i

I'nion

on

of

experience tie had witti a hear
years ago, w hen he was lumbering

told of

It

river.

with

iuaiiitance

hi*

was

bear

a

first
his

m

ac-

native

wilds.
I'ushman

was

camp, when tit* met
out

of

tiie

on

rome

way into
children coming
hi*

with

woods

foil

{tails

of

luscious raspberries. Crossing the river,
he found the place where, as he suppised,
the children had gathered tlia berries.
1'he bushes all around were trampled

down,
and

but the berries

Mr. Cushman

temptation

were

could

still abundant

resist

not

the

stop ami pick some.
gradually along through
the hushes, (ticking and eating.
Near the
big root of a fallen tree t tie bushes hung
full of berriei}. Mr. fusbmau was pickHe

to

worked

ing

close to

life

one

picking

on

root

w

lien lie heard

time,

same

and

both

some

The pick-

the other side.

the other side heard him

er on

about

the

over

the

looked

stump of the tree »t once. Mr. Cushman
found himself fM*-,. to face with a large
bear. The surprise .van mutual, and affected b ith tue HM iie wq- he hear ran
oneway
Mr.
ii

t

mud

ushiimn

.I'litM

Cusliniaii

Mr.
n.il

I'.mi

not

ini,n

the

anything.

as

roadway

a

ment

stop
lin

until

Ii<>ur

Minv

the terminal

ginning

to like his

new

work.

hovel,

camp and

But

ttie road

when Pat went to the stump where
had left his dinner basket, the basket
was empty, and the way things were
he

scattered around gave evidence that
thief hid been none too particular in
way he handled things.

the
the

Pat worked to the end of the day, and
went to the camp at night with a ravenous
appetite, or as he put it. “With the
Hides ov me stummick chafin’ agin each

Genesee

^raUemw -My mamma
coroee-drlnker and has found

May 2*2.

baa been a great
it very in urloua
uI
of
several
packages
your
15
K A IN.O, the drink that take-* the
place or cof
;w, she rinds it much belter for herself and for
elmdreu to drtufe
She has given up coffee
■‘Unking entirely. We use a package of tiraiu-o
«.\ery weeIr 1 am ten ye> i■- old.
tours respectfully,
I anme Williams.
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Silsby used to ssy when he told the
that that
t a ehty-six m lie waik
home seemed the shortest, jet took the
longest of any walk of the same distance
be ever took, for he had to stop every
dozen rods or so to laugh when tie
thought how funny that hear looked and
how funuy he must have fell rolling
down the lull with the p. rk barrel over
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Percy Perry, of Sorrtnlo, is employed
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at

John H. Thomas, who has been in
Bingor the past week at Dr. Pond’s for
Mrs.

treatment

of

returned

the eyes,

home

Saturday. She was accompanied hy Mrs.
Pei I ingill and M r* McFar I inri, of Bangor.
Mrs McFarland will spend the rest of the
su timer Ht her home at Salisbury Cove.
T.
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and ; it will bring.
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a
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Sweeuey
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something, and investigated.
boughs he peered withlie did not stop for
fur.

aside the
saw
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investigation,
drove

on
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back

to

his

own

counsel

as

to

with the rifle.

“Madame,”

on

said the
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legislature.”
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1

never
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This

buy anything just

Arkansas

woman

and

recently traveled

children

to

to

her

ouce

“And

are

sure,” she asked, inclined to believe
him, “that your.reformatlou is complete?”

iu

not afraid to be generous to the needy and
The proprietors of Dr. King’s
New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs
and Colds, have given away over ten million trial bottles of this great medicine;
and have the satisfaction of knowing it
lias absolutely cured thousands of hopeless
cases. Asthma, Bronchitis. Hoarseness and
all diseasesof the Throat, Chest and Lungs
are surely cured by it. Call on S. 1). Wiggin. Druggist, and get a free trial bottle.
Regular size 50c. and fl.
Every bottle

guaranteed,

or

price refunded.

“I had

gine, says:
the loins

now

a

dull aching

en-

across

cause.

Sarah H. Barker, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by A. F. Burnham, the
executor therein named.
Emily,V. Swazey, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will und testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, and for the appointment of
some suitable person as administrator with
the will annexed of the estate of said deceased, presented by Charlotte R. Swazey.
Alfred Swazey, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition lor probate thereof, presented
by Charlotte R.
Swazey, the sole surviving executrix therein
named.
Orient H. Carpenter, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Second account of Eben
M. Hamor, executor, tiled for settlement.
Eugene B. Richards, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Third account of Walter
E. Rodick, executor, tiled for settlement.
Joseph W. Staples, late of Swan’s Island, in
said county, deceased. First account of Alvah
Barbour, executor, filed for settlement.
John D. Blaisdell, late of Sullivan, in said

and then, but I paid little

ary trouble set

in and developed

into

nthpr>4

I nnnt innnrl

Hip IrpolniDnt until I

viMimv,

well, the aching

ceased and

riifi

K. Blaisdell.
ment.

the urin-

m

nuiii.

administrator, tiled

m

for

n

umuii

settle-

Jesse II. Bragdon. late of Lamoine, in said
First account of Lizzie J.
county, deceased.
Bragdon, administratrix, tiled for settlement.
Seth K. Chase, late of Bluehill, in said
a
county, deceased. First account of Austin T.
Stevens, administrator, filed for settlement.
V., sole agents for the U.S.
Lucy A. Rednmn, late of Brooklin, in said
deceased. First account ot Colin E.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take county,
Redman, administrator, filed for settlement.
Charles W. Wasgatt, late of Ellsworth, in
no other.
said county, deceased. First account of Vernon CL Wasgatt, administrator, tiled for settlement.
Danforth P. Mason, a person of unsound
mind, of Orlatid, in said county, .‘s.-cond account of Mary A. Wardvvell, guardian, filed
for settlement.
Clara Emma Eldridge, Phe
Gertrude Eland Gladys V Eldridge. minors, of
dridge,
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
Bucksport. in said county. Petition tiled by
the IHth day of January, in the year of our Annie
A.^Eldridge, guardian of sai
minors,
la»rd one thousand eight hundredand ninetyfor license to sell, at public or privu
sale,
six. and recorded in the Hancock county, certain real estate of said minors. situated in
Maine, registry of deeds, book 299, page 2*1, said
Bucksport.
conveyed to John VV. Somes, of said Mount
Ilale. minors, of
Shirley Hale and David
Desert, a certain parcel of real estate situEllsworth, in said comity. Petition tiled hv
ated at Beach Hill, in the town of Mount Netties.
Hale, guardian of said minors, for
Desert, bounded and described as follows, license to sell, at
public or private sale, certo wit:
tain real estate of said minors situated in
“Beginning at a stone bound on the east said Ellsworth.
side of the road leading to Southwest Harbor
Palmer N. Crowley, an insane person, of
in
the northwest corner of lot conveyed to Mount
Desert, in said county. Petition filed
John A. Carter; thence easterly by John A.
Thaddeus S. Somes, guardian of
said
Carter's north line nine rods to a stone bound 1 by
ward, f<*r license to sell, at public or private
at the. northeast corner of said John A. Car- I
sale, certain real estate of said ward, situated
ter's lot; thence northerly seven rods to a
in said Mount Desert.
stone bound and corner; thence westerly nine j
Benjamin Richardson, a person of unsound
rods to a stone bound at the east side or said j
mind, of Mount Desert, in said county. Peby the east line of said road tition hied by John W. Somes, gu r-uan ot
| road; thence
southerly seven rods to place of beginning said ward, for license to sell, at public or pri! and containing sixty-three square rods, more j vate sale, certain real estate of said ward, sitor less, together with the
buildings thereon.' uated in said Mount Desert.
M -ani’ig however and intending to convey
j Anson P. Cunningham, late of I-’den. in said
with tin above-described lot all my right, I
county, deceased. Petition filed by Drusilla
: title and interest in all land between said lot
H. Cunningham, widow, tor an allowance out
and the centre of said road;’’ and whereas the !
of personal estate of said deceased.
said John VV. Somes by his deed of assignCharles E. Gordon, late of Franklin, in said
merit dated the seventh day of February in
county, deceased. Petition filed by Elizabeth
the year of our Lord one thousand eight bunGordon, widow, for an allowance out of per
dred and ninety-six, did bargain, sell, as- sonal estate of said deceased.
sign, transfer and set over unto me, the un- !1 O. P. CUN N1NGHAM, Judge of said Court.
dersigned, Charles H. Frazier, of said Mount A true copy of original order of court.
Desert, the above-described mortgage deed, |
Attest:—Cham. P. Dorr, Register.
| the real estate thereby conveyed, the note and
! all claims under said note, thereby secured, |
STATE ©I MAIM
said assignment being recorded in the Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds, in 1
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
book 297, pa*t 397; and whereas the condition
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hanof said m.irtgagi has been broken, now. tIn re- cock, on the tilth day
of
June, in the
fore, by reason of the breach of the condition year of our Lord one thousand nim- bcudred.
claim a foreclosure of said mortCERTAIN instrument purporting to be
thereof,
a copy of the last will and testament of
gage and give this notice for that purpose.
Charles H. Frazier.
Laura Bernt, late of the city of Wash ngton
John A. Peters, jr., attorney.
and District of Columbia, deceased, and ot
Dated this 13th day of June. a. d. 1900.
the probate thereof in said District of Columbia, duly authenticated, having been {'reNOTH »: OF FOItFCLOSUKF.
sented to the judge of probate for •■ursaid
\l rlli:i;KAS
John A. Carter, of Mount county of Hancdck for the purpose ot being
yy
Desert, in the county of Hancock, and allowed, tiled and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
the IHth day of January, in the year of our
all persons interested therein, by publishing
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-six, and recorded in the Hancock county, a copy of this order three weeks successively
Ellsworth American, a newspaper
Maine, registry of deeds, in book 299, page 2H, in the
in said count v >,f Hanconveyed to John VV. Somes, of said Mount printed at Ellsworth,
cock, prior to the third day of July, a. d
Desert, a certain lot or parcel of land situprobate
may appeal «.i
ated at Beach Hill, in the town of Mount 1900, that they
Desert, bounded au:l described as follows, court then to he held at BlnehiH. a and for
said county of Hancock, at ten oV nr1; in the
to wit:
“Beginning at a stone hound on the east forenoon, and show cause, if any hey have,
against the same.
side of the road leading to Southwest Harbor;
(). P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of Probate.
t He nee from said hound easterly nine roils to
of original order ot court.
a stone and
thence
stake;
northerly eight A true copy Attest:—C’h
as, P. Dork. Register.
rods to a stone and stake; thence wester!v
nine rods to a stone on the east side of said
HMIK
subscriber
gives notice that
hereby
road; thence by th*- east line of said road
eveutrix
she has been duly appoint'
southerly eight rods to the first-mentioned or1 the
last will and testament of Hannah J.
bound and containing seventy-two square
ih
of
in
late
Skinner,
Bucksport,
county of
rods, more or less, together with the buildings
no bonds
being rt-gaired,
theron
Meaning however and intending to ; Hancock, deceased,
All personsthe
terms
of
said
will.
by
with
the
above-described
lot
all
convey
my
the
demands
estate
against
righ:, title and interest in all land between having
lot and tfo- centre of said road;” and of said deceased are desired i> present*
[ said
whereas the said John VV Somes by his deed the same for settlement, and u!i indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imof assignment dated the 7th
of February,
ID ml-:r.
Francos C.
! in the year of our Lord oneday
thousand tight mediately.
a. d. 1900.
J une
| hundred and ninety-six did bargain, sell, assign, transfer arid set over unto me the unsubscriber htre. v giv
n.iiice tha;
dersigned Charles H. Frazier, of said M mnt
r|'MIK
he has been duly appointed adminis1
Desert, the above described morigige Meed,
trator
of the estate of
John F. Hurley
; the real estate thereby conveyed, the n Me. ia.e
of
in
iim
of
Ellsworth,
and all claims under said note thereby mcounty
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
cured, said assignment being recorded m the
directs.
law
All
depersons having
H mcock county, Maine, registry of deeds, m
the estate of said demand*
against
hook 2.»7, page 398; aud whereas the condition
ceased
are
desired in
! of said mortgage has been broken, now therepresent the same
| tore, bv reason of the breach of the condition for settlement, and al! indel.ieu thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
there-r, 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortJune 5. a. d. 1900.
Danikl H rley.
I gage and give this notice for that purpose
Charles H
Frazier.
John A. Peters, jr at ornev.
•vi|w...-|'i..
| HH,
Dated this 13th day of
a. d. 19UU
!
ary

troubled

was

corrected.”

For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
box. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
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Small, of Atlantic, has given much time to
the preparation of this volume, which covers
244 pages.
From the following table of con
tents may be seen the ground which the book
covers

to

the land which is
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Hack at the spruce boughs he routed out
two bears, and shot them both. Then he
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says he will be ninety-three if
another birthday. That is

her business methods that have

tree”.
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lad and talks like one,

sixty millions of dollars

worked

you that “Hob”
the “beat men who

he noticed

that meant

a

and

from

of

they will tell >ou something more
I my plan when 1 used to deal in horses.
bis prowess; but that has nothing to do
1 I would
get a day’s option on a horse and
with this story.
Like ail good woodsmen, Sweeney was hiu what it would bring before buying it.
*1 attribute my success chiefly to the
a keen observer of things about him, and
rule of always buying when everyone
wheu he a aw anything out of the ordiwants to sell and selling when every one
nary, at once looked for an explanation.
Driving his team along the road near the wants to buy. There’s a price on everything I have. When that price is offered,
camp at Spec pond one cold morning in

fA

returned

Hetty Green’s Success.
was lately induced to talk
writer for Ladies' Home Journal of

to a

time

tell
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was one
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to make
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the peace and order
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at
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Secret of

Indeed, be never would
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told it when

Fulling

int, who has been in
weeks, lias chartered to

where they have been at
government.
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Erbin Bartlett
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and he

in

C.iarles P. L

for
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the town became a city. His eye
bright as in his youth, and he uses
glasses only for close reading. His step is
more rapid than that of many a youngster,
is

guess from the appearance or talk of the
modest conductor that he has won fame

of the

in

Linwood

feeding

load stone

day

the

One more good hear story is furnished
by Robert Sweeney
formerly chief of
Rllsworth'it police force, now the popular
and obliging Conductor Sweeney of the
No one would
“Hoo” line, at Ratigor.

who

Maine, and is one
Bangor. No citizen
years, equals him

joined

1H31 when he

his head.

as a

and

his wife’s

Last

one

in

his

His

He is

with

Trent mil.

Capt.

or

resident

his affairs.

Danvers, Mass., is

of

health

Misses Cura and Helen Clark
ing here.

C.p’n Joe hasn't a chick or child left
him, but he is in the hands of * mighty
good folks” who keep his house well for

all

his

field.
June 21.
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two deer

front he
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six miles from

for

father, Francis Salisbury.

years, he
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employed

Northeast

has gone to

Wenfy,

Herman

stopping

such famous

a

doubtful utterances of people living

was

street,
was
?.i»
closely associated with.
Tncn he tooted to Lai kin street, just a
block away, and has made his home there

youd control when the biar with 1.is
strange headg<ar rushed past t hem, tnrned
short in their tracks,
broke
me
pun
race

Bun go

of

the

more

gineer for 30 odd years, and for 14 of them

last week.

Rev. J. R. Norwood, superintendent of
was here to-day.

pass by often,

Cap’n Joe has been
1 or thirty seven

Since 1>-’J1

laugh was not altogether ou
Mr. Silsby’s uxeti, manned l»t-

the bear.

of Ellsworth

Mr. John Drake,

has

schools,

for life.

ere

representative citi-

a

zen

every where else in the union.

Kay.

Gdorge Bartlett

the Penobscot marine records of
hundred years ago
Young Curtis drifted into Bangor in

stay

|

Harbor.

1VII and found folks just getting ready to
incorporate them-eh is into a city. Uncalled on Cap’n Han Green, rigger, and got
a job that lasted him until he knew
all
about the Hade and ubout Bangor, too,
and knew it well enough to be willing to

r» •

The bear, very much
probably a little sore,

smashed.

was

To all persons interested In either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, outhe fifth day
of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred.
fllHE following matters having been preA sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof he given to all persons interested*
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Eliaworth American, u newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Bluehill, in said county, on the third day of
July, a. d. 1900, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

something serious, the secretions being
School closed Friday after a very sucand at night annoying, breaking
term
of
cessful
nine weeks.
The pupils scalding
hope Miss Mason will return for the fall my sleep five or six times. I took remedies
for the complaint but they had no effect,
term.
Capt. E. B. Rumiil left this morning to and as I had read of Doan’s Kidney Pills
go in the schooner “Monbegan”. While and knew of several people who had used
at borne Capt. Kumill made some repairs
them aud claimed they were good, 1 got
on his cottage.
a box at Wiggin’s drug store,
hoping they
June 25.
S.
would do as well for me as they had for
niirut'ii p
imihimi.

names on

leading oxen, and piungcd
blindly over t tie embankment, dow n
which he rolled, the barrel still covering
and

over

ILrgal ITott'crs.

to

Requested

Honestly Answer This.
Is not the word of

friends here before going to Northeast
Harbor for the season.

packets of
the time as the “Brilliant,” “Rapid,”
Increase,” and “Washington,” all famous

of the

noses

going

ness in

camp stumbled a hear, Ills head
caught in a pork barrel, from which he

are

early varieties. Acreage in potatoes, 97
Acreage in corn, 101 per cent*
hay on hand, f>7 per cent.

per cent.
Amount of

George Hurd, of Boston, stopped a few attention to it, as the attacks usually
days with K. L. Smith last week.
passed off.^ Two years ago the trouble got
Hadie Dodge la visiting here for a while
worse, the aching more severe ar*d of
after being in Boston all winter.
Mae Freeman made a abort visit to longer duration. About this time a urin-

When
sure, but there was generally to be found such, and I know that w hole coast.
toinv pork, 11 iur, coffee, etc., for t lie man, | the war broke out with Spain, I vummed 1
; was a-goin' dow n the.e and tight with the
and bay for the beast.
Mr. .Silsby was iit-arnitig tins camp soldiers, hot they said I was too old. I’dwhen lie became aware of a great com- a gone, though, if they’d let me”.
Meanwhile, Cap'n Han Green, of Bangor,
motion inside.
In a few minutes Ltie
cause of it appeared.
Out from the door rigger, was building up a tine little busiof the

who

and

Simple Question.

Ellsworth People

Capt. John T. Freeman visited friends

and

tierce of molasses

a

up

Redman,
Eddington.

of Dr.

June 23.

here

Condition of grass flekls, lot per cent. Condition of pastures, 94 per cent. Amount of
young stock turned to pasture: Colts, 100 per
cent; young cattle, 93 per cent; sheep, 110 per
cent.
Blossom of fruit trees: Apples, 124 per
cent; plums, 114 per cent; straw oerrles, »5 per
cent; fully U. I. Greening, King, Grnvenstein,

A

Pretty Mar«ii.

armer

we

family

moved there from

Dick—I lost |50,000 in leas than half a
minute laat night, l^red—How did it
happen? Dick—1 proposed to Miaa Bullion and she said “No.”

JHrtrical.

Mias Blanche Fogg who has been on a
viait to her fattier, Charles E. Fogg, ha»
gone to Exeter where she will be employed
in the

Hancock County Crops.
The summary of crop conditions lit
Hancock county, published in the Btate
agricultural I ulletin, is as follows:

is at

G. E. M. Warren has returned from a
visit in Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, accompanied by his son-in-law, William True,
of Ellsworth.

old

before,

Fairfield,

The Drawback—Why should we worry,
Jack? Burely the world owes us a living.
I’m afraid, though, that we are not on
the Mat of preferred creditors.

few wfeek«.

Mrs. Ellen Jelliaon and daughter Nora
are in Bangor visiting relatives, before returning to her tome in Montana.

Then he sheered off again and went into
waters. He went all around Cuba.
“There ain’t a corner of that island I
don't know,” said he. “We used to go a
stubbin’ around the whole place, any w here
w

not elaborate, lo be

was

years

many years later he was to
handsome bridge.

on

there

two

a

Tibbetts’ for

Clifton

in

Miss Nancy Jordan has been on a visit
aiater, Mrs. W. O. Fogg, of Salisbury Cove.

on a

a

temporary
operat-

shelter for himself and

only

was

garden

of

Wallace

.v-o

ship stores along
a couple
of days.

the

visiting friends.
Mrs. Oren Burleigh,

to her

I walked him down to the spot where they
forded the Kenduskeag—a place where not

j

huge glacier.

a

'* ••'-'***

in

took

master's

the lumbermen

would

in tli*> dn.iilM

one

just

There is

used

atopping-placcf by
ing the vicinity.

ago,and
.Sweeney
ever pul

day

IU chasan, Mich.,
Pure Food Co., Lc Hoy, .V. Y

Mrs. Addie M. K. Jelliaon is

Broad street for
He
liked the big p ace, and resolved to live
here some day. They showed him where
the British soldiers had trampled the post-

top, and the embank-

on

moraine

Iih

went to work in the morning he took his
dinner with him iu a basket.
For a few
days things went well, and Pat was be-

and

stretch or

Near the end of this whale’s back

tie

Hut the tlr*t sight of a bear in the
Wooda does not affect nil men llie same
WHy. Some forty-odd years ago a son of
Erin landed in Ellsworth, and before the
green of hit* unlive isle bad been tinged
by the reJ, w h te eud blue of his at o ted
home, he went to work cutting cord wood
for Messrs. Lynch and Sweeney at the
head of Branch pond, in Ellsworth.
Pat was set at work in a piece of timber a tnile from camp, and when he

me

falls away precipitately on either
Scientists tell us this formation is

aide.

other.

running yet.

AA

remem tiers

with such food

Mr.

|

for

.ccuba, wailed f*»r the mother, shot her,

>

roan

road known as the “whale's back”, a peculiar, geological formation, resembling a
railroad embankment on a gigantic scale,
as

returning home
f .11 work in the 1’iiion river woods by
y of the “air line” « few weeks ago,
Machfas

I'.vo

Mrs. Nathan Salisbury, who has been
is better.

j

..

over mis

other page*.

see

quite ill,

j

Ix)-t laughter, and the whl-tled tunes
Of i.,ivhowl’s mouth of crescent runes,

»

temper.

County AVtra,

On*.

Bangor CommrrHat.]

f From the

|

I.o*t laughter ripples llmpldly
From lips brimmed o’er with nil the
Of rare old Uscd-to-lre.

j

of-('rtslliu-.

hours, with a meal
upon Pat’s health

telling

was

For additional

Native

h

“I’m going on ninety three, and I don’t
fourth day after the thief’s first
raid, Pat left his dinner in the accus- I scare worth a cent when it cornea to going
tomed place on the tree stump, then hid a I aloft,” is what Cap’n Joe W. Curtis, of
Bangor, said to a reporter recently. The
short distance away and waited.
He
bad not long to wait. Soon he heard some brilliant sunshine of an April forenoon lit
up his snow-white hair, and the old man,
one coming through the bushes, then a
black bead appeared above the stump who didn’t look so very old, smiled out of
and a big paw readied out for the basket. his bushy locks and his eyes twinkled like
Pat’s knowledge of bears was confined to stars. He surely did look fit to shin any
stick that ever rose over green water,
story books, in all of which they were
Cap’n Joe Curtis—everybody knows him
represented hs very dangerous Hiiiinais. j
So uiuch the more wonder then that he by that name—was born in Castine, away
acted as he did. His hair “riz upon ind,” f back in 1808, on the first day of March.
He belongs to that Bagaduce dynasty,
lie said, but it was too much for Pat to sit
which refers to the town as “Carstine,”
by and watch another meal going the
much to the disgust of the younger sumway three others had already gone. Pat
mer element in the population there,which
crept softly around so as to be behind the
likes a shorter and more aristocratic A in
bear, and approached to within a few feet
the title of the place. But when a man
of him. The bear was too busily engaged
to notice him until Pat exclaimed, “So grows up to say “Carstine” instead of
it’s yet, ye black spalpeen, that’s been “CAS-tine” you can’t do much with him,
if the Lord has let him last
aflber atin’ me grub!”
Aud as
the particularly
and some over in good
frightened bear started to make off, Pat ninety-two yearn
health and spirits.
laid his bead open with a blow of the axe.
In 1816 boys went to sea as soon as they
Pat was the
hero of the camp that
were old enough to wear long-legged boots.
night, but there was still a good deal
Where modern youngsters are scarce out
about bears he bad not learned.
When
of the reach of their mammas, the lads of
one of the men in camp volunteered to
that period of the century were getting
bring the carcase of the bear into the city
aloft in ripping gales to help work the
and sell it for him, he gladly accepted the
schocner off a lee shore as she edged up
offer. The man got the flO bounty which
coast toward the Penobscot or down again
was then paid for bears, and a good round
after molasses and sugar in the West
When he
sum for the skin and carcass.
Indies. Cap'n Joe Curtis got the fever at
got back to camp he gave Pat fl; and Pat
the usual age. He sat on the banks of Fort
thought he had made a good thing out of
George and gazed dow n on the craft in
It.
Fort Point bay and wished to be a sailor,
An amusing bear story used to be told j Before he was a dozen years of age he
by the late Roswell Silsby, of Aurora, but could splice a rope and knew the sorrows
at ttie time it happened the laugh was as of greasing down a mainmast when better work lacked.
much on Mr. Silsby as on the bear.
In 1S10, he turned up in the port of BanMr. Silsby was driving over ttie “air
line” road on his way to Cherryfield, with gor aboard one of the tight little packets
a four-ox team.
'"VI
Everyone who lias been

A land where music ever girds
The otr with belt* of singing birds.
And sows all sounds with -uch sweet words
That even In the lowing herd*
A meaning lives so *wi et to me.

j

of twelve

end,

Old Itaiigor Rigger,

Famous

On the

such as swung
A land enchanted,
In golden «ea* when sirens clung
Along their dripping brinks, and sang
To Jason In that mystic tongue
That dased man with Us melody;
Oh, such a land, with such a sea
Kissing its shores eternally,
Is the fair Used-to bo.

»

work-day

at each
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CAP’N JOK CURTIS.

| Manufactured
meiits,

of the best

material,

thoroughly in^pecte

with ai; I at t

::np;*ove-

I and warrant!1 !.

PHICK,~$l.r>(>.
M

The hook may l>e obtained of the author, I>r.
II. W. small, Atlantic, Me.; of II. W. Bryant, 221 Middle street, Portland, or of the pub
Ushers, The Hancock County Publishing
Co.,

Ellsworth, Me.

A

M FACTURI.D BY

NOYES & NUTTER MFG. CO.,
|

F. 11. AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.

Bangor.
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CONFIDENCE and
PERMANENT REPUTATION. I

(PUBLIC

public
proof of

have

a

the

reposed
of

existence

That such confidence is extended to

new

at

Mrs. Sarah Ann Bunker, of Calais, is
her relatives and friends here after
an absence of three years.

evident from the fact of the liberal
patronage that store has always received.

Gilman J. Stanley, wife and child will
go to Rockland and Lewiston to-day for a
visit of a week among friends.

Mr. Cox, of Seal Harbor,
(l
(I pleted improvements on Hie

has

just

wharf

com-

on

Fish

Our stock is now complete, comprising all the newest and most fashdesigns in fabrics out for the season. The prices are so equalized
is
to the economical requirements of the times that public confidence
further elicited by our advantageous system of business. All who have
obtained for themselves a great and permanent reputation have won and
ionable

I

by patient and persevering labor. M. Gallert’s store has won
its reputation by unflinching truth and honesty of purpose, with the most
sincere and elevated efforts in behalf of the people. We have always
allied proofs with professions. What others promise we perform, and
the result is, whatever we state the public have implicit faith in* For
instance, we announce to you that we have received the largest, cheapest
secured it

and

most

GOODS, CARPETS,

1DRY

Outside

Call, and you will find it

so.

(I
11

WAISTS,

DRESS AND TRIMMING SILKS.

Jnst the things you are looking for. They
a strong combination. Here are the lots.

j|

Wash Silks at 50c.

Fancy

11

Colored Satin Duchess

TafTeta at 75c.

75c, $1

Waist Silks at 50c,

Tailor-Made
<| Cloaks, Capes,
when
You’ll think

swell styles at low prices.
What do you think of them?

are

and

Suits, Dress Suits for

you see the stock.
are lower than anybody else.
so

|

0

at

$

I.

$1.25.

few

a

Our

visiting

home

give

|j j
11

0

Mrs. Lucinda Fernald goes

sermons

He is

Sunday.

Congregational
Fast

Palme.1,

who wore

the
ar-

“Penobscot” at
Bucksport, Friday afternoon, for robbing
Augustus Hartford, of Hertnon, of fv,
were tried Saturday and sentenced to flvo
months In jail. The hoys said they had
Joel flnlabed serving an apprenticeship on
the training ship “Alliance”. Forty-two
dollars of the money waa recovered, the
remainder having been (pent for shoes
and clothing.
rested

the steamer

on

Rood's Pills

l.tver

cure

Ills, Biliousness, in.
to take, easy to

Easy

digestion, ilendache.
operate 3flc.—Adtt.

SACRIFICE SALE
OF

CARRIAGES
FOlt THE NEXT

THIRTY DAYS.
Having purchased

pastor of the
Amherst, Mass.
H.

June 26.

the five district* in thi* town
haveclosed. That in district No. 1, Miss
Edna Hatfield teacher, closed June 12, with
Schools in

elghteen-yeer-old boys

abbtrtiecmnU*.

now

church in

Walter Keed and Thomas
two

few

J,

while

town, survive.

an

11

Islesford.

dally.

Mrs. Aquila T. Atwood died suddenly
Tuesday night at the family residence In
East Bucksport, aged seventy years.
Besides her husband, two brothers, Henry
and
of
Little,
Orrlngton,
Joseph T., of this

Rev. F. V. Stanley and family leave for
days’visit this week. Mr. Stanley
will go to the meeting of the ministerial
association at West Sullivan. On his way
back he will stop at Prospect Harbor for *
day or two.
The Sunday school coucert at the Methodist church was one of the finest ever
given here. The parts were well rendered.
The moThe music was especially line.
tion song by Lizzie Sprague, Stella Rowe,
a

arriving

are

Hncfcaport.

of the Methodist Episcopal
Ice-cream social every
Thursday evening at Epworth hall. The
socials are welt attended, and quite a sum
has been raised for church expenses.

ijJl

to

from

He returned to

The ladies

church

J
^

season

la

lecture
Mr. Leydon postponed bis
until to-utght. The storm prevented bis
having it Friday night, as advertised.

J

prices

been

weeks.

•

Kev. Uldeon Mayo, of Wetervllle, arrived
He will ocat Atlantic .Saturday night.
cupy the Baptist parsonage, and will
preach In the Baptist church while here.
He will stay through July ami August.
M F.
June 26.

his work there last week.

_

Everybody.

has

Charles Stewart

visitors

Hammer

Joyce, with hia men,
Adelbert Bridges’ house.

on

Boston for

Suits.];

WE HAVE MADE A SILK PURCHASE,

J|

Linwood

working

j|

Garments and

other pagr*

Vivien Uott, of Rockland; la
friends here.

J

desirable line of

Ladies'

J

»m

Ellen Kent and Nina Kent waa one of the
features of the evening.

pleasing

Swan's Islntul.

point, for the Cranberry club.
Miss Mamie F. Spurling has been enterA taining Miss Sprague, a classmate of the
normal school, during the past week.
Somesvllle.
f
The C. E. held services at Beech Hill last
Capt. Beniah Bunker will run a small
j
steam launch this season.
Parley Stanley night.
The schools have closed. The school
€ wiii sail in his place for Dr. Heyward.
Fred Bracy and wife are receiving conhere baa a new flag-pole.
J gratulations on the birth of a daughter on Quite a number from here attended the
June 1ft, weighing nearly twelve pounds.
flag raising at Hall Quarry. The exercises
Capt L. J. Spurling In schooner “Wild were pronounced fine. Everything went
i
j Rose”, in four days of Ashing last week, off smoothly.
# : stocked |315. Fred Erickson, one of the
Miss Cora Parker returned Saturday
crew, shared f41 during the four days,
from Watervllle, where she has been ati Capt. George W. Bunker, of Portland, tending school. Miss Parker baa been
i has bad a Ane monument erected In the studying very hard. She is very enerBanker burial yard. It Is a beautiful getlc. All wish her success in her school
! monument of clear white marble, eight work.
i • i feet high.
The fire-bug which baa visited sur| Lewis E. I.add went to Boothbay this rounding towns paid us a visit lately.
| week in the little steamer “8. L. V. Hun- The Workman house was found to be on
ter” and brought home the Urge new fire one day last week.
How It caught
yacht recently built there for Messrs remains a mystery. The house was unSparling & Ladd.
occupied.
(I 1 Mrs.
Rev. H. R. McCartney and wife spent
Benjamin H. Spurling and daughter Frances, of Boothbay Harbor, arrived Sunday here. It seemed good to see their
at the home of her father, William P.
Mr. McCartney
familiar faces once more.
0 | Preble, Saturday, to remain during the delivered two very able and instructive
j

(\>unt# .'Viri,

fY*r Addi tionat

he house.

The Congregational Sunday school la
its
to
adding one hundred volumes
library.
The ladies' aid circle has completed
arrangements for the Fourth. There will
be the ringing of the bell and firing of
salute at sunrise. The young people will
have their fantastic parade between 8 and
9 o’clock. At 10 the exercises In Tapley'a
grove begin. These will Include, in the
morning,the reading of the declaration of
Independence by Miss Jean Condon, and
an oration by the eloquent pastor of the
Congregational church in Camden—Hev.
L. D. Evans. Dinner will be served in
the grove at 12 o'clock. In the afternoon
there will be further literary and musical
entertainment from the stand.
In the
eveniug there will be entertainment and
social at the chapel.
Efforts
ice-crtatn
are being made tp secure a baud for the
day.
S.
June 25.

Congregational church buildIslesford is being painted.
John H. Hamor, wife and child are
(
visiting Mrs. flamor’s relatives at Steuben.
ing

Store]]

is

jt

t

IhIm.

(I visiting

Gallert’s Dry Goods

]]M.

J

merit.

paper

Charles Whittier preached Sunday
in the Onion church.

Rev.

(•

we

page*.

COUNTY NEWS.

and whitewash, which improve
greatly the appearance of the interior of

j

morning
The

confidence is

»re other

Mrs. Eva Richardson is very ill at the
home of Mrs. Ousts Bunker.

....

Wherever

.Vfir*

the stock of Geo. M.

Harbor. at a <rreat bargain, I
at a LARGE DISCOUNT

Franklin.

Tower, Bar

sell the
prepared
from FIRST COST.
to

am

Mias Myrtle Rutter visited friends at outfit consists of
interesting programme. Pupils not Sullivan last week.
the
term
were
absent during
Percy E.
Seth Scammon has gone to Rumford
Bunker, Ralph Bulger, Viola F. Joy, Fred- Falls to find work for the summer.
erick Joy, Walter F. Joy, Clarence F. Joy,
Florence Rlai«dell has returned home
Velma Stanley. Everett
Wedge, Leslie from
Brunswick, where she has been
Wedge and Esther Stanley. Absent one
spending the past few weeks.
day only, Clarence Crosby,
Mrs. Mary L. Whalen, daughter Vivian
June 25.
R.
and 6ister, Miss Rena Hooper, of East
Wattlinvn.
Sullivan, are visiting relatives here.
Miss Vena Giles, who has been attendElaborate preparations are being made
ing school, has gone to Ellsworth.
by the Free Baptist ladies’ aid society for ;
Miss Arvilia Kingman, of Hancock, the dinner which they are to serve in the

same

The

an

We have

,

0
0

GOODS.

DRESS

i|

j[

that is new in dress goods. Particular atten- ^ |
fabrics suitable for tailor-made suits and rainy 0

everything

tion is called to the
weather skirts. Dress Goods at

prices

from 12

l-2cto$2.50.

!

j

(I |
i

t

CARPETS.
I I

i

[

BUCKBOARDS,

CUTUNDERS,

There has never been so strong a line of goods put in any store as I
in ours.
5
**
We start with three different lines of extra super carpetings at 35c,
50c and 00c.
^ |
Something entirely new, both in design and make, American Straw 0 ; spent
Mattings, made by the Grass Twine Co., of St. Paul, Minn. Beats any 0

•:

J^

Jap or Chinese matting ever made. Ten times ns durable and handsome. (•
Can be washed and easily cleansed. For chambers and cottages it has no I
*
equal. Rugs of the same material. Price for ._e matting, 35c per yd.
Rugs from 50c to $1.25, according to Bize. Japanese and Chinese mat- k
tings from 12 1 -2c to -40c.
|
Art Squares, Japanese and Brussels Rugs from the smallest to the 0

I

I

11

in size.

Our

Draperies

ami Lace Curtains.

Muslin Ruffled Curtains at 55c to $2.50. Swiss
per pair. Brussels netts, muslin nstts, by the yard or
of Holland shades, curtains and portiere fixtures.

0
from 50c to $5 k
piece. All kinds k

PUNTS,

a

Ethel

Jellison

Almou

in town

were

ami

Saturday

July

daughter

and

which

eburen,

days in town recently.

few

Mrs.

Sunday.

is

marly

finished,

on

They

4

The

numerous

friends of

Percy Donnell,

summer.

The funeral of Mrs. James Twynham i June 28.
8, U.
place at the church June 12. She
Rh.i KWTl v.
was a good w ife, a kind neignbor.
Her
j
Miss Esther Morrison, of Pittsfield, is
husband, who is left alone, ha** the symspending a few weeks at M. D. Chalto's.
pat by of friends and neighbors.
The following delegates were chosen
The remains of Miss Ardcila
•

took

Hasiem,

j

Sunday
Amherst, were brought here !
convention at I^atnoine Thursday:
Mrs.
for intermeut Saturday. Miss Hasiem
Julia A. Cbatto, Mrs. Mary E. Gray, Mrs.
0 was a fine
and
will
be
!
young lady
greatly Lillian Lord.
missed among her companions and assoKID
Mrs. Hudson and her daughter, Mrs.
The
warmest
ciates.
sympathy is ex- Mendella Benson, arrived Sunday from
First of the season and greater than any previous season. To the 0
tended to the bereaved mother.
hundreds of our kid gloves patrons we should with this stock and these 0
Buffalo, N. V. They will be joined in a
few days by Mr. Hudaon, and then will!
A. A. Campbell, deputy supreme chief
values add other hundreds. Our celebrated P. P. gloves at $1.25, I *
O ‘copy their summer borne.
At preseut
ranger of the Independent Order of Forthey are at M. D. Cbutto’s.
$1.50 and $1.75 have no superior for fine grades. Our 00c and $1
estera, gave a lecture at Fox's hall June 11,
Mrs. Mary Free thy, of Concord, Maas.,
gloves, in both hook and clasps, cannot be beaten.
There was a musical programme, after
baa rented the cottage of Mra. Davis for
which a
court was organized.
who died at

from

school

the

to attend

IJ

5

CORSETS.

companion

All the cottages here are
filled exeent the one recently built
by Capt. 8. J. Treworgy. No doubt that
will soon be let, as it Is the finest at East

the

It is composed of twenty-three ladies.
The court will be known as Companion
Court “Sunbeam”. Mrs. Campbell accom-

panied

Surry.

her husband.

dan, gave

an

entertainment in

the

ing. Following
recitations,

is the programme:
Isaiah Hasiem, Newell

Beatrice nasiem, tiaroia

nasiem,

Capt.

music;
Hardi-

Tie ELECTRIC SPRAYER,

EUREKA
FLY KILLER,

Mt.

for spraying plants, dost roving potato bugs, dies
or lice
on
cattle and
horses.

For Cattle and Horses.

J.
Main Street,

P.

Brother Brnnscnm was one of our
honored members, taking a keen Interest
luand having the welfare of the order at heart,
It Is therefore
Resolved, That in the death of Brother
Brauscom this chapter loses one of Its most
Interested members, the community a good
neighbor, the State a respected citizen, and the

HTierro*,

moat

use.

wife and
father.

Ellsworth, Me.

of

men at the town’s expense was called
to subdue it. The buildings of Delman
Mann and Albert Treworgy at one time
were iu imminent danger.

Surry.

Nellie Young, who has been very

ill, is but slightly improved.
Mrs. Adelbert Bellatty and children,
ot Ellsworth, are visiting her relatives

Hi'iettlll.

Mountain Rebekah lodge held an icecream and cake social at Odd Fellows’ ball
Friday night. A large number was present, although it was stormy.

here.
Effle Ricker, of Lynn, Mass., cam#
a short time ago and will spend the summ T with her mother, Mrs. D. G. Means.
Mrs.

The Baptist V. P. S. C. E. has elected
A brash tire, started by some one, last the following officers:
President, Miss
A
high I Lizzie B. Morse; vice-president, o
week, did a great deal of damage.
Welland Clay; recording secretary, Mrs.
wind took it beyond control, and a crew
Emma J. Barrett; corresponding secretary, Miss Julia Saunders; treasurer, Mrs.
To Cure Constipation Forever.
Franc
Cortie.
Take Caaeareta Caudv Cathartic 10c or SSe j
June 26.
Bob.
K6ftC fad to cure, druggists refund money |

a

kind, loving husband and

Tl*t our heartfelt sympathy be
extended to Sister Branscom and her family In
their suddeu !>ereaveroent.
Resolved, That our charter l»e draped In
mourning for the j erlod of thirty days in
memory of our departed brother.
Resolved, That these resolutions be spread
upon the records of our chapter, a copy communicated to the family of Brother Branscom,
and copies sent to the local papers for public*
Melville I.. Allen,
tlon.
Mary A. oiser,
Fannie M. Brown,

*

Miss

family

Resolved,

"*

South

H.

Desert.

and

ELDRIDGE,

-------

pleased.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Stoves and Furnaces.

BLUE-FLAME OIL. STOVES—the only odorless oil stove in
Ilot Water and Steam Heating.
Plumbing a Specialty.

much

has adopted
Mount Desert chapter, U. K. 8
the followiug resolutions:
Whereat, Death hath suddenly broken another link from our gulden chain and taken
from our midst Brother James M. Brauscom,

PEARL. AGATE and GRANITE WARE.
CROCKERY and TIN WARE.
FISHING TACKLE.

was

Committee.

|

W**st

internal repairs upon the parsonage
nearing completion. Besides the cost
of a tine large bay-window added, about
as much more h»9 been invested in paint,
The

are

1

llrooksville.

fine line of

AT

own

make that will be sold at

a

bargain.

Call and see this line, and you will he ASTON ISH 1.1 >
LOW PRICES, but I am hound to sell them

regardless

of cost.

Office open from

Out-of-town

•> a. m. to !f p. m.

respondence promptly answered, and description
cheerfully given.

of

cor-

carriage-

H. E. HALONEY,
Repository and Salesroom,

Water Street, Ellsworth.

NEW PAINT SHOP
C

"""

painted.

I

TOWER* Prop.

PA INTI NO.

been

All kinds of Furniture

C. A.

All work warranted to

give perfect satisfaction.

Best Work and Lowest Prices in the

City.

Frank Roberts will give social dances
End hall Wednesday and SaturThe Dirigo
day evenings of this week.
orchestra, of Ellsworth, will furnish
music.

Call and

see.

Remember,

at the old

|j

Howe .Shop.

at West

Eden.

tion,

June 25.

a

Bnr Harbor

riorace

Wilbur, Earl Jordan; dialogue, tive little
girls; recitations, Orinaud ilasleiu, Enua
Jordan, Roland Haslem, Leota Hardison;
dialogue, seveu girls; recitations, Lurie
Haslem, Vernon Haslem; music; recita-

which she

G.

has

pattern*.

THE

D.

Blake, of West Sulllvar,
in charge of steamer
“Sorrento” for the last two summers, la
now in command of Hon. Frank Jone*'
steam yacht “Navia”. The “Sorrento”
will not run this summer.
who

even-

Adelbert
Crosby; dialogue, four
children; recftation, Ethel Haslem; diaiogue, four children; recitation, Bessie
Jordan; dialogue, four children; recitation, Ethel Maker; tableau “Good Night”;
Those not absent during the
music.
term were Enna Jordan, Flora Wilbur
Miss Jordan reand Vernon Haslem.
ceived a present from the school, with

■of my

West Sullivan.

Jordan, Georgie Jordan; diachildren; singing; recitation*,

son, Carrie
logue, four

J. A. C.

June 25

Schools closed Friday, June 15. Both
have been successful. The pupils in district No. 2, taught by Miss Isabelle Jor-

made and of the latest

Road and Express Wagons

summer.

now

finely

I also have

the

\

GLOVES.

are

etc.

<

who went to Portland to have bla eyes
treated, are glad to hear he w ill have the
sight of his right eye all right, and partial sight of the left eye.
He will remain
there awhile to have them treated.

Mrs. Arvill Jordan has gone to Bar Harbor, where she has employment for the

[

largest

DOG CARTS,

j

There will be a Fourth of July ball at
A good time is
Eden agricultural ball.
Music by Joy, Llndall and

CHARLES A. TOWER, South Street.

DO YOU

KNOW

Eromised.
Ujo.

A Good Cougli Medicine.

It speaks well for Chamberlain’s Cough
Remedy when druggists use it io their
own families in preference to any other.
"1 have sold Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy for the past five years with complete
satisfaction to myself and customers,”
says Druggist J. Goldsmith, Van Etteu,
N. Y. “I have always used it in my own
family both for ordinary coughs and colds
and for the cough following la grippe, and
find it very efficacious.” For *ale by Guo
A. Parch kr, Ellsworth, and W. I. PaprniLKjK, Rluebill, druggists.

atrfjntisrmmtg.

THAT

Don’t
Be
Bilious.
Be forehanded,
and guard

Your last year's buggy or road wagon can be made to equal any ui -to*
date carriage by having A SET OF HAItl> KLUIIKK TIKK*
put on T

THAT

Get

a

bottle of

am

I

can save

get.

on a

large number of

seta

for people all

over

the State

you

some

j

money ?

!
I have the largest assortment of carriages in all style* and at all prices to
be found in the State of Maine T

THAT
1 alao keep Harnesses, Robes and Horse
Clothing of all kinds ?

THAT
r—r

prices

E.

I

DAVIS,

(origin*; buckboanl m*n)

Street,

j
j

?

HENRY
Franklin

!

You will do well to call and examine my atock and
get my bottom caab

Be sure It is
the "L. F.” kind
you

putting

THAT

against It;
“L. F.” Atwood’s
Bitters
and keep your
digestion right.

I

THAT

....

Eilwortb, M

j

